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ABSTRACT
From the earliest beginnings of education, the question
of what schools should teach and the means by which such
principles should be taught have elicited responses from many
people. Not everyone agrees with the decisions made with
respect to answl:,dng each of these questions.
The issue of censorship was raised in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador in 1989 when sections of~
~, a required text, were said to have been censored
before it was implemented in the school curriculum. Many
people raised opposing views with regard to the decision to
delete sections of this text.
This researcher examined this issue and explored how it
has emerged in other Canadian provinces during the past twenty
years. Censorship campaigns, stemming from a variety of
rei!lsons, hi!lve been quite pUblicly waged in other provinces of
Canada. Texts have been censored on the basis of their
containing perceived immoral, profane, seditious, heretical,
violent, racist, and sexist aspects, as well as for the way in
which they treat labour-related and nationally sensitive
issues. Reports about the number of censorship cases that
have occurred in Canada are hard to quantify for many cases
are never reported in the media. The issue of silent
censorship is of concern and, accompanying this, there is the
notion of writers sacrificing their work in the form of self-
censorship for the sake of finding a place in the marketplace.
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There are those who are involved with education who actually
unknowingly censor materials.
This issue must be seen in light of its parent issue,
that of forming a literary canon for English courses. This
researcher examined the canon of literature listed for stUdy
in grades nine, ten, and eleven and level I, II, and III in
the province of Newfoundland and Labrador from 1950/51 to
1990/91. The canon of literature used in the schools of
Newfoundland and Labrador has changed drastically during this
forty year period. Many new areas of concern have been added
while others have been dropped. What must be kept in mind is
that such decisions are not going to please everybody. When
there are few means of expressing concerns about the choice of
material to be used in the EngliSh courses of high school
systems, the debate over the choice of material is often dealt
with in an improper way.
This researcher recommends that those involved with
selecting materials to be used in the curriculum - Department
of Education personnel, School Board officials, program
coordinators, principals, department heads, learning resource
personnel, teachers, and the pUblic, become more aware of the
concerns that are often raised. Selection policies should be
devised which state the rationale for each item listed for
study. Such rationales should state h.2l!I: the choice of
material relates to the philosophy of education and ~ it
helps achieve the goals and aims of education. The need for
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such a policy, protecting the rights of all concerned in this
process, should be made self-evident.
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CHAPTER ONE
CENSORSHIP :ISSUES RAISED :IN
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
:Introduction
What should schools teach? What texts should be chosen
to reflect this?
These two very importar:t questions form the very essence
of any school system. Indeed, from the beginnings of
education itself, answers to these questions have elicited
varied responses from lnany people.
In many ways, society today does not leave those directly
involved with educational systems to deal with answering these
questions. During the summer or 1969, these questions were
very much in the pUblic's attention when allegations of
l.::ensorship were levelled toward officials of the Department of
Education for the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador
regarding the omission of certain literary selections from a
literary anthology, Themes for All Times.
It is from this particular incident that this thesis has
developed. The focus of this thesis concerns itself with the
selection of material for high school English courses.
In Chapter One, a detailed account of this partiCUlar
issue will be presented. This will be accompanied by the
responses of various groups and individuals who reacted to the
decisions made by the Department of Education.
Chapter Two will present perspectives of censorship
concerns as they have occurred throughout the country.
Definitions of the word licensor", accompanied by a brief
history of how school texts have been chosen in Canada, will
be examined. The offensive aspects of school texts '41111 be
examined along with an examination of the parties involved in
several censorship challenges. Examples of particular
censorship challenges to texts used in Canada will be
examined.
censorship itself cannot be viewed as an isolated
In particular, the process of selecting materials
for any high school English program should be viewed in light
of questions concerning "literary canons". The relationship
between concerns expressed over issues of censorship and the
notion of a "canon", along with the recent debate surrounding
this issue, will be presented in Chapter Three. The issues
involved with the notion of a "literary canon" will be
examined in the point of view of those who defend the
and those who challenge it. The question of canon
"reformation" will be examined in light of the concerns it
raises for school systems.
A presentation of the canon which was listed for use in
the English program of grade nine, ten, eleven, and levels I,
II, III from 1950-51 to 1990-91 will be presented in Chapter
Four. An analysis of the research conducted will be presented
as each particular grade or level is dealt ~I~th.
Keeping a focus on the issues of censorship and the
canon, this researcher will conclude by presenting
recommendations to all who engage in the process of choosing
texts to be used in high school English courses.
State.eDt of th. prablea
Canadian school systems have long heard cries of
"censorship" echoing from various groups in society regarding
certain text selections chosen for high school English
censorship issues are directly related to the
broader issue of forming a canon of literature for English
This researcher will examine the relationship of
these areas as well as explore the depth of the issues
concerning textbook selection in Canada, in general, and in
the province at Newfoundland and Labrador, in particular. The
changes that have occurred in the canon of literature used for
high school English courses in the province will be studied.
A rationale (or tb, atudy
The issues involved with censorship received widespread
attention in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador during
the sutnIller of 1989. Accordingly, this researcher wishes to
present an introduction of the forces at work in any
censorship debate. secondly, an examination of a larger
issue, that of forming a literary canon, must be acknowledged
in order to understand the debate that has occurred regarding
censorship issues. Thirdly, just how censorship issues have
been dealt with in the past and the implications such issues
have for the future of text book selection in this province
and Canada will be presented. Next, by examining the canon of
literature which hus been in use in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador, this researcher wishes to focus on
the changes which have actually occurred during the history of
text book selection in the province. Such an examination
should enable those interested to have a better understanding
of the changes which have occurred in the English curriculum.
It can serve to summarize the history of change that has
occurred ctnd improve understanding of the issues which need to
be examined at present, as well as help in the process of
selecting literature in the future.
A oenaorship deb't..
During June, 1989, allegations of censorship were
levelled against officials of Newfoundland/s Department of
Education by various interest groups, with a. particular regard
to the omission of various passage$ contained in a grade
twelve English literature textbook Themes for All Times, a
required text to be used in all Newfoundland high schools.
Responding to questioning from Shannie Duff (PC st.
John's East), Dr. P. Warren, the province's Minister of
Education, claimed, "My understanding is that there were 11 or
12 items containing language whIch might be regarded as
offensive to some parents and even some religious groups in
the province" (Doyle, 1989, p. 1).
outside the House of Assembly, Dr. Warren claimed that
the province's denominational system of education made it "a
little more important that we be sensitive to all the rights
of the religious backgrounds" (p. 1).
According to Dr. Warren, the number of sections ordered
removed had already been reduced to six, while Jesperson Press
Ltd., the publisher, had agreed to make the changes. The text
was designed to be read by students in all schools. Because
his officials suggested that the Department be cautious in the
kind of language used in the textbook, he concurred with their
recommendation (p. 1).
The text had been prepared by a four member author-editor
team composed of Roy Bonisteel, having an extensive
broadcasting and journalism career, Ronald Clarke, an English
teacher of 30 years who was also a teacher of oral
communication at Memorial University's Faculty of Education,
Betty King, language arts consultant with the St. George's-Bay
of Islands-Ramea-Burgeo Integrated School Board ....ho was also
an experienced editor, and Judy Gibson, an experienced writer
and editor who functioned as education and acquisitions editor
with Jesperson Press (p. 1-2).
Judy Gibson resigned her position with Jesperson Press on
May 19, 1989 after she learned that six of the 171 selections
in the text had been ordered removed by Department of
Education officials. She claimed that "it was censorship,
pure and simple" and noted that works of authors like Ernest
Hemingway, Jules Verne, !'fargaret Atwood, Richard Hillary and
Antonins Maillet had been ordered to be removed from the text
(p. 2).
She claimed that there were no "four letter words," no
pornography, no hate literature involved in any of the six
sections of the anthology ordered removed. (A story by
Margaret Atwood was ordered taken out of the text because it
included the words "hell" and "damn".) She also noted that
none of the lan~uage, considered to be offensive by officials,
c&ntered around blasphemy, but that strong language was used
because it was appropriate to the occasion (The Evenina
~, June 21, 1989, p. 2).
Noting that a chapter from Jules verne's Journey to the
Centre of the Earth was removed because the word "damn" is
used, she pointed out that the entire book had been on the
program of studies, prescribed by the Department of Education,
for some years. According to Ms. Gi~son, this decision made
no sense (p. 2).
Roy Bonlsteel also denounced the decision of the
Department of Education, claiming it to be ridiculous and
commented, "I don't want to be part of any book that's had its
guts taken out," as well as saying,
This is an inaul t to teachers and students. It
implies that teachers don't know how to handle
sensitive subject matter.•. I guess they think
students shouldn't be reading naughty words ••. It's
interesting that the book is in the final stages,
and someone is only getting around to reading and
objecting to it now...Some of the stories they
object to have already been in the system, and they
are only getting upset about it now (Roberts, June
22, 1989, p. 1).
Response fro. the Writers' Allianoe of •••foun41an4 and
x.abra4cr
On June 24, 1989, The Eyening Telegram reported that the
Writers' Alliance of Newfoundland and Labrador would hold a
pUblic forum in July to investigate the curriculum selection
process used by the Department of Education.
Ed Kavanagh, president of the Alliance, wrote on June 24,
1989, in a letter to the editor of The Evening Telegram, that
We want to find out about the process in the
Department of Education and the methods used to
determine 'IIIhat is acceptable, who makes the
decision, and What their criteria are ... We also
want to deal 'IIIith the whole issue of censorship ...
The recent controversy surrounding the proposed
grade 12 textbook Themes for all Time~ is just the
latest example of the insidious, destructive
censorship that has been going on in the Department
of Education for some time (p. 4).
In this letter, Kavanagh also pointed out that "certain
of Kevin Major's books are still not permitted in the
classroom" and viewed this as being "an insult to
internationally respected Newfoundland author" (p. 4). He
also stated that in his opinion,
Dr. Warren is forgetting that in a democratic
society there is virtually nothing more offensive
than censorship ... It's impossible to look at the
current situation without thinking of the Salman
Rushdie affair. The Ayatollah called for Rushdie's
death. Clearly something is being killed here too
(p. 4).
a••pOD•• fro. the catbolie EdueatioD cOWlell
The executive director of the Catholic Education Council,
Frank Kearsey, claimed that the Council sUPP9rted the
Department's decision to drop material which .ight be
considered offensive to some parents. He pointed out that
"under the la\o', the lIinister of Education has the authority
over all school materials with the exception of religious
education" (Payne, June 28, 1989, p. 1).
The Catholic Education council had already been consulted
with regard to the content of several of the stories contained
in the textbook. Dr. Warren claimed that the Denominational
Education Councils "have the right to be consulted on all
curriculum decisions," but that in the past, curricululIl
decisions were not brought out for Public dabate. He was not
prepared to override the traditional rights of the
denominational education councils (p. 1).
Selections in que.tioD
originally, twelve stories were to be dropped frOID the
text, but that number was reduced to six whereupon the
Department then set about negotiating with authors and
publishers to have adjustments made to four of those (Payne,
p. 3).
Tvo short stories were to be completely dropped from the
text: "The Last Enemyll by Richard Hillary, and "The Killers"
by Erne!;t Hemingway. That language contained in the stories
might be considered offensive by some individuals and groups
was the justification given for their omission by Dr. Warren.
particularly, this language included phrases such as "GOd
damn," "hell," and "lucky bastard." Recommendations were made
with the rights of the religious denominations in mind (p. 3).
Lynn Verge, a member of the House of Assembly, voiced the
concern of some English teachers and stated, "English teachers
who I have been talking to are extremely upset abou.t this and
tell me they are shocked by it because they are using texts
with thtil same or similar ideas" (p. 3).
Dr. Warrtiln rtilptilated that he must be sensitive to the
rights of the denominations and that many parents do not want
that kind of language used in the text II forced down the
throats of their children" (p. J). He also noted that, While
there were one hundred and seventy one items in the anthology,
there were no more than about ten pages of the more than three
hundred in the text which had been put in q1lestion (p. J).
On July 14, 1989, The Evening Telegram reported that two
selections were to be removed from the text: "I See They Got
You Too," from Richard Hillary's "The Last Enemy" and <:l
selection from "The Killers" by Ernest Hemingway. It was also
stated that there were indications that the authors of a
number of othel: pitilces had agreed to certain word changes in
their works (p. 2).
Reactions fro. a pUblic toruli
J\t the public forum held by the writers' Alliance of
Newfoundland and Labrador, seven members of a panel included
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,Judy GibSOn, one of the editors of the textbook, Prank
Kearsey, executive director of the ROlllan Catholic
Denominational Education Co_ittee, Jennifer coulter, a recent
grade 12 graduate, Thomas Moore, teacher and member ot the
Newfoundland Teachers' Association executive and a writer,
Suzanne sexty. chairman of the Newfoundland Public Libraries
Board, Kevin Major. author, and Dr. Keith Winter, representing
the Department of Education (The Eyening Tel egraro, JUly 14,
1989, p. 2).
Mr. Kcarsey defended the decision of the Minister of
Education, claiming that Dr. Warren was not saying that people
could not read the sections deleted but that these sections
would not be required reading in school. He noted that as Dr.
Warren is the Minister for all people in the province, the
Minister must be sensitive to any groups ....hich might find.
certain language offensive. He also stetl!d that "Censorship
is not the issue here. We're talking about the process ot
selection of required reading material and I don't think the
t ....o are the same at all" (p. 2).
Jennifer Coulter said she ....as ottended to learn that as
a grade 12 student, she was thought to be lacking the
necessary intelligence to make her own decision about the
validity of literature selections, while Ms. Sexty voiced
concern that people should have opportunity to make their own
value jUdgements but are unable to do so unless they have
access to the literary material (p. 2).
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Kevin Major pointed out that there are times in
literature when nothing less than strong language will show
the anger, frustration. or inhumanity of a character. He
further stated that "By having a character swear, the writer
is not condoning such language; he is merely reflecting the
world as he sees it" (p. 2).
Other people at the meeting voiced opposing viewpoints.
Paul Cunne claimed that phrases such as "For Christ I s sake"
were a violation of one the Ten Commandments and a lIIoral
crime. Ken Spense and Robert Perreault, parents, said that
people having the right to make their own choices also meant
that people should have the right not to be forced to read
material they might find offensive (p. 2).
Dr. William McKim felt that the fault lay with the
province's denominational education system. He said people
should write to the church leaders to protest this riecision
(p. 2).
Ed Kavanagh, Judy Gibson and Shannie Duff said, after the
meeting concluded, that it would be unlikely that the changes
in the text could be reversed, but they hoped the government
was more aware of people's opposition to what had happened and
that should prevent similar occurrences from happening in the
future (p. 2).
R••ponse from the Newfoundland T••cb.r.' A••oci.tioll'.
English council
Subsequently, the Department's decision to delete
12
selections from Themes for All Times came under widespread
attack by many groups in society. On July, 21, 1989, an open
letter to Dr. Warren from Gordon A. Francis (1989), President
of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association's Provincial English
Council, was published in The Evening Telegram (p. 5). In this
letter, grave concern was expressed with regard to the
decision taken to delete material from Themes for All Times.
It was held that teachers do not advocate or support the
inclusion of obscene language, pornography or stereotyping in
the curriculum but that, in the opinion of the executive,
"there is quite a difference between obscene/offensive
language and the kind of language inherent within the
selections to be deleted" (p. 4). The executive also noted
that if such selections are considered offensive,
then, in order to be consistent, other literary
works now need to be expunged from the current high
school English curriculum. Literature written by
Shakespeare, Hilton, Atwood, Laurence, D.H.
Lawrence, and Cassie Brown, to name a few, will
have to go. A 'damn' is a 'damn' regardless of who
wrote it. For these works to remain would result
in a contradiction of philosophy, a contradiction
which should be rectified (p. 5).
Francis also expressed that teachers would have handled
these selections with sensitivity and pointed out that a vital
component of good literature is that it can serve to expose
students to real life situations (p. 5).
Accor' .ing to the Executive, the real issue was the need
for the Department of Education to determine a broader view of
education and ensure that students are not limited to the
13
particular beliefs of any minority group (p. 5).
A rabg_ or public responses
Quickly the pUblic became very much involved with the
,..hole situation and people expressed a variety of opposing
viewpoints.
One such person, Dennis Byrd (1989), wrote that
If this recent censorship is to be all
encompassing, then many great writers, along with
their genius, would be stripped from the present
curric;ulum. The following phrases all appear in
high school literature: '1 do smell all horse piss'
- 'The Tempest' (Shakespeare), 'I want to change
you from a frowzy slut' -~ (George Bernard
Shaw), 'God confound you, Mr. Lockwood'
Wutherinq Heights (Emily Bronte), 'kight up her
ass! ,_ Lord of The Flies (William Golding), 'Ain't
no snot-nosed slut of a schoolteacher ... ' - IsL1S.ill
a Mockingbird (Harper Lee). 'Flaccid penises' -
writing PrQse, 'Whey-forced slut' - AntholQgv of
~, 'Arebel's whore' - 'Macbeth' (Shakespeare),
'The very deep did not! 0 Christ!' - 'Rhyme Qf the
Ancient Mariner' (Coleridge). If we wish our
students to achieve the ideals and values that
great literature offers, we must be vigilant, lest
hasty censorship decimate the sources from which to
draw (p. 4).
Mac Eveleigh, in a letter found in ~Dday Exprg;ss,
August 6, 1989. expressed an opposing viewpoint and claimed
that "writers whQ have to use obscene, profane, or off-colour
words in order to express themselves only giv~ their readers
an impression of what they are in real life" (p. 7).
According to him, this language has no place in school books
or sensible reading. He commended Dr. Warren's decision.
14
l!l!O!!!UY
The decision to delete selections from Themes for All
TilluuL brought into focus the whole question of censorship and
selection of literature for the school curriculum in the
Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. It raised many points
of view, some diametrically opposed to each other. The
pUblic's attention was drawn to the whole process of
developing curricula for the school system.
This situation received much media attention and,
perhaps, it is fair to say that never before had the whole
issue of censorship been placed in such light in this
province. However, the selection and deletion of literature in
the school system has come under attack by many people in
other provinces of Canada in recent years.
15
CRAP'l'ER TWO
CE)fSORSBIP OP SCHOOL ~1!:XT8:
A C1dtADIU PBRBPl:CTIVI
Censor - A ddipUion
W@St.er'A Third Internatignal DictigDuy provides the
following definition of a censor:
an officer or official charged with scrutinizing
communications to intercept, suppress, or delete
materials harmful to his country's or
organization's interests... one who lacking
official sanction but acting ostensibly in
society' 5 interests, scrutinizes communications,
compositions, and entertainments to discover
anything immoral, profane, seditious, heretical, or
otherwise offensive.
Dick (1982) points to the above definition and uses it in
reporting on a number of cases and how they were handled by
authorities (p. 1).
In her book, Not: In QUI Schools, Dick (1982) notes that
her work is intended -as a readable, intorJIative, general
guide for all who are concerned about the choice of books in
Canada" and she c1ai.s that there is no such pUblication that
performs this function within the context of Canadian
education (p. 1).
AD overview of the history of 80hool textbook s.l'ction in
~
Dick (1982) notes that, in order to view the broad range
of censorship, it ic important to appreciate the history of
how books were and are chosen in Canada (p. 1).
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Following the Rebellion of 1837, Lord Durham, reporting
on the conditions in Upper Canada, stressed the inlportance of
finding suitable school texts either by importing them from
England or compiling and printIng them in Canada, presumably
to prevent Americall texts from being used in Canada (p. 4).
In 1844, Egerton Ryerson was appointed superintendent of
Education and for over 30 years he influenced public education
in what was later to become Ontario. As a Methodist minister,
he particularly emphasized the teaching of bIblical history
and morality, natural history and philosophy, civil government
and political economy, in addition to reading, writing, and
arithmetic and other sUbjects. He called for a system of
universal education and worked to put it in place (p. 4).
In 1846, "The School Act" enabled provincial Boards of
Education to be set up whose duties were to pt"ovide for
teacher training, recommend textbooks, and establish controls
for common schools. This same act also enabled any
superintendent "to discourage the use of unsuitable and
improper books in th(, schools, or school libraries, and 000 to
provide for and recommend the use of uniform and approved
textbooks in the schools" (po 4) 0 Here ....as begun the system
of authorized texts since authority was maintained by a
program in which schools had to conform to certain regulations
in order to obtain grants for the purchase of school books. A
single series of textbooks was adopted for public schools;
what is more, they were printed by Canadian pUblishers (po 4) 0
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By 1888. the annual list of authorized texts had become
knmln as "Circular 14" in ontario. In 1907. the question of
textbooks was debated again when concern WillS expressed that
texts had become out-dated. separate offices were created in
each Department of Education to handle textbooks. The idea
was still to authorize locally prepared texts rather than
British or American imports. It no Canadian text was
available, a llritish text could be substituted so long as it
didn't "hurt the canadian spirit". No American text,
according to policy, could be used (p. 5).
After world War One, related research gradually became
more prominent. During the 19308, John DeweY'(1 philosophy, in
partiCUlar, began to receive widespread attention; arguing
about the nature of the child and the illportance of supplying
an encouraging environment to foster natural inquisitiveness.
his philosophy appealed to lIany educators. As a consequence,
between 1928 and 1937 significant revisions were carried out
in the curriculum of all Canadian provinces. Nevertheless,
the system by which texts were chosen changed little: books
were not so much prepared under Departments of Education as
they were simply let out to tender. In turn, committees were
established to select textbooks: pUblishers submitted texts
on the basis ot need while the selection committee would
supervise alterations and revisions. At tir.,es, indeed,
American texts were chosen (p. 5).
A major change in choosing school texts came in the 1950s
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and 19605 with the move from authorized to approved texts.
The system of using prescribed texts issued by Departments of
Education was dropped in favour of a system modelling that
used in the United states, which had decentralized curriculurn-
decision making, thereby giving the teacher greater
responsibility. Canadian educators were offered a choice of
textbooks approved by provincial Departments of Education.
resulting in a "free market" system for educational books. III
Ontario, "Circular 14" grew to 100 pages of lists of
Department-approved texts. In many situations, individual
teachers, department heads, and principals assumed
responsibility for text selection based on the choices offered
them (p. 5).
Quoting Fraser (1979, p. a-9), Dick (1982) also noted
that titles to be used in English literature courses are not
usually listed on "Circular 14" in ontario. Texts to be
studied are chosen by principals and teachers with approval by
School Board resolution.
In other provinces, Departments of Education approve
lists of recommended titles, although final approval rests
with individual School Boards. Dick (1982) points out that
regardless of how English literature titles are chosen, they
are not usually "textbooks" intended for use by students.
Rather, they are "tradebooks." Novels such as Flowers for
~. Who Has Seen The Wind, and One Day in the Life of
Ivan penisoyich are tradebooks, which may be approved for use
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in English courses to teach theme, character, and such.
Questions of censorship can arise whIm decisions are made to
change these tradebooks designed for student use (p. 6).
other factors come into play in textbook selection.
American publishers, with their promotional efforts and
ability to modify texts developed in the United States to ~\tit
Canadian requirements for inclusion on approved lists whi~e
keeping costs down, can seriously impact upon the ability of
Canadian publishers to forecast the Canadian market and
compete in sales. Most Departments of Education make no
distinction between original texts developed and produced in
Canada and Canadianized versions of American texts modified
for the Canadian market and produced in Canada by branches of
the parent finn (p. 6).
These changes in textbook selection have had an enormous
impact in tho censorship debate, for the standards by which
texts are chosen are not clear in a decentralized system.
This leads to other problems. Once a textbook is challenged,
tho lines of responsibility for the choice of text is often no
longer clear (p. 7).
Dick (1982) claimed that "The inclusion of trade books on
curriculum lists, the explosion of the book pUblishing
industry, and the 'liberalism' of the late sixties have made
more potentially controversial materials available to schools"
(p. 7).
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A,pectl of scbool texts consid.red ot'tJPsiye
Zuoral Aspecta
Dick (1982) claims that there are a number of aspects of
school materials which can be considered offensive by censors.
Texts are often challenged because of their perceived "immoral
aspects." She claims that whenever "immorality" is mentioned,
it is g'cnerally taken to mean sexual immorality and that there
are people who seem to regard the very treatment of sexuality
itself as being immoral (p. 8). Quoting a study conducted by
Fasick and England (1980), Dick (l9S2) points out that books
with sexual themes are most likely to raise parental
objection. According to the study, librarians felt that
parents will likely Object to materials on the basis of what
they view on first glance. Marketing books by placing
suggestive but frequently misleading illustrations on the
front cover or by using provocative titles can make books
prime targets for criticism (p. 8).
On the basis of their containing perceived i1lllll0ral
aspects, a number of texts have been challenged by Canadian
parents. In February, 1976, The Diyiners, an approved t.ext for
grade 12 study, was removed from use by the principal of
Lakeside (Ontario) High School. A twelve-member textbook
review committee, composed of two school trustees, two
teachers, two clergymen, and six taxpayers, was formed.
Despite a campaign led by Pentecostal church members, who
gathered the support of 4300 people to have The piviners
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removed, the book was approved for study by both the committee
and the School Board (p. 9).
Dick (1982, p. 9) also iloted that Birdsall and Peter
(1978) reported that the School Board from Cranbrook, British
Columbia, banned Flowers for Algf!rnon, then being used as part
of the grade 9 curricUlum, because of one parent's claim that
it was "filthy and immoral". This award-winning novel has been
recommended as a supplementary textbook on the British
Columbia Department of Education list of approved books for
grade 9. After the complaint, the book was removed from the
curriculum and school library. One month later, School Board
trustees reconsidered the decision and the book was returned
to the school library. In Cranbrook, it no longer formed part
of the grade 9 curriCUlum (p. 9).
The Winnipeg Tribune, June 21, 1977, reported that an
anthology, Winnipeg Stories, raised COlicern from a group of
parents attending a st. Boniface School Board meeting in
winnipeg. The text included a story of a young couple who
have pre-marital sex. The book was on the approved list for
grade eleven issued by the Manitoba Department of Education
(Dick, p. 9).
Salot (1976) reported that Go Ask Alice came under
protest from Halton, Ontario, parents. The book centres on a
teenage girl's unsuccessful struggle to escape the drug scene.
This protest was resisted by trustees (Dick, 1982, p. 9). A
Richmond, B.C., School Board removed this same text from the
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secondary school libraries despite much protest from students
to save the book (Daniels, 1978, p. 86). The Langley, B.C.,
School Board removed the text from the school entirely
(Vancouyer Sun, Feb. 9, 1978).
Dick (1982) also noted that in st. Vital, Manitoba, when
art books depicting nUdity were objected to by a parent, a
principal tore the pages from the text (p. 10).
Protane Aspects
School texts often are challenged because of the use of
"profane" language. Dick (1982) noted that the~.
November 7, 1978, reported that Rev. Ken Campbell, founder and
President of a lobby group named Renaissance International,
focused on a number of school books being used in Virden,
Manitoba. These included To Kill a Mockingbird,~
the I,ire or IVan penisoyich, All Quiet on the Western Front,
Brave New World l.2.!!.i, Who Has Seen The Wind, and~
~ All these texts had been approved for school use b~
committee of teachers, trustees, parents, and
superintendents of education between 1972 and 1975.
In Hamilton, ontario, Edith Fowke's Sally Gg Round the
&m was withdrawn from a public school library because of a
complaint received from a parent about the USe of language in
the book. One of the verses in question was:
Helen had a steamboat, the steamboat had a bell
Helen went to heaven, the steamboat went to ..•
Hello operator! Just give me number nine.
If the line is busy, I'll kick you up •..
Behind the Iron CUrtain there was a piece of glass
Helen stepped upon it and hurt her little ••.
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Ask me no more questions, tell me no more lies.
That is the whole story of Helen and her lies.
(Dick, p. 13).
Fowke, a well known collector of folklore, said that "It
would be a misrepresentation of children's lore to elait any of
the slightly nauqhty verses in which children take delight"
(Quill and ouire, 1973, p. 6).
Shaw (1978) reported that in Brandon, Manitoba, a story
called "Debut" included in a short story anthology, ~.
was challenged. At Waskoda Secondary School, the book was
physically taken apart and the story "Debut" was removed.
Dick (1982) also points out the danger of accepting
positions without reading the text in question. Trustees of
the Grey county Board of Education in ontario voted to ban
three novels which W'ere accused of containing profane and
vulgar language. A number of trustees hadn't read the books.
Aftervards, having read the bookS, they regretted voting to
ban them (p. 14).
Sed! tious Aspects
Books expressing unpopular political vieW's may also come
under scrutiny. Particularly, books seen as expressing
"socialist" or "communist" viewpoints, often perceived as
being "seditious", may come under fire from the censor (Dick,
p. 15).
Dick (1982) cited Marshall (1979, p. 11) W'ho reported
that some books are targeted by critics, not because of
references to sex, but because they are thought to teach
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disrespect for the adult establishment. catcher in the Rye is
viewed by some in this way.
Atnikov, Oleson, and MeRuer (1971). studying Manitoba's
social studies texts, claim that foreign political systems
receive very biased treatment. One book, Let's Visit Russia,
published by Longmans Canada, came under attack when a teacher
and her husband complained to the British Columbia Department
of Education about the text. The book contained the following
statements:
The U.S.S.B is solely responsible for the wars in
vietnam, Korea, and the Middle East.
The United states saved all of Europe, inclUding
Greece and Turkey. from becoming Communist.
Russians rarely keep promises.
The North Vancouver School Board pointed out such
objectionable passages to the Department of Education and the
next day the Department withdrew the book from use. What had
happened was that, though the selection conunittee had ordered
a British version of the book, Lonqmans had sent the American
edition (Vancouyer Province, Oct. 19, 1972).
Dick (H82) also noted that the Winnipeg Free Press, June
14, 1979, reported that a textbook, Co-operative outlook,
ordered by a special department of the Manitoba New Democratic
Party Government, was quashed before it entered the school
system. It was ready to be distributed when the Government
changed. One Conservative backbencher called the book
"socialist junk". The books were sold to an institution in
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Saskatchewan, then governed by the New Democratic Party.
a.retical Alipecta
Texts are also challenged on the perception that they
contain "heretical aspects". as defined particularly in the
Judea-Christian context. Objections raised are closely linked
to immorality, communism, and profanity. Dick (1982) cited
Birdsall et a1. (1978, p. 146-1). who reported that in
Peterborough, Ontario, Flowers for Algernon was banned from
schools following complaints. ODe accuser said it was
atheistic.
Violent Aspects
"Violent aspects" can be stated as grounds for
challenging texts as well. Dick (1982) cited the~
~, Dec 2, 1978, which reported that in Victoria, B.C.,
the Minister of Education withdrew~ from grade 8 and
strawberries and Other Secrets from grade 9 after parents and
students complained about violent episodes and racial
stereotyping in the books. Dick (1982) also noted that ~
Globe and Mail, April 20, 1976, reported that in st.
catherine's, Ontario, a psychologist claimed a story in a
grade 2 reader to be "violent, sadistic, and savage". The
story tells of what happens to little boys who are bold enough
to wander around the corner: they are stuffed into sacks by
a man who takes them home to dismember and eat them. The
publisher admitted fault in the sense that he did not use
illustrations to show that the Btory was a fairy talel
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subsequently, the story was dropped from the reader.
Often, diluting violence in fairy tales or other moral
tales may be a form of censorship. Over the years many fairy
tales have been so censored. In the 1657 version of "Little
Red Riding Hood, It the wolf eats the grandmother and later
talks Little Red Riding Hood into getting in bed with him and
then proceeds to eat her. In the Grimms' version of the same
tale, the little girl is eaten but is rescued by a woodcutter
(Dick, 1982, p. 10). Since 1972, references to warning,
eating or death have been censored out of some versions of the
tale. In reference to this, Dick (1982) quoted Sadler (1982,
p. 4), who claimed that liThe old version flirts with things
that disturb you as any good literature does ... the children
getting the new versions are not going to be interested in
reading. "
Raoist aspects
Cries of censorship have come from people who claim that
texts contain racist aspects. Dick (1982) noted that Allan
(1969, p. 13) reported in 1969 that the Manitoba Human Rights
commission criticIzed school history texts for "attitudes of
contempt toward ancient Indian religious beliefs and customs. "
The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood (1977), commenting on social
studies texts being used in elementary schools, said that
they "give a derogatory and incomplete picture of the Canadian
Indian. "
In 1971, Atnikov at al. criticized the social studies
texts in Manitoba for their prejudicial treatment of blacks
and slavery, glorification of Christians, stereotyping of
Indians, and inadequate portrayals of the contempo,a'l:'V status
of Indians, French canadians, and different immigration
groups. The six texts considered to be the worst ofj~enders
were later removed from the approved list of social studies
texts.
Dick (1982) noted that censoring certain passages which
present difficulties will not always solve the problem at
hand. She stated that "A positive and more historical [sic]
accurate picture of these peoples' achievements is what is
needed to counteract.. prejUdice" (p. 25).
Jenkinson (1980, p. 19-22), cited by Dick (1982),
referred to Keith Wilson, a writer of social studies books.
Wilson commented that non-fiction books are scrutinized in an
historical manner by curriculum committees and claimed that
while Obviously you don't want to include anything
that unnecessarily denigrates a group, you should
be able to use quotes that in the context of time,
let's say a hundred years ago, to illustrate what
somebody else thought. The trouble is that the
words are often taken as your opinion of that group
today, and so you play it safe and omit. people
should be judged in the moral context of time, not
today's. 'If you can't say something good, don't
say it!' becomes the operating rule. This is one
form of censorship. In fact, it's censorship by
omission. You become cautious and that leads to a
tendency, if you don't watch it, of everything
becoming a bland sameness Which, of course, defeats
your very object in the first place (Dick, p. 25-
26) •
Dick (1982) also noted that Birdsall and Peter (1978, p.
56) reported that a Toronto Board of Education sub-committee
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on race relations was told that The Merchant of Venice and
Huckleberry Finn should be removed because they promote
racism. In winnipeg, the study of Huckleberry Finn WIlS made
optional on the grade 11 Gordon Bell High School reading list
after a complaint was received from a school trustee (Kate,
1977, p. 1).
The Globe and Mail, Nov. 17, 19711, reported that in the
Borough of North York, Toronto, the covers of George Orwell's
Animal Farm were removed because of a complaint received that
they promoted anti-Semitism. The cover depicted two pigs, one
of them wi1:~ "what could be interpreted as a star of David
a round its neck."
The Winnipeg Free Press, April 12, 1978, cited in Dick
(1982), reported that German born Canadians presented a brief
to the Metropolitan Toronto study group on racism. They
claimed unfair treatment of Germans in school textbooks, and
suggested that all reading matter, especially comics and
children's pre-school books, which contain excessive
stereotyping and slander should he removed from circulation.
sexist 1r.spects
Texts are challenged also for containing "sexist
aspects". Dick (1982) cited Scott and Foresman (1974) who
claimed that
textbooks are sexist if they omit the actions and
achievements of women, if they demean women by
using patronizing language, or if they show women
or men only in stereotyping roles with less than
the full range of human interests, traits, and
capabilities. The actual role of sexism in
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society, past and present, should not be ignored:
and where appropriate, textbooks can discuss sexism
as an important phenomenon without reflecting or
reinforcing sexist bias (Dick, p. 29).
A study conducted by Women for Non-Sexist Education
(1977) claimed that sexism existed in books used at the
primary level of school. In such books, careers are often
defined by sex and illustrations centre on male characters.
Males were presented as active participants while females were
presented in more passive roles (Dick, 1982, p. 29). The study
recommended that biased textbooks be withdrawn. It was also
recognized that the school system cannot change overnight, so
recommendations were made to help teachers confront
stereotypes found in texts in order to help children
undarstand and overcome bias (p. 29).
Removing biased textbooks often conflicts with budget
restrictions. Bateson (1974, p. 30), cited in Dick (1982),
noted that a British Columbia Minister of Education claimed
that sexist textbooks cannot be removed immediately but that
when old textbooks need replacing, efforts would be made to
find better ones. Despite the concern over textbooks
containing sexist aspects, Fasick and England (1980, pp. 29-
34) found that this was not so objectionable as texts
containing racist aspects.
Labour Related Aspects
Texts are challenged on "labour-related aspects."
Atnikov et a1. (1971) examined the presumed inadequate
representation in Canadian school texts of trade unions and
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the labour movement in general. Their observation pointed to
censorship in the form of omission of material.
Dick (1982) referred to osborne (1980) who examined the
image of the Canadian labourer in principal history texts used
in Canada and found that the working class - indeed, the very
history of labour itself - is notable for its absence in
school texts. Osborne examined history texts used between
1886 and 1979 and noted that while modern textbooks contain
more social history and are not so overt in moralizing, social
conflict is rarely presented. Topics such as the 1837
revolts, the Riel Rebellion and the 1919 Winnipeg strike are
mentioned, but Canada's history of the militancy of the
working class and industrial conflict are almost totally
ignored. He also claimed that
The school system is an area where different groups
with different objectives compete: for the working
class it is a potential vehicle for economic and
political emancipation; for those in power, it is a
vehicle of social control. To date, the Canadian
working class has not been able to give much
attention to its relationship with the schools, but
the potential is there. And one place to begin is
with the textbooks (Dick, p. 34).
Nat.ionally Sensit.ive Issues
llNationally sensitive issues" are of concern as well.
Dick (1982) reported that Atnikov et aL (1971) claimed that
the relationship between English and French Canada is a
nationally sensitive issue censored froJQ the school
curriculum. This can lead to a lack of understanding ot each
group. Robinson (1979) supported their findings in his
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examination of textbooks used in the Atlantic region of
Canada. Birdsall and Peter (1978, p. 59) claimed that in
ontario a publisher was required to dl'"OP a story dealing with
the French-English issue from a grade 7 anthology before it
could be approved for use. On February 7, 1976, ~
Peterborough Examiner reported that Pierre Vallieres'~
Niqaers of America, presenting an understanding of Quebec
separation, was dropped from the approved list of textbooks by
the Review Committee of the Peterborough county Board of
Education.
Dagg (1978, p. 12) I quoted in Dick (1982). reported that
a 1978 Canadian government Order-In-Council ·'rohibited the
distribution of information to anyone wanting to kno.... about an
international uranium cartel without receiving permission from
the Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources. Teachers or
librarians wishing to distribute this information for "current
events" issues could face five years in prison or a ten
thousand dollar fine or both.
Those involved in censorship clUlpaigns
Dick (1982, p. 448) I in Phi pelta Kappan (March 1982).
claimed that "Renaissance Canada", a group led by Rev. Ken
Campbell which corresponds roughly to the American group
"Moral Majority,1I can be found at work in many censorship
challenges in Canada. Along with this group, Dick (1982) also
claimed that there are many others involved in book
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controversies in Canada (p. 448).
Parents
Involved, first of all, are parents who are more than
likely genuinely concerned about their children's education.
Their complaints range from the rational and specific to the
irrational and vague (Dick, p. 448).
educators
Also involved are educators who: 1) may be willing to
consider the concerns of parents, 2) may champion their cause,
3) may voluntarily remove questionable texts from schools, or
4) may timidly (or pragmatically) avoid mater.lals that are
perceived to be controversial. They may also defend text
selection or refuse to communicate or they may actively
attempt to resolve controversial situations in an academically
sincere way (Dick, p. 448).
Students
Students are involved. Many students have probably read
the controversial material and have passed their own
jUdgements on it. Many are ready to go on to new material
(Dick, p. 448).
Selection policies
Many School Boards are addressing censorship problems by
writing clearly thought-out selection and reconsideration
pOlicies and acting on them. However, many challenged texts
are still being handled in a less than satisfactory way. On
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November 28, 1980, The Winnipeg Sun reported that a parent
refused to return~, by Kevin Major. to the school
library, and the school principal agreed. This book has won
many awards and is well known both nationally and
internationally. Many offending stories have been removed
from anthologies and challenged books continue to be given
away to pUblic libraries. Much good but controversial
material continues to be avoided (Dick, p. 449).
Factors contributing to tensions oyer school books
Many factors combine to heic:hten tensions over schaol
books in both the United States and Canada: 1) a wide variety
of potentially controversial materials now available to
schools, 2) the current mood of conservatism in North America,
3) provincial and state Departments tending to leave text
selection to the local level, 4) the formation of pressure
groups, 5) increased media choice and possible distortion of
issues in education, and 6) the pluralistic nature of society
in both nations. Schools in both nations face the dilemma of
respecting the rights of parents to protect their children,
while, at the same time, insisting on the rights and
responsibilities of teachers to teach. The varied differences
in philosophy, backgrounds, life~styles, and community needs
in society make this issue highly complicated and sensitive
(Dick, p. 449).
controversies over textbooks will remain a fact of
Canadian and American education so long as there are varying,
J4
deep-rooted and conflicting opinions about the purpose of
schooling, the values that schools are expected to promote,
and the ways these values are to be imparted. The question of
how strong and viable the education system will be will depend
on how these conflicting viewpoints are handled (p. 449).
silent censorship
Bildfell (1984) pointed out that there is much "silent..
censorship prevalent in Canada. An example of this would be
the fact that libraries tend not to place perceived
controversial texts on library shelves. This may not be
looked upon by some as being "reali' censorship, but, according
to Bildfell (p. 4), it is an increasingly characteristic
pattern in this country. since 1981, the Canadian scene has
been relatively quiet. That quiet is illusionary though, for
censorship has not disappeared, rather, it wears sheep's
cloth.ing. ;\ttempts to censor have become much more subtle,
more diverT,e, and harder to identify. Compared to the
pUblicized confrontations of the late 1970s, with the removal
of Margaret Laurence's The Diviners from the approved list of
senior high English courses by the Huron County, Ont.ario,
Board of Education as well as being suspended in 1976 from the
high school curriculum in Lakefield, ontario, censorship has
taken on a subtler form (p. 4).
Sildfell (1984, p. 4) noted that most attempts to censor
concern material for children and young adults and that most
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challenges are directed at schools. They apparently originate
with parents wanting to protect their own children and, often,
other children, from damaging influences. Most attempts at
censorship are not publicized and therefore statistics as to
the occurrences of censorship are hard to determine. American
authorities estimate that only fifteen percent of all TAquests
for banning are ever reported. The American Library
Association recorded 1,000 cases of attempts to ban texts from
school in 1981. In Canada, any documentation of attempts to
have books banned is difficult to find. The Book and
Periodical Development council, the writers Union of Canada,
the Canadian Booksellers Association and the Intellectual
Freedom Committee of the Canadian Library Association,
monitoring censorship issues very carefully, all complain that
it is difficult to gather information, and none feel that
files are at all complete (p. 4).
Incidents of censorship that are reported only in local
media may never find their way into newspaper indexes. Unless
a flagrant abuse appears, lIlany attempts at censorship never
make their way into national headlines (p. 4).
Rev. Ken Campbell advocates a "good neighbour" policy in
textbook selection and claims that "our argument is that some
literature is unacceptable in a state - funded institution
serving a pluralistic society" (Blldfell, p. 6). He also
reported the comment ot one Richmond, B.C., school trustee who
told him, "We don't burn books. If we find books that are
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needlessly friction causing, we send them to the public
library" (p. 6).
Shirley Coulter, coordinator of school libraries for the
Nova scotia Department of Education, stated, "If somebody
complains, the librarillin may quietly put the book aside for a
while until the flurry dies down and then return it to the
collection It (p. 6).
silent censorship cannot be easily quantified because it
rarely surfaces. It mayor may not be on the increase.
However, librarians and teachers are more sensitive at the
time of selection to potentially controversial materials than
they were in tilnes past (p. 6).
Such sensitivity can have positive and negative effects.
SHdfall (p. 451) stated that educators' selections are
thoroughly reviewed. This is a positive effect. On the other
hand, as Joan McGrath, elementary school consultant with the
Toronto Board of Education said, "some librarians will not
purchase something that they consider controversial. They
simply say 'I don't need the hassle'" (Bildfell, p. 6).
Buchanan wondered about this new sensitivity and
acknowledged that there is "pre-censorship" in some areas of
ontario. Teachers may think twice about placing The Diviners
on the curriculum. Joe Wilson also recognized the pressure to
stay away from controversial material. silent censorship may
come in the form of a department head counselling a teacher to
teach a safer book. He claimed, "The education system sells
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out if we deal only with the safe areas and ignore the areas
that we need and want to learn about.. CBUdfell, p. 6). Ken
Haycock added that, "For some professionals, the student .. s
right to read is less important than personal co.fort on the
job, and that's unfortunate" (Bildfell, p. 6).
Regarding text selection by junior teachers, June
Caldwood, former chairman of the Rights and Freedom COll\llllttee
of the Writers' Union of Canada, pointed out that
Younger teachers don't feel very brave, because
they are closest to the door. Why not pick
something that nobody minds? Timothy Findley' s ~
~ is probably not being taught as much as it
should be because of the homosexual rape scene. I
was told by a teacher some years ago that he would
never teach it because he did not want to
jeopardize his job (Bildfell, 1984, p. 6).
Silent censorship decisions like these will never become
the centre of any censorship controversy nor will the bans
become explicit and fOrJl'lal. writers hear of their books being
banned in a rQqion, only to learn that no formal ban is in
place. By coincidence, however, the book is not being taught.
Paul Kropp, a Hamilton English teacher and author, says, "We
still don't do Catcher in the Rye. But you won't find
anything written down about that. There is no policy"
(BildfeU, p. 6).
Librarians have perhaps an equal or even greater
opportunity to engage in silent censorShip. Paul Kitchen
claimed that with limited bUdgets sOllie people suggest that the
librarian is in a position to censor the content ot the
library by censoring the purchases. To Kitchen, librarians
"
are not censors but staunch defenders of intellectual freedom.
Most librarians might well agree with him in principle. but
the few studies that have been coapleted suggest otherwise.
Sa. Neill claImed that, intellectual treedotll aside, sOllie fifty
five to sixty percent of librarians censored material that
professional judgement said should be in the library
(Bildfell, p. 6).
Tb. marketplace In!! ttlf-c.nsonhip
Today, publishers of children's material are very
sensitive to issues of censorship, to that which can make
their books controversial and hence. less saieabio.
Publishers consider market demands. Paul Kropp, a writer of
adolescent literature for Series canada (a series of high
interest, low vocabulary novels published by Collier
MacMillan) claillled that the sale of one of his books, ~
D§Al, with its provocative title, is consistently ten to
fifteen percent lower in sales than are others in the series.
As well, books that are close to reality may not be used at
all (Bildfell, p. 8).
Kevin Major, an award winning children's author, has not
made compromises in his writing. Both of his books, 1I2W
.Es!§.t, and Far From Shore, have been removed trom the reading
lists of many schools because of the language used in them.
Major has even been refused opportunities to give readings at
his work. Though finding this upsetting, he tries not to let
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possible objections to scenes in his nov·!ls interfere with his
work. Major says,
I don't feel I need to justify what I write. Given
the characters I have created and the situations
they find themselves in, to me that's the natural
language they would use. Unless the characters are
believable, I can't really expect the readers to
take seriously what I say (Bildfell, 1984, p. 8).
Writers, though, may find it hard to resist pressures
toward self-censorship, for they know that greater wealth will
be received if their work is used in the schools. This type
of censorship, that of omission, not commission, is more
sinister than were the public battles of the 19705, for the
very creative process of the artist can be interfered with (p.
452). As Lynn Murphy stated, "How do you fight what isn't
there?" (Bildfell, p. 8).
Canadian censorship issues are not forgotten. Activities
such as "Freedom to Read Week," books being published about
the issue of censorship, and the Intellectual Freedom
Committee of the Ontario Library Association putting kits
together on censorship to help staffs in schools and pUblic
libraries deal with the issue, all point to the need to keep
abreast of this issue. Activities like these are absolutely
essential, for as Joan McGrath, school library consultant,
stated, "The danger is that we may find ourselves with
libraries as bland as porridge if somebody doesn't become
concerned with intellectual freedom" (Bildfell, p. 8).
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Eduo.tors· view. OD c.n,orsbip during th. dIU"
Educators' views on the issue of censorship were explored
even earlier than the 19705. At an international conference
of teachers of EngliSh held in Vancouver, British Columbia in
1967, a panel on censorship was included in the program.
Prior to the meeting of the panel, several teachers of high
school and university English, along with supervisors of
curriculum across Canad3, were asked the following questions:
What are your personal views on the use of
controversial books in the classroom?
and
Has there been any pressure exerted at your
teaching level to prevent certain books from being
included in English curriculum or to have them
excluded once they have been authorized?
One group, consisting of mainly those who were involved in the
curriculum branches of their Departments of Education, felt
that the "middle of the road" approach must bo taken because
the school system serves the public and therefore must be
guided to a considerable extent by what the people and their
representatives will follow (Martin and Ford, 1983, p. 1).
Another viewpoint of this saIne group suggested that
controversial books concerned with sex and religion are
inadvisable as assigned classroom texts, because high school
classes are generally mixed in race, religion, and sex. Such
books may, though, be placed on library shelves for personal
reading (p. 2).
Another group was more concerned with the intrinsic value
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of the literature than with public reaction. That is,
controversial aspects of any book must be overlooked if the
literature itself is worth studying. One teacher wrote, "I
feel that real literature must touch on the sec.my side of life
if it is to be accepted as a true picture (or) an artist's
conception of life." Imother wrote, "1. don't think any novel
should be either read or excluded because it is controversial.
A novel should be read because it is outstanding as a novel.
Some outstanding novels are also controversial. These I would
certainly read in English courses in high school" (p. 2).
Responding to the second question. many felt that the
prOVincial cOlll1llittees that authorize books to be r~ad keep a
wary eye on public reaction, and so, few controversial books
are ever placed on official reading' lists by Departments of
Education. However, occasions of outright censorship have
occurred. Graham Greene's The Quiet American was removed from
a provincial senior high school reading list because of
complaints received from a librarian that it was "a bit too
earthy, almost bordering on the pornographic, in some parts of
the story." Another respondent, an English professor at an
ontario university, wrote that in 1964 he had tried to have
The Catcher in the Rye included on the reading list for the
university's English 200 course. The faculty denounced the
"perversion, corruption and libertinism" of the book. This
same professor later claimed that there was a move to make
literature courses more popUlar and that there was a tendency
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to play down 90001 writers because they weren't controversial
enough; hence popular books were being inserted into courses
to maintain relevancy. He had concerns that selection
criteria must include a concern for real value from a literary
point of view (p. J).
Possible reasons for an increase of censorship in the eighties
Martin and Ford (1983) claimed that the contemporary
scene had not changed significantly and cited numerous
examples to corroborate their view. An Edmonton parent had
picketed the Edmonton Separate School Board because his son
had discussed The Catcher in the Rye in a grade 11 English
class. The reading assignment had been optional, but that
fact was apparently irrelevant to the parent. His sign read,
"Edmonton Catholic Schools Pervert Our Children" (p. 2).
These ....riters also reported that Rita sequaria, in the
Spring of 1982, compiled a status report on the situation in
English courses. The report focused on Alberta but made
reference to incidents across Canada and the united States (p.
2). Sequeria (1982) claimed that censorship of school
materials across Canada was increasing and cited problems ....ith
W.O. Mitchell's Who Has Seen the Wind, Margaret Laurence's~
~, John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrlith, Kurt Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse Fiye, along with perennial problems with
Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery" and with The Cat("~
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Martin and Ford (1983) suggested that the increasing
censorship comes from the confrontation that pressure groups
felt appropriate to their purposes, as well as from the
apparent increasp, in the number of groups tha"c: find fault with
the material used in schools. From the far right, groups have
received much press coverage. But no less militant have been
groups from the centre and left who may, at one time, have
been opponents of censorship but now take issue with materials
they find offensive to their own causes. Groups like these
have targeted materials which presumably lend aid and comfort
to sexism and racism. Just so, Shakespeare's~ and TM
Merchant of Venice have been viewed as being d<!meaning to
Blacks and Jews respectively. Repeatedly, exception has been
taken to Mark Twain's HY.ckleberry Finn. other attacks have
been placed on literatllre for centering on male characters who
outnumber female characters. Such literature is viewed as
belittling the role of women (p. 3-4).
Other incidents of censorship were reported in November
of 1982 with the temporary cancellation of Kevin Major's
scheduled reading from his award winning book,~, in
Rainey River, ontario. As well, a vigilante censorship
campaign was reported in British Columbia by a group known as
the "wimmin's Fire Brigade ll [sic] (p. 4). "In both of theSe
cases, there was an assumption that the broader society would
approve the actions taken, an assumption that grows more valid
as current trends continue" (p. 4).
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Educators yho belp censors
Donelson (1983) claimed that English teachers and
librarians may be helping the censors. There are those who,
in fact, act as censors, though they might be horrified so to
think of themselves.
Of three kinds of self-appointed censors, moral censors
are not difficult to identify. These are censors who inflict
their OWl, morality on students. Literary censors are
concerned with the fact that the young are not being exposed
to the "greatest" of books. They battle against "poor"
literature, to keep it off the shelves. This usually applies
to young adult literature, best-sellers, or any work that has
not withstood the test of time - that is not yet a classic.
These censors fall back on terms such as "great books",
"discriminating taste" and "heightened sen!'itivity." There are
also the sociological censors. 'l'hQSQ CQnsors wish to remOVQ
books that are "racist", "sexist", or "distorted." Their
reasons for removing books may sound noble, but likely ar,y
censor's reasons sound noble and well-meaning to someone (p.
53) .
Many teachers help censors without knowing it. There are
"doormat" teachers claiming to be servants of the public.
They view themselves as functioning to serve the pUblic's
needs. Donelson (1983) pointed out that while we do indeed
serve the pUblic, we don't have to be servile about our
services (p. 53-54).
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Donelson (1983) noted that there are teachers who fail to
see the distinction between censorship and selection. He uses
the distinction made by Lester Ashelm to point out the
difference, that, nSelection ... begins with a presumption in
favour of liberty of thought: censorship, with a presumption
in favour of thought control •... Selection is democratic while
censorship is authoritarian." (p. 54).
Frank Kearsey, the executive director of the Catholic
Education Council, reacted to the perception that~
~ was being censored and expressed the view that the
processes involved with censorship and the selection of
literature are two different things (Payne, June 28, 1989, p.
1).
There are also teachers and librarians who fail to
distinguish between book censors and book critics. This
distinction is often blurred. Book censors demand the removal
of a book, whereas book critics question the very usage of a
book in part or in whole (Donnelson, 1983, p. 54).
Some teachers and librarians often fall into the bemused
category. Here, they don't take censorship seriously:
censorship is seen as something that happens to other people,
not to them. When texts are challenged, they wonder if it is
not a good thing. Some claim that it may be good to hear
about books coming under attack because children will be
inclined to read them. others claim that book banning does
not constitute censorship, because the book is still available
4.
at libraries and book stores (p. 54).
There are teachers who are unwilling to prepare for
anticipated censorship and there are those on the other end of
the spectrum who believe that once a policy reqarding
censorship is in place at their school. it is there for
eternity. Policies such as these lIlust be approved yearly.
writing a policy for book selection is a good idea according
to Donvlson (1983) because it forces English teachers and
librarians into being responsible educators. Such policies
constitute pUblic writing in the pUblic interest (p. 54).
Donelson (1983) stated that some teachers simply view the
issue of censorship as being the English teacher's or
librarian's concern only. They do not understand that it is
a cOlllJllon problem faced by all. Science teachers shOUld be
aware of the creationism/evolution dispute just as sex
education teachers need to be aware of censorship in their
field. Teachers thellselves can lIlake it easy for censors to
divide and conquer (p. 55). Further, Donelson (1983) felt that
Illost censorship battles are nct fought in court. Rather, they
are extralegal, by way of rumours and innuendoes. Teachers
and librarians need to be educated in the need to work
together and become allies. They should not be censors or
inadvertent helpers of other censors. As professionals, this
should be one of our chief concerns (p. 55).
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Legal concerns
According to MacKay (1983), "Censorship in Canada is a
testimony to the failure of the ideal of tree speech."
However, most censorship cases never get before the courts at
all (p. 6).
Schools, contrary to the ideals of free speech, are prime
territory for censorship. Local School Boards and parents
exercise their influence over the curriculum and book
selection largely by political lobby. A variety of
distribution of powers between provincial agencies and local
School Boards can be found among the provinces. ontario, for
example, giv~s School Boards more power in the selection of
books than does the province of Nova Scotia (p. 7).
Mackay (1983) claims that, although lacking direct
statutory power, local School Boards and parents have
exercised r( markable power in Canada. In the United states,
many issues over school censorship have been taken to court.
Some of these issues have dealt with the teaching of
eVolution, propagation of communism, and promotion of racism.
MacKay found no Canadian cases on textbook or curriculum
censorship in court. Issues of censorship rarely go beyond
debate in School Boards and the press (p. 7).
In many ways, the teacher of English bears the brunt of
parental assaults in the censorship issue.
MacKay (1983) stated that, in reality, the distribution
of obscene material by schools is unlikely. The real problem
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lies in offending the sensibilities of parents and School
Boards (p. 8).
Then, too, the arrival of the Charter of Rights may
change many aspects of the school environment. Canadians may
be willing to raise many issues in court. The future of
school law in this area may veIl prove to be interesting (p.
8).
Zuker (1983) pointed out that lccal School Boards in
Canada have broad discretion in the management of school
affairs, and Canadian courts do not ordinarily intervene in
resolving conflicts which have arisen in the operation of
school systems. Students, however, do not "shed their rights
to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate"
and these rights may be violated by the removal of books from
the shelves of a library (p. 9).
Section 1 of The Constitution Act, 1982, guarantees the
rights and freedoms set out in the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. However, it is clear that these are not absolutes,
for they are sUbject to "such reasonable limitations
prescribed by law as can be demonstratably justified in a tree
and democratic society" (p. 9). The requirement that any
limit on a guaranteed right be "prescribed by law" translates
into meaning that a limit be defined with specifity in "law".
Even if a school Board were given the authority to censor, it
may not be considered a limitation of the right of free speech
(p. 9).
.9
In this context, a person may be able to claim a
restriction only if it is the deliberate product of an open
parliamentary process. Section 32(1) notes that the Charter
applies to "the Parliament and Government of Canada" and to
"the legislature and government of each province". Given
this, it follows that a School Board using statutory authority
is also bound by the charter. Action taken under statutory
authority is invalid only if it is not within the scope of
that authority (p. 9).
It must also be noted that private activity is not
covered by the Charter unless there is an action by Parliament
or a Provincial legislature. Where private activity results
in the restriction of a civil liberty, the aggrieved person
may find remedy under a human rights code (p. 9).
It appears that in terms of policy making, the judiciary
has not been elevated to the status of the legislatures. As
long as School Board make decisions regarding the selecting or
rejecting of library materials, the court will not substitute
their jUdgements for that of school officials (p. 9).
Zuker (1983, p. 9) also claimed that "Freedom of
expression and the educational needs of students demand
instructional discretion. The sensibilities of a few cannot
be equated with the full measure of what is proper education, "
Legal concerns were also dealt with in Canada's proposed Bill
C-S4 which died prior to the Nov, 21, 1988 federal election.
This bill drew heated attacks from many people in the country.
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The Saskatchewan English Teachers' Association urged its
teachers to resist the limitations in the anti-pornography
Bill and to use any aaterials they thought would bring
insights to their students. Saskatchewan public library fine
art head, Frances Berqles, told English teachers "According to
Bill C-54, my colleagues and I would be criminallY responsible
for circulating a book of classical art or sculpture, or any
of our films on sex education and any number of our m8SS-
market videos ...Under the BIll, Michelangelo's 'David' would
be considered pornographic." Said Tom Bentley-Fisher, "We
have to allow our art forms to grow, to seek the truth.
censorship is, in fact, a possible reality - and the moment we
begin the kind of censorship that's referred to [in the
federal legislation] we lose the possibility to go for the
truth". Bergles urged teachers to press for the adoption of
policies adhering in favour of intellectual policies in their
school districts (McMahen, 1988).
Recent issues of censorship
As recently as 1988, Rainey (1988) claillled that
censorship is a significantly growing problem in Canadian
schools. He pointed to causes such as administrators'
attitUdes, lack of training, and the surreptitious activities
of individuals in schools (p. 3). Respected Canadian writers
such as Margaret Laurence, W.O. Mitchel, Edith Fowke, and
Dennis Lee, along with Attlerican authors whose works are found
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in Canadian libraries - NOI1lla Klein, Judy Blume, Maurice
Sendak, Tommie de Paola, J.W. Salinger and John steinbeck,
have all cOl':le under attack. Responding to such assailants is
never easy. Responding in an acceptable and reasonable Danner
to ensure that all involved feel that they have recoived a
tair hearing is never a simple natter. Issues of this nature
are never black and ",hite. Rather, the problem comes in
shades of grey (p. 3).
Rainey (1988) noted that Friske (1960, p. 86-99), in
stUdying school and public libraries in california, found that
administrators' attitudes toward controversy and school
librarians' attitudes toward book selection bore a close
resemblance. Out ot fourteen administrators who were cautious
or restrictive, eleven had librarians who were restrictive in
the selection ot' materials. out ot' fourteen administrators
who believed in the IOfreedom-to-read ft concept, ten had
librarians who were not restrictive in their selection policy.
In Canada, there are no university proqralls that deal
with this issue in some depth. Aside from limited topics
taught in English education courses and courses in school
librarianship, little time seems to be spent on the problem of
censorship (Rainey, 1988, p.4).
Broderick (1976, p. 6-14), cited in Rainey (1988), noted
that, "There is a pecking order: parents call principals,
principals react with rear and order teachers and/or
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librarians to remove materials. Sometimes principals initiate
the attack, sometimes librarians anticipate trouble and either
do not bUy potentially controversial )laterials or quietly
remove them frolll open shelves to locked cases." Broderick also
stated that "secret weeding- by school administrators is not
unheard of and is extremely difficult to deal with."
Rainey (1988) also reported that Jenkinson (1985, p. 19-
30) found a number of concerns inVolving censorship in
Hani toba. Among the most serious was the approach used by
teachers, studonts and administrators who removed items from
shelves without informing anyone. He also found that when a
member of the community complained, less than half the
offending material was removed, but when an administrator,
teacher, or student complained, four out of five times the
material was taken out or the library collection.
Poole (1986, p. 80-101), as noted by Rainey (1988),
stUdying censorship in British ColUllbia's public schools,
found that censorship was not done on the basis of reading
level, comprehension, or the material'S appropriatenQss.
Rather, jUdgements were made about the material's content. A
greater number or objections is being made and more censorship
occurs than is generally known by the public.
'ooihl, respon,!! by adainht.ratoEf
Rainey (1988) stated that administrators need to take a
long, serious lO;Jk at the problem of censorship and develop a
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philosophical basis and rationale for the stand they take.
This can be achieved in these ways:
1. certainly by becoming more aware of the
problem. One can follow cases which are mentioned
in the media.
2. In trying to develop a philosophy,
administrators, teachers, and teacher librarians
need to keep uppermost in their minds that when
selecting materials it is necessary to consider
one's responsibilities to students, to the
profession, and to the community.
J. In-service programs dealing with censorship,
and role- playing case stUdies, will give
individuals the opportunity to discuss all sides of
the question. Such activities also will help build
self-confidence so that individuals will feel able
to deal successfully with the problem (p. 5).
The National Council of Teachers of English provides
helpful guidelines in their booklet entitled Student's Right
~ (Buress 1982, p. 1-2). It states:
a) Teachers and administrators shOUld recognize
and respect parents' right to express concerns
about the education of their Children, including
concern about the assignment of books and
activities.
b) Teachers, parents and administrators should be
willing to discuss - not simply argue - about
different points of view regarding education.
c) Teachers, parents and administrators should
recognize that the essential reason for the
existence of the public school is the students'
right to know and become educated citizens.
d) The students' right to learn does not, however,
preclude a parent expressing concern, or even
alarm, about a specific assignment or book. A
parent has the right to request an alternate
assignment and a teacher must be prepared to make
it.
e) School systems must prepare and make available
to all persons interested in education, the
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following: a selection pollcy, a statement of
philosophy about education in general, and a set of
guiding procedures for handling complaints from
parents.
f) Parents must understand that their right to be
concerned about a book their child is reading does
not give thelll the right to control the reading of
all children in the school.
"«opHon of selection policie,
since the turbUlent 19705, many libraries and School
Boards have adopted guidelines and specific procedures to be
follolo'ed on the receiving of complaints about certain books.
Many seemingly volatile confrontations are often defused in
the initial stages. Ken Haycock (1981) claimed, "If you have
a policy statement it means you can deal with the issue within
a procedural context II (p. 21).
The Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federation produced
guidelines that have become the model for many School Boards
in ontario. Malcolm Buchanan, OSSTF president, claimed, lIWe
are most anxious that individuals and small groups don't
impose their standard of morality or their standard of outrage
on the majority. If a parent or an individual wishes a book
to be removed, we don't allow that to occur just on a whim.
They must give a convincing rationale ll (Bildfell, 1984, p. 4).
The OSSTF report, Freedom for [,earning, defends the
rights of teachers to select potentially controversial
material for sound prOfessional reasons. It also defends the
students' right to stUdy such material, and the rights of
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parents to express concern and suggest alternative contents
and methods. Teachers are encouraged to be sensitive to the
many points of view that exist in any pluralistic society, to
explain the choice of material used in a course and the
criteria used to determine the choice, and to offer
alternative selections to children whose parents continue to
express apprehension about the chosen text. According to Joe
Wilson, a London, ontario high-school English teacher, most
complaints end here (Bildfell. p. 4).
Brian Doyle, author and chairman of the English
department at Globe Collegiate in ottawa, reports that his
school received no written complaints about materials on the
curriculum between 1982-84. Most complaints are successfUlly
handled by havinq a meeting with parents. He says, "It's a
fairly practiced act. We bring out the big quns. We ask them
if they know that 'Hamlet' has incest and dirty songs. They
say they don't believe it. Then they go away" (Bildfell, p.
4). complaints like these are rarely added to statistics (p.
4).
According to BUchanan, books should't be viewed as guilty
objects that need to be proven innocent. Parents who feel
that a book should be withdrawn, not only for their child, but
for other children, are asked to complete a form outlining
their complaint about the work. They are asked to evaluate it
according to the criteria used in choosinq the book and to
provide evidence that they have read the book, for in many
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cases, school officials report, challengers have only read the
offending passages. Thest] fonnal complaints .ove through
several levels of procedure: from the teacher to department
head, the principal, and the School Board. The challenged
book remains in use during the procedure (p. 4).
Even when a formal complaint is registered, a guilty
verdict is hard to achieve. School Boards who were accustomed
to panic at the thought of criticism now tend to be more
supportive of their teachers. Teachers themselves are perhaps
better at justifYln9' the material they have chosen. The OSSTF
recommeuds that teachers keep a file on the rationale used in
selecting required books and materials. As well, some School
Boards have adopted selection criteria by which all materials
used in the system are assessed. These policies consider the
objectives of the course, the age and maturity of the
stUdents, the merits of the material, and the need to
represent differing viewpoints. Procedures like these have
helped librarians and teachers feel more secure when
challenged (p. 4).
Martin and Ford (1983, p. 2-5) asked whether schools and
school Boards could protect themselves from individuals and
groups who wish to substitute their jUdgements for the due
process by which school materials are adopted in the first
place. They noted that if due process is to be protected, it
must be done as Vigorously as possible, both in the selection
of materials and the defense of them once selected. School
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Boards need at least a standing co_ittee with the cOllpetence
and awareness needed to assess the suitability of selections
and selection procedures. When there is not a systematic way
of handling challenged materials, gross errors can be
eommitted. For those wishing to challenq8 a text, the issuinq
of information forms like those sugqestcd by the National
Council of Teaehers of English minimizes emotional
eonfrontation and systematically gathers information about the
eomplainant, the complaint, and the materials in question.
Martin and Ford (1983) noted that the Edmonton Catholic Sehool
District use a "eitizen request" form that requests the
following information when a book is challenged:
AUTHOR'S NAME
HARDCOVER
PAPERBACK
PUBLISHER
REQUEST INITIATED BY
TELEPHONE
l'.CDRESS
CITY
ZONE
Does the complainant represent himself,
organization (namelor group (identify)?
To what in the book do you object? (Please be
specific: cite pages).
What do you feel might be the result of reading
this book?
For what age group would you recommend this book?
Is there any thing good about this book?
Did you read the entire book? What parts?
Are you aware of the jUdgement of this book of
literary critics?
5'
what do you believe is the theme of this book?
What would you like your school to do about this
book?
_ do not assign it to my child
_ withdraw it from all students as well as my
child
_ send it back to the English Department office for
re-evaluation.
In its place, what book of equal literary quality
would you recommend that would convey as valuable a
picture and perspective of our civilization?
School systems that do not have procedural guidelines in place
to handle challenged material are living an increasingly
imperiled existence (p. 5).
geOff! ts or having .election policie9
There are many benefits of having appropriate policies
set in place. Olsen (1974, p. 502-503), cited in Rainey
(1988), stated that a survey in Michigan showed "Public high
schools with written policies [that explain] the procedures
and criteria used to select books and used to acknowledge and
resolve objections to books are more successful in inhibiting
or resolving censorship problems than high schools without
formal policies." Rainey (1988) also noted that Pope (1979, p.
116-121) claimed that librarians working with written policies
were less restrictive in the selection of materials then those
who did not.
Schools need a selection policy and challenged materials
policy (Rainey, 1988, p. 7). Chief among the reasons are the
following:
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1) Guidelines for choosing materials and handling
challenged items provide all levels - from parents,
through teachers in the school, right up to the
School Board - with a set of steps to follow.
2) By having a selection policy, administrators
are not quite as likely to remove materials simply
because someone has challenged a title. If the
pOlicy has received the School Board's approval,
those on the firing line, in particular
administrators and teacher - librarians, are likely
to feel more confident in handling issues which are
unpleasant.
3) Members of the community who wish to question
aspects of certain materials in the library are
likely to feel much more comfortable knowing that
there is an acceptable procedure to follow.
Rainey (1988) reported that Weil (1988, p. 23" claimed
that
protecting the freedom to learn is easier if a
school system has adopted formal selection policies
to set academic standards and spell out goals, and
reconsideration procedures to resolve disputes in
an orderly, del\locratic manner. It is critical that
a Board of Education develop a policy statement and
procedures consistent with the school's philosophy
and goals.
Weil (1988) also reminds teachers that all should be
concerned about censorship. If teachers are willing to take
simple steps prior to a censorship attempt, censors might not
prevail. Parents indeed have the right to protest, but that
in itself is not censorship (p. 25). Weil (1988) stated that
lithe most important thing we can do may be to remind ourselves
constantly that only we can censor what we teach and how we
teach it" (p. 25).
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C.baond school tilt' ip Cap.d.
Gllilbell (1986) provided the followinq lists of selections
that have been the subject of challenge and censorship
ca.paigns in Canada.
A list ot these titles, accompanied by soae or the
reasons they ....ere challenged are listed in Table 1. Some ot
the reasons for coartain texts being challenged are not
provided by Gambell (1986).
Table 1 School Texts subjected to censorship in Canada
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SELECTION
All Quiet on the Western
I.&:Qn.t, Remarque
~, Orwell
~, Anthony
Are You There~
~, Blume
The Apprenticeship of
Duddy KraVitz, Richler
Bang Bang vou're pead',
Fitzhugh
Beautiful Losers, Cohen
Canadian Short stgries,
(Weaver, ed.)
Catch 22, Heller
Catcher in the Rye,
Salinger
~, Potok
The Country Girls,
O'Brien
The Diary of Anne Frank,
Frank
The Dispossessed, Malamud
The Diviners, Laurence
Dr. Doli ttle
Go Ask 11.1 ice, Anonymous
Grapes of Wrath,
steinbeck
Huckleberry Finn, twain
Harlequin Romances
REASON
unfit language
dust cover anti-semitic
deals with one girl's
prepubescent interest
wi th menstruation
immoral
violence
immoral
filth
filth, immoral
unchristian, profanity,
immoral, lewd
suggestions
filth
immoral, profane
unfit language, immoral,
atheistic, deals with
mental retardation
sex scenes, drugs
blasphemous, pornographic
and filthy language
racism
SELECTION
A Jest of God, Laurence
In the Heat of the Night,
Ball
Listen to the: Silence,
Elliott
Lives of Girls and Women,
Munro
Lord of the Flies,
GOlding
Love Story, Segal
Man from $t Malo,
Ferguson
tla2......I.se Tung (Macdonald
starter)
Merchant of venice,
Shakespeare
More Joy in Heaven,
Callaghan
The MQuota in and the
Y.Al.llY. Buckler
My Darl ing My Hamburger,
Zindel
Nineteen-Eighty-Four,
Orwell
One pay in the Life of
Ivan DenisQvich,
Solzhenitzen
One Flew Over the
Cookoo's Nest, l<csey
Of Mice and Men,
Steinbeck
Peking Rev iew
~, Updike
sally Go Round the Sun
Fowkes
REASON
rape
pornography, explicit
descriptions of sex
scenes
paints Indians as
savages, racism
communist
r~"'cism
profanity. unChristian
f 11th, sex scenes
abortion, immoral
unfit language
filth, unfit language
blasphemous, pornographic
and filthy language
communist
unfit language
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SELECTION
SeptQmber Sona, Hartin
Son of a Small et Hero.
Richler
story and structure,
"Defender of the Faith",
Roth
Strawberrjes and Other
~ (MacNeill, Ed.)
~. Atwood
Then Main Maybe r Won't,
Blume
To Kill a Mockingbird.
Lee
Winnipeg Stories (Parr,
ed. )
Who Has Scene the Wind,
Mitchell
REASON
filth
filth, immoral
profanity
violence
immoral
unfit language
premari tal sex
filth, profanity,
unchristian
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CHAPTER 'rHREE
LITERARY CAlIORS
censorship is but one concern in the selection of
textbooks for school systems. In this chapter, this
researcher will explore other factors that are at work in the
selection of literary material.
concerns with traoitional Hteran ClaAops
The traditional canon of literature ....hich has prevailed
both in secondary and post-secondary institutions of
educational learning of our western world now faces many
threats to its existence. Works now in the canon face mounting
pressure to their very existence from modern contemporary
literature, which seeks a place in the literary canon of
modern times.
Religious, cultural/ regional, ethnic and many varied
social groups press for reform of the traditional literary
canon to include works of literature that represent them. To
n!llme merely a few, Black writers, native writers, women
writers and region",l writers demand representation in the
literary canon of today, for a wide variety of reasons.
Canon - D.t'initions
An examination or the word "canon" in the context of our
concern is provided by the Random House Second Unabridged:
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a body of rules, principles, or standards accepted
as axiomatic and universally binding in a field of
study or art.
This same text also notes that a canon may be considered to be
a "standard or criterion," and that anything considered to be
canonical is "authorized, recognized and accepted."
The Oxford English pictionary denotes the word "canon" in
the following ways:
a general rule, fundamental principle, aphorism, or
axiom governing the systematic or scientific
treatment of a sUbject.
standards of jUdgement or authority; a test;
criterion, means of discrimination.
Webster's Third New Internatignal pictionary reports on
"canon" in this fashion:
an accepted or sanctioned list of books.
a norm, criterion, model, or standard for
evaluating, jUdging, testing or criticizing.
In skimming these dictionaries, one is left with the
feeling that a canon contains the qualities of "authority,"
"greatness," and "universality," since it assumes the role of
being a standard for all else in its particular field. Given
that the topic at hand is that of selecting material for
English programs, one could assume from these definitions that
when we refer to a canon of literature, each piece of
literature in the literary canon is characterized by its
authority, universality, greatness and its inherent quality to
be a standard by which all other literature is tested, jUdged
and criticized in turn.
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Challenota to the canon
Peter Hyland (1987), focusing particularly on the
literature of England in relation to the literary canon, notes
that this body of literature has been considered an academic
discipline and has dominated faculties of arts and humanities
as well as many of the cultures of the English speaking world
(p. 1). These "great works" form the backbone and, in some
cases, the entirety of the college and university literature
syllabi in most of the former British colonIes 1.n Asia,
Africa, North America, and Australia. Universities have
institutionalized these works to such a degree that it is
hardly necessary to justify their stUdy, for they are, simply,
accepted. Now they are referred to as the "canon", a term,
he argues, which makes their value seem unquestionable (p. 1).
Hyland (1982) noted that because English literature has
such a prominent place in the curriculum and that such a vast
professional industry has developed around it, it carries with
it an endowed claim to absolute value with a certain
persuasiveness (p. 1). Even so, Hyland (1982, p. 2) reported
that Widdowson (1982) pointed out that both Marxist and post-
structuralist critical theories, exposing on one hand the
ideological bases of traditional literary criticism as ....ell as
a questioning of the whole concept of "literary value" I have
mounted a strong attack on the institution that has enshrined
this canon. Sinfield (1982, p. 35), cited in Hyland (1982, p.
2), commented that this literature establishment defends
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itself strongly, but that the questions raised by anti-
canonical forces refuse to go away.
Is it unreasonable to ask bm! the body of literature
established its role as a central element in the English
educational system? What does the canon represent? Who
defined its being? How were jUdq__ments made to place this
literature in a canon? Hyland (1982) claimed that answers to
these questions can place the canon in a new light (p. 2).
The English language developed in the Middle Ages in
response to a growing sense of national identity, and then
replaced French as the favoured language, becoming the loIaf of
practically defining the English community. By the sixteenth
century, the language had grown to the form that we r~cognizo
today, ....hile a literature began to reflect a sense of
nationhood. Shakespeare, giving literary form to the national
longings of England, is rightly seen as the great national
poet (p. 2).
In summary, Hyland (1982) noted that "inevitably, the way
in which a group sees itself is defined by the body of
literature that it promotes, and .•. the canon of English
literature at the centre of which Shakespeare's works stand
today, and which is perpetuated by universities everywhere,
precisely defines a culture" (po 2).
By the very fact that works of literature are placed in
the curriculum, value jUdgements have been made about them,
but a more perceptive reader will want to know about those
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judgements - how they were made and by whom and what other
judgements have been made. As Hyland puts it, "The whole
question arises of what has been j udqed to be central and what
margina~, and whether those jUdgements should really be
accepted as absolute" (p. 2). Hence the literary canon is
challenged from many directions by those who want to open it
up to "the SUbordinated, ignored or silenced forms of
'popular' literature, historical documents, autobioqraphy,
women's writing, black literature, song, TV, and fillll"
(Brookner, 19B2, cited in Widdowson 1982, p. 73).
Hyland (1986) noted that literature needs to be relocated
into a wider context of curtura! studies that would set in
perspective its claims to transcendent value. A questioning of
the whole idea that the system of values that canonized this
particular body of literature, from which Western criti.cal
methods have grown, is needed (p. 4).
In effect, a canon judges what is central and what is
marginal. These jUdgements that originated in a partiCUlar
community, when placed in a foreign setting, inevitably lose
much of their relevance. At the same time they banish works
to the marginal which may otherwise be considered central.
Placed into a new context, the canon becomes a form of
censorship, for given the qua: .tty of "authority", it denies
other writings a place. In this light, "the canon is no more
than a dead weight, a burden from the past. The creativity
that went into its making is negated if it cannot leave place
for a new creativity" (Hyland, 1986 p. 6).
"
Weixlmann (1988) claimed that since the ....orld's body of
literature is far from static, the need for canon refo~ation
should be self-evident, and that, at the very least,
provisions aust be .ade to enable new literary works to enter
the canon (p. 273). Reainding us ot Jefferson's appeal to
society that each generation partake in societal renewal, and
of Emerson's assertion that "each age ... lIlust write its own
books (for}... the books of an older periOd will not fit
this," Weixlmann claims that this is, indeed, the case (p.
273) •
The issue of a literary canon, when addressed as II
political one, shows two conflicting points Clf view. The
19605 was either a decade of curricular madness or a period of
curricular enlightenment: however, the implications ot
curricular changes begun during this era rellain with us today.
Some people hold that during the 1960s, literature departments
broke open the cornerstones ot civilizations, whereas others
arquQ that radical reform in this area is still needed and has
yet to occur. One group cries out tor a return to canonical
texts with renewed vigour, while the other would have us
abandon the idea ot a literary canon just as many have
abandoned its value structure (p. 274). Weixlmann (1988)
counselled against operating from either extreme and claimed
that we ne-.:d to know that "Our extant literary canon was
formulated tilth in a political context and that political
actions are often not known for producing results that serve
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the members of an entire population equally well" (p. 274).
When we speak of canon refotlllation, we place our
political selves in the jUdgements we .ake. It is impossible
to stay completely objective and ve should not delude
ourselves into thinkinq that it is possible to do so.
In det:ens' of the canon - argument!! 'nd rebuttala
Li terary Meri t
Onc of the first defenses of the literary canon is that
of "literary merit" being used as a criterion. This has
buried, whether intentionally or not, many works because ot.
their presumed lack of linguistic sophistication (Weixlmann,
1988, p. 275). Hiller (1979) I cited in Weixlmann (1988, p.
275), claimed that "The study of literat;ure should focus on
an exploration of [traditional humanb,tic] values. Moral,
metaphysical, and religious questions remain the most
i.pertant ones, in literature as in life, and one of the best
places in which to gain an understanding of them is in the
masterworks in one's native tongue."
Further, he claimed that we can recognize these
masterworks because they evidence "the best that has been
thought and said in our language" and that they should be
approached through rhetorical study - lithe study of the
function of trr.pes, the whole panoply of figures, not just
metaphor, but metonYIDY, synecdoche, irony, lIletalepsis,
prosopopoeia, catachresis - the works."
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Many would agree with Hiller, but he has been criticized
for being unable to provide acceptable criteria for
determining those masterworks that he claims are central to a
good curriculum (weixlmann, 1988, p. 275).
Herrnstein Smith (1983), also cited in Weixlmann (1988),
claimed that "the privileging of a particular set of functions
for artworks or works of literature may be (and often is)
itself justified on the grounds that the performance of such
functions serves some higher individual, social,
transcendent good. II She also noted that
Any selection from these alternate and to some
extent mutually exclusive higher goods, howev~r.
would itself require justification in terms of Borne
yet higher good, and there is no absolute stopping
point for this theoretically infinite regressus of
judgements and justifications. This is not to say
that certain functions of artworks do not serve
higher - or at least more general, comprehensive,
or longer-range-goods better than others. It is to
say, however, that our select.ion among an array of
goods will always be contingent (Herrnstein smith,
1983, p. 19).
Simply put, Herrnstein Smith claims that there is
universal set "higher good". Depending on the context in
which used, and the aims for which it is used, our choice of
literature will always be dependent. To wrap ourselves into
an argument about which "good" is yet higher than another
IIgood" will always lead us into an infinite regress. Miller
(1979, p. 13), in defending literature on the basis of its
affirmation of values, also claimed that 1I0ne cannot write
well, even write a business letter or a scientific report,
unless one can read well the best that has been thought and
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r,;aid in our language." Weixlmann (19881 pointed out that an
individual's ability to carry out close readings of
masterpieces of literature is an odd criterion for detenlning
a person's ability as a technical writer. According to hilll,
it is not clear whether writers of scientific reports would be
better served by studying, even if it could be deter1llined,
"the best that has been thought and said" or by being given
repeated exposure to well drafted scientific reports (p. 275).
Miller (1986) showed later that he had changed some of
his views. As President of the Modern Language Association,
his 1986 "Presidential Address" found him alluding to "an
array of overlapping and much more tluid canon, often
deteI'lllined by cross-disciplinary orientations and including
various kinds of 'nonliterary' works side by side with
traditional literary ones" (Wehl1D.ann, 1988, p. 276).
Weidmann (1988) pointed to this change in Miller's
views. In 1979, Hiller had promoted a rhetorical study of the
masterworks. In a 1986 MPresident's Column,M Miller opposed
atteJDpts to reestablish "the old fixed canon... by fiat"
because efforts such as these "tend to sidestep our real
ob1:lgation, which is to teach good reading, critical thinking,
and the good writing that is only possible for those who can
read and think. U Although the last sentence echoes the views
held by Miller in 1979, his attack on lithe old fixed canon" is
rather different from his views in 1979 (p. 276).
Both Weidmann (1988) and Herrnstein Smith (1983) pointed
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out possible flaws in setting a criterion of ascending to a
higher good, in detertllining the existence of literary works in
a literary canon.
wi thstandinq the test of time
A second line of defense for the set canon of literary
works is that it contains works that have "withstood the test
of time." However, as Herrnstein Smith (1983, p.29) in
weixlmann (1988) pointed out, this "test ll can be rigged. This
test "is not, as the figure implies, an impersonal and
impartial mechanism," because culturally dominant persons
("gatekeeper intellectuals" according to Ohmann (19B3). in
Weixlmann (1988, p. 276)), create, administer, protect, take,
and grade the exam. As well, canonical works are looked at as
being privileged, and for that reason they are unlikely to be
tested in the same way that noncanonical texts are. Because
of their status in the canon, the:y are often shielded from
scrutiny (p. 271).
Whereas one complaint about a noncanonical work may doom
it, canonical texts, when criticized, are likely to be
defended even though they may contain incidents of brutal ity,
bigotry. racism, sexism, or national chauvinism (Weixlmann,
p.277). Often, critics repress or rationalize the undesirable
characteristics of canonical texts by focusing on the text's
more formal and structured features or by allegorizing the
alienating ideology of a text to a more general or universal
Ip.vel where it b~comes more tolerable and readily
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interpretable in light of contemporary ideology (p. 278).
canons have achieved consenaus
Another view supporting the canon, and perhaps its
greatest claim to legitimacy, is that it has achieved some
sort of consensus. However, this claim may be weaker now than
it was two decades ago. This consensus should be questioned
in light of the fact that it has traditionally been provided
by a group made up of mostly European-descended white males.
Racism, sexism, classicism, traditionalism, and an elitism
affect all people and Weixlmann (1988) stated that "until we
sincerely acknowledge this fact, and understand its
implications, meaningful reform of the canon cannot occur" (p.
278) .
Canon abandollllsnt or canon retorpation
Von Halll:erg (1983, p. iv), cited in Weixlmann (1988),
shed new light on the issue of canons by asking, if we accept
the fact that the alJthority for an established canon will not
hold up under close scrutiny, how shoUld new canons,
expressing other interests, now be formed? Should we engage
in a process of canon refonnation or abandon the idea of a
canon altogether?
Guillory (1983, p. 195-196), noted by Weix1mann (1988),
would agree with the latter course of action, arguing that the
more authority, orthodoxy and tradition erodes, the more
difficult it will be to form a canon acceptable to a majority
of the literary culture.
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He sees more heterodoxy in
literature where the Udoxa tl will not be given to a hidden god
but a teaching that will empower the struggle of difference.
Difference, previously virtually avoided under orthodoxy,
becomes now a sign of possibility and ingenuousness. Critics
are offered new prospects in light of heterodoxy for, as
Guillory (1983, p. 195-196) suggested, they will be free from
the demands of the existing literary canon and be able to form
their own.
Weixlmann (1988, p. 278) pointed aut that Von Hallberg
(1983, p. iv) claimed that it is not a very attractive
position - the idea of teaching art without canons. Whatever
the shortcomings of anthologies, they do provide cores around
which courses are designed, and these anthologies depend
heavily on the canon. He added that it would be theoretically
possible for instructors to gain permission to reprint
literature, but the cost in time and dollars would be too
stoep. Canons do maintain a degree of continuity among
programs of study and, in one way or another, they will most
likely remain with us.
Showalter (1981, p. 19), cited in Weidmann (1988),
claimed that a canon "does not want to be revitalized; it only
wants to endure." On its side stand antiquated humanism, the
weight of centuries of sexism, racism, classicism, and
elitism, as well as lethargy. The canon, not surprisingly, is
challenged by thos~ who have been disenfranchised by it.
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Problems with canon refonaatioD
In reforming the literary canon, a number of points,
according to Weixlmann (1988), must be k.ept in mind (p. 278).
It is not enough that canon refonnation be the work of only a
small group. If S0, we would be engaged in replacing one
elitist group with another. Meaningful reformation must
involve all people in the profession of humane letters (p.
278). We must keep in mind that every work in the canon may
not be chosen badly or that it is ,in some manner. tainted.
Von Hallberg (19B3, p. iv-v) suggested that an investigation
is needed of how works' political functions "account for
their origins and limit their utility." When refoning a
canon, if this is to be attempted at all, we must negate all
presumptions about a work and view it closely when considering
its inclusion or exclusion (Weixlmann, 1988, p. 278) 0
For Weixlmann (1988), lethargy is an inhibiting factor .in
the process of canon reformation. By this, he doesn't claim
that English teachers are prone to be lazy, but that "Most
have been trained to teach traditionally literary figures
within traditional sUbject areas, and when teaching literature
courses, they are inclined to put that training to use" (po
278). Being overwhelmed at the thought of having to read
hundreds of new works and criticislllS of them in order to give
students a well rounded view and appreciation of them, within
a newly formed field, is what he refers to as "lethargy" (po
278) 0
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For those who are not interested in radically altering
the canon and for those who are aware of its shortcoming but
still teach some of the troubling canonical works, Froula
(1983, p. 343), cited in Weixlmann (1988). suggested teaching
the works "not as the mystifying best that has becn thought
and said in the world but as a visible past against which we
can teach our students to imagine a different future. n
Welxlmann (1988) commented, "By underscoring what we
understand to be the ideological and figurational shortcomings
of canonical texts, rather than attempting to explain such
lapses away, we can help our students to become more
discerning readers and thinkers" (p. 280).
Regarding the addition of new pieces of literature to the
canon, Baym (1986), cltEoj in Weixlmann (1988, p. 279),
addressed "Ideal Canons and Real Anthologies," and spoke to
the sacrifice and compromise that are very much l'; part of the
anthologizing process. Representing the many voices of
society is no easy task and no matter how many are
represented, there are still others that are omitted from
anthologies. She pointed out, however, that "anth.;)logie~will
continue to support the established canon only as long as we
reward their doing SOli, and claimed that blame! for under
representation of groups cannot be placed solely on compilers
and publishers. As a group, teachers need to appreciate that
they are largely responsible for the canon's status.
7.
Reyhionht approaches to the curricUl\1ll
In terms of revisionist approaches to curriculum, people
such as Lauter (1983), cited in Weixlmann (1988, p. 280).
recommended a study of canonical and noncanonical texts side
by side for mutual illuminatory purposes, whereas Kalb (1986,
p. 12), cited by Weixlmann (1988, p. 281), suggested that "we
think of the literary canon not as a single authoritarian list
and not as a pluralist cacophony of numberless voices but as
a tiered set of options, relatively stable at one end,
relatively open at the other, and joined by the possibility of
change. "
Weixlmann (1988, p. 281) advocated a blending of
canonical and noncanonical works in light of the
acknowledgement that people come in at least two sexes, and in
a variety of colours. To guard against students' reading this
pluralistic gathering of literary voices as cacophonous, he
groups literary ....orks into categories based on gender or race,
for he claims that the reasons certain literature has been
excluded from the canon are rooted in two traditions: that of
the author'S national literature and that of the literature
produced by the author's racial, gender, geographic subgroups.
He does claim that there are individual works of literature
that demand different treatment, but he says little about
these. As well, teaching strategies need to be as flexible as
the canon because of tte fact that since comparing,
intermixing or grouping literary works always evolves in a
7.
specific context, predetermined pedagogical strategies
likely to be less successful than those that account both for
the particular works being taught and the backgrounds and
abilities of students who are to stUdy these works (p. 281-
282) •
Responding to a canon in disarray
Allen (1986) claimed that the canon is in dissolution.
A variety of responses to the disarray of the canon have
evolved and are still prevalent today (p. 92-94).
Back to the basics
There is, in some circles, a call for the return to
teach-the-basics. This call reaffirms the traditional canon,
for it is held that it will provide the crucial footings
needed for intellectual construction. This movement gains
support from those who are worried about the decline of taken-
for-granted infortlation and skills and they call for a
teaching of -fundamentals before frills, Cartesian certainties
before speCUlative possibilities, education for effective
citizency before erudition" (Allen, p. 94). The aim of such a
program as this is to focus upon content, a specific content.
Intellectual, vocational, and life skills and values can only
be learned, it is held, by studying texts and topics of
excellence, for excellence breeds excellence.
The inediate problem with this movement is that it may
be no more than a call to go backwards. "It is atavistic,
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nostalgic, a form of pedagogical romanticism" and it does not
effectively deal with contemporary revolutions in knowledge
(p. 95).
specialization
AlIGn (1986) noted that another response is that of
specialization. Since more and more infOl'lllatlon is routinely
made available, everyday advocates (Jf this movement claim that
one should limit efforts to some portion of the whole and that
the best an individual ca:l hope for is to gain some specific
way of organizing knowledge, some specific discipline. In
effect, one should study that which is relevant to one's
specialty (p. 96).
On the other hand, specialized knowledge, different
methods, and jargon can make it difficult for us to understand
each other. Very often a school that is expected to be alive
with intellectual challenge and cooperation can degenerate
into a place where there is a mere juxtaposition of
disciplines (p. 97). The problem of specialization of
professionalization lies in the fact that it can ignore the
reality of the contemporary world and the fact that
information is not ultimately capable of segmentation. The
justification of information per se lies "in its usefulness to
the resolution of actual wc:>rld problems and to the liberation
of the human spirit, neither of which are segmentable
realities" (p. 98).
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Account tor all literary vork.
Another response to the problem is to attempt to account
for .Al.l ne.... developments while at the same time one retains
the old, in other words, to try to cover everything. Although
this approach is typical of many institutions, it is
impossible to manage, purely because of the factor of time.
It may work for a while, but the potential for aver-worked
people in the system is great. This could result in the
breakdown of a system for there would not be enough time,
personnel, or students to cover all literary works (Allen,
p.99) •
A long range solution
A more intelligible and long range solution would be to
reconstruct the canon. We, as a society, "need some broadly
defined consensus regarding what is important." society's
educational institutions should function, in part, as to
inculcate these principles in its youth and to enkindle and
sustain them in its adult population (Allen, p. 99).
Through debates and discussions among professionals a
canon should be constructed that would meet the needs of
society. Leadership in the future will require skills and
learning unimaginablY different from those required today.
liThe capacity for sound jUdgement derives from the canonical
orientation that defines one's culture, its integrity, its
character, its window on reality" (p. 99).
.2
Allen (1986, p.lOO) stated that thinking is not s1_ply
a matter of following rules, but that it involves the use of
a "cultural reservoir of perspectives, apercus, concept
patterns" and that "by means of analogy. Iletaphor, affective
symbiosis. these are lIl",de a part of experience and their
protean potency put to the service of theory constructions
both scientific and hermeneutical." A cultural canon is the
parent of effective thinking, and without the repertoire that
such a canon provides, a person has no way of discerning
imputing meanings other than those that are given by an
external authority (p. 100).
Finally, """ objective canon is a necessary condition for
critical thinking, for genuine intelligence, and without
critical intelligence , democracy is illlpossible" (p. 100).
Stimpson (1990, p. 957) claimed that "canons" are
tenacious and their very notion creates tension. This tension
lies in the fact that While canons are "guilty of ideological
complicities and tautological self-definitions .•• being with
literature demands making some jUdgements about texts, some
choices among them, much of the time." To ease this tension,
stimpson (1990) offers the concept of a "paracanon" and notes
that texts are parllcanonical if SOMe people~ and sl2
~ them (p. 958).
Paracanonical texts lIay or may not have "literary value",
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regardless of how this term is defined. The worth of any such
work lies in its ability to inspire love. This quality of
"being love.;}" is the way a text enters a paracanon of the
present 1 correspondingly, texts which have been loved form
the paracanon of the past (p. 959).
People treasure the texts they love for such texts
provide some of love's relational and terrifying thrills:
"its ecstasies; union with a different being; the threat of
the loss, the closure of this union; the sensation of
inhabiting a world apart from the world that' normally inhibits
one; an oscillation between control and self-abandonment; a
dance with the partners of amusement and of consolation; the
gratification of needs that a reader has concealed" (p. 958).
Private tran~action, though, is only one aspect of
paracanonical love. Social bnd cultural forces do playa role
in the areas of desire, intimacy, and love. Stimpson claims
that to enter the paracanon, a text should have a number of
loving readers and notes that although "paracanonical" is not
synonymous with "popularity", popUlarity is a sign that love
is more than a single obsession. very often, paracanonical
love can ent.ance the relatinnship between a community and a
text. When this occurs, such love from a community helps
ensure the survival of a text. The text, in turn, helps
sustain the community's identity (p. 959).
stimpson notes approvingly that the concept of paracanon
"reclaims love and pleasure for criticism. II However, this
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concept is not without its difficulties. First of all, there
is likely confusion about what "love" means. The sentence, "l
(we) love this hook", w:l.l1 show three sources of confusion.
First of all, the words "I love" have different meanings in
the English language, ranging from passion to simple sweet
approval. secondly, the verb lito love" has many explanations
attached to it. Ther~ is difficUlty gaining consensus about
the ~auses of love. Thirdly, the word "book" can include a
variety of titles. Some will love a text that others find
hateful (p. 964). These difficulties are significant for "to
collate the theories about love is to write a contemporary
intellectual history." As well, to collate beloved titles is
to write a story of contemporary literacy and culture. This
can be completed for both the present and past. "Mapping a
paracanon is a histographical project that can lead to
narratives about a periOd that tell of the connections among
its emotions, its libraries and classrooms, its literacies and
illiteracies" (stimpson, p. 964).
The second difficulty is that since the word "canon" 1s
the parent word of "paracanonll , the problems associated with
a canon may attach themselves to the notion of the paracanon.
The paracanon, however, embraces both the canonical and non-
canonical texts. Texts included in the paracanon do not
depend on the official approval of a culture's schools, the
authorship of powerful social groups, or authorship by
excluded social groups. Inclusion is based instead on the
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ability of a text to inspire ~ reader's love. Constructed
in this way. the paracanor: relates to existing canons in two
ways. First, it schools use such a canon, the paracanon will
subvert it for the paracanon serves as a jumble of works that
float around canonical arrangements that a culture may already
have in place. such arrangements "hoard and board up art,
literature, and the media." secondly, societies without such
a canon may find that the paracanon offers a way to organize
and evaluate cultural works. The "canon" will
reminder of recorded timo (p. 965).
stimpson writes that the word "paracanon tl , as a noun,
might give some coherence to those who act as customs officers
of a CUlture, passing on SOllle works and rejecting others. The
notion of paracanon also summons up verbs: "to read, to love
....hat we read, to codify and judge what we read by what we love
to read, to write a history of emotions and of literacy by
noting what people have loved to read and how" (po 972) 0
Constructed in this way, the paracanon can be used as a
pedagogical tool, a way of organizing the classroom and
syllabus. Teachers can foreground reading experiences and can
assist students by placing these experiences within larger
cuI tural patterns 0 students can then examine why texts were
loved or not loved and by whom (po 972) 0
BUlUaary
The very notion of an established canon of literature can
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cause many problems for many people. The underlying question
for any canon deals with what criteria are used in determining
such a body of literature. No matter the outcome, choosing
any literature will elicit a response from those who agree or
those \<Iha disagree with any such choice. Traditionally, such
criteria have dealt with the idea that works of literature
have been placed in canons because of their having achieved
literary merit or because such works have withstood the test
of time. Each of these ideas has come under attack by those
who feel disenfranchised.
Questions today deal with whether a society should
abandon the very notion of a canon or whether any established
canon should be reformed. On this, the idea of teaching art
without some sort of structure is not very appealing. We
apparently need some sort of structure around which courses
can be taught, and such a structure demands that decisions be
made about texts. A more realistic response may be to attempt
to reform the canon. Some call for reform by going back and
teaching the basics, while others call for speci8lization
since we live in an age of information explosion. Followers
urging reform call for people to concern themselves with
specializing: in one particular field as there is too much to
understand in this age of information explosion. still others
call fur reform by including everything I thereby accounting
for all literary works. Each of these responses has its
attendant difficulties.
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The notion of a paracanon is a part of this debate as
....ell. Being loved or having been loved is the only criterion
n(laded for any text to enter the paracanon. The idea of a
paracanon offers II way for schools to organize the choice of
texts for courses by examining what texts have historically
been loved and by whom.
In any event, once decisions are made about placing a
text or selection on a program of studies, we will have formed
a canon for that particular course, like it or not.
JUdgement.s are made about what is considered important to be
studiedf more than likely, such jUdgements will be challenged.
Such has been and will always likely be the case.
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CHAPTER FOOR
TEXTBOOJt SELECTION - A HISTORY OF LITERATURE un
LANGUAGE TEXTS LISTED FOR USB BY SECONDARY SCHOOLS
IN NEWFOUNDLAND 1950/51 - .\990/91
The canon formed for high school English courses in
Newfoundland schools from 1950/51 to 1990/91 in grades 9, 10,
11 and level I, II, III will now be examined to identify just
how the texts selected for each grade have changed over the
past forty years.
It is important to note that the selections which have
formed this canon have included both literature and language
texts. During the past forty years there have been times when
both the stUdy of literature and language have been dealt with
as separate entities. conversely, at times both these areas
have complemented Bach other and were studied under one
heading, English.
tn presenting this canon this researcher will report on
the texts and selections Which have been chosen for the stUdy
of literature and language, drawing attention to When each was
studied as a separate course and when both were studied as an
integrated unit. The separation and integration of literature
and language has been a unique characteristic of this canon
and although there has been little evidence of the censoring
of language texts as there has been with the censoring of
literature texts, language texts ha.ve often been placed in the
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canon. The canon has included the study of language and to
accurately report on its body of literature it is imperative
that the texts chosen for the study of language be accounted
for side by side with the texts chosen for the study of
literature.
FOllowing each grade level identification, changes that
have occurred in the literary canon used in each grade will be
highlighted.
~
For thE:! purpose of organization, this researcher will
report on the texts used in grade 9 during the following four
periods: 1950/51 - 1965/66; 1966/67 - 1972/731 1973/74 -
1980/81; and, 1981/82 - 1990/91-
1950/51 - 1965/66
During this period of time, a total of 11 texts were used
for literature and language stUdy.
In terms of the stUdy of English language, Rhatz's l!.Yn..i.2.t.
.E..n9.l..1M was the required text used in 1950/51. This text was
not used after this first year. In its place, £D~
Action Bools 1 (Tessier) [sic] was introd'.Iced in 1951/52 and
this was used until 1961/61, a total of eleven years.
In 1962/63, The New using Our Language part I (Dent) and
Words Are Important (Bools society) were the required texts
used and in 1963/64, another required text, .E.n9.l.!..!W
composition (MacMillan) \.las added to the curriculum. A total
of three texts were used to the end of this period.
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Thfol study at literature involved the use of 2YLJle~
(Ryerson Press), a required text, from 1950/51 to the end of
the first period. For supplementary reading, Buchan's~
J..Qhn was used during this time. In 1952/53, Alcott's~
~ was introduced and continued to be 1 isted.
Other supplementary reading texts ....ere introduced as
well. In 1964/65 Kipling's Captain's Courageous was
introduced and in 1965/66 Roy's Where Nests The~ and
Stevenson's~~ were listed.
1966/67 - 1.972/'.. 3
In 1966/67. two streams of stUdy were developed in the
curriculum. The first was called university Preparatory and
the second, General. The University Preparatory program was
intended for those who \oIould be entering university after
completion of their secondary schooling. The General program
was intended for those requiring a general graduation from
high school.
From 1968/69 on to the end of this same period, the nanle
University Preparatory was changed to Academic. Although
there was some overlap in the choice of texts used for each
program, often, each program used its own distinct texts.
In terms of language study, this researcher could not
fine a listing of texts used for either program in 1966/67.
In 1967/68, the required text, The New Using Our Language
~ (Dent), was used for both programs. This continued
until 1968/69 when it was dropped from the curriculum. (It
.,
had been used for a total of six years.) In 1968/69, a
supplementary language magazine, Practical EngH~.U
(Scholastic), was introduced and used for both programs. This
was ""Iso used in 1969/70, after which it was dropped, having
been used for a total of two years. The requi".:-ed text,~
Are Important (Book Society), was re-introduced in 1968/69 for
both programs and had the same use in 1969/70, after which it
was dropped from the curriCUlum, having been used for a total
of six years.
Learning English (fl:acMillan), a required language text
for both programs, was introduced in IS69/70 and continued in
use during this period.
~ magazine, formerly Practical Engl ish (Scholastic),
supplementary reading in langl.!age study, was used for both
programs on its introduction in 1970/71, but was only used for
the Academic program in 1971/72 and 1972/73, after which it
was dropped from use, having lasting for a total of three
years.
The literature program used the required text, Q.W;:
~ (Ryerson Press), for both programs from 1966/67 to
1967/68. The text was then dropped, having been in use for
eighteen consecutive years.
In 1968/69, Understanding Literature (Ginn), a Canadian
literature supplement having been added to the teacher's
manual, was introduced for required stUdy in both programs.
Ttd s continued until 1970/71. In 1971/72 and 1972/73 it was
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used s':>lely for the Academic program as a reqUired text.
steinbeck's~. found in understanding Literature
(Ginn), was required to be studied for both p"'ograms between
1968/69 and 1971/72.
In 1971/72, the General program came under considerable
revision and a number of required taxts were introduced. For
the stUdy of poetry, Steel and S,'mmer Rain (McClelland), was
used. For the study of prose,~ (Nelson), or~
II (Nelson) or~ (Nelson) was required. The stUdy of
plays used £.l..AY9l'"~ (McClelland), and for reading. ~ll<;1L,l
(Gage) was required.
This continued in 1972/73, with the exception of the use
of~ (Nelson). which was not used in the General program
that year.
In terms uf supplementary reading material,~
(Buc":l.an) was used for both programs during this period, as was
Kipling's .QA.Q.tain's Courageous. Stevenson's The Black Arrow
was also used in both programs until 1969/70, after which it
was dropped from the curriCUlum, having been used for five
years. The only other text shared by both programs throughout
this period was Hailey and Castle's Flight into panger, which
was introduced to the curriculum in 1970/71.
Roy's Where Nests the Wa~ was used for
supplementary reading solely for the Academic program until
1971/72. It was then dropped, having been in use for seven
years.
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Verne's Twenty Thousand I.eagues Under the Sea
introduced in 1966/67 as supplementary reading in the General
program. It continued in this capacity during this period, as
did Doyle's The I.pst Wgrld, introduced as well in 1966/67.
Gallieo's The Snow Goose was introduced in 1969/70 for
supplementary reading in the Academic program. This text
remained in use in this capacity during this period.
Doyle's The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, introduced for
supplementary reading in 1969/70, continued in use during this
period.
Schaefer'l;;~ was introduced in 1970/71 and used as
supplementary reading in the General program up to 1972/73.
In 1972/73, frank's Diary of a ygung Girl was introduced
and used as supplementary reading in the General program.
Upon their intrClduction in 1972/73, Mowat's~
~ and Hyerdah1's Kon-'riki ExpediH9.D were used for
supplementary reading in both programs
Between 1966/67 and 1967/68, two novels were to be used
for supplementary reading in both the Academic and General
progralls.
From 1968/69 to 1970/71, steinbeck's~, found in
Understanding LiteratUre (Ginn), wafl a required text. In
addition to this, one other novel was to be chosen from the
list of supplementary reading material. This arrangement
continued for the Academic program until 1972/73.
In 1971/72 and 1972/73, the General program used any two
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listed novels for supplementary reading.
1973/74 . 1980/81
Another change occurred in the curriculum in 1973/74.
The language and literature prograMs ....ere integrated and the
General and Acadend.c programs were dropped. The new course
was renamed English 9. In terms of the language texts used in
this approach that year, a choice could be made between
Learning EngliSh (MacMillan) or Language Is (Nelson).
Accompanying this, the language text~ (Longman) was
required for study. The latter two texts were introduced that
year.
There were two choices that could be made regarding the
study of literature that year. The first choice, called Choice
A, involved a variety of texts to teach different U terary
genres. steel and Summer Rain (MacClelland) or n:Y..tb..J.nsl
~ or In and Ollt of Love could be chosen for the study of
poetry. The latter two texts were introduced that year. For
the st'!:..1y of prose,~ (Nelson) or~ (Nelson)
or~ (Nelson) could be chosen. returned to
the curriculum that year, having been dropped in 1972/73. The
stUdy of drama used~ (sic) (McClelland). This
researcher found this text listed in the Program of Studies.
The correct name for this book should be~, Book 1.
Instead of Choice A, a second choice, called Choice a,
could be employed for the stUdy of literature. Choice Bused
one text, Understand ina Literature (Ginn).
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Besides choice A and Choice e, a new section, "Science
Fiction, II was added for study. The curriculum guide
:.-ecomJllcnded a list of science fiction textbooks available frolll
Scholastic.
In the area of supplementary reading, two novels had to
be chosen. P[flster John {Duchan) was placed on the list.
Arter this year it was dropped from the curriculum, having
been used for twenty-three consecutive years. other novels
listed included Kipling's captain's CQurageous, Verne's~
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea, Doyle's The lest World,
Galllee's The Snow Goose, Doyle's The AdyentYTes of Sherlock
Ji.Q.lmn.. Hailey and Castle's Flight Into Danger, Schaefer's
~, Frank's piary of a Young Girl, Mowat's Neyer Cry Wolf,
;,.od Hyerdahl's Ken-Tilsi Expedition. Verne's novel was dropped
after use that year, having been used for eight years.
In addition to all of this, a Reading section was also
placed on the curriculum. Tactics in Reading I (Gage)
used ",n this section.
In 1974/75, the English 9 program consisted of the
following sections:
1. Communication and Language study
2. Poetry
J. Prose
4. Drama
5. Novels
6. Science Fiction
.6
7. Reading (optional)
8. Oral Communication (optional)
9. Media (optional)
10. Functional English (optional)
For the communication and language study section,
T..earn:!.ng English (MacMillan) or~ (Nelson) could be
used. Learning English could be used until the end of 1990/81.
It was then dropped, after being in use for twelve years.
language Is continued to be used throughout this period as
well as~, used on a class set basis. In 1974/75,
"Scope" magazines (Scholastic) introduced
supplementary reading material in this section.
For th9 stUdy of poetry, Truth or Fantasy or~
.2LI&Y§ or steel and Summer Rain (McClelland) could be used.
All three texts remained during tl.ls period and were dropped
at the end of 1980/81. Both Truth and Fantasy and l.n.....ilmi...
~ saw eight years of use. stegl and Summer Rain was used
for ten years.
For the study of prose, 11!!A9':M (Nelson) or~
(Nelson) or~ (Nelson) could be used. All these texts
remained during this period and were dropped after 1980/81.
ventures II lasted nine years while the other two texts had
ten years of use.
The stUdy of drama used "Players I" [sic] (McClelland).
After use in 1980/81, this package was dropped, having had ten
years of use.
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Instead of using different texts for the study of poetry,
prose, and drama, Understanding Literature (Ginn) could be
used. After use in 1980/81, this text was dropped. The text
had been listed for thirteen years.
Novels for supplementary reading during this time
included Captain's Courageous, The Lost World, ~, .rM
~, The Snow Goose, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
Flight iDte. panger, Diary of a Young Girl, Neyer Cry Wolf, and
Kon-Tiki Expedltion.
The Lost WQtlQ was dropped in 1980/81, after fifteen
years of use. The Snow Goose was also dropped at that time,
having been used for twelve years along with The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes, used for the same period of time. ~
~ was not listed after 1980/81, having been used for
nine years.
Both Stewart's The MQ90spinners and Whyndham's~
were added to the list in 1974/75 and dropped after use in
1980/81. Each was used for seven years. The science fiction
section of English 9 was used until 1977/78. This section
lasted five years.
The reading section remained during this period. ~:
in Reading I was the only text listed in this section.
Oral communicati')n remained in use until 1980/81. Teacher
reference material was provided for this section. As a
specific section, oral communication lasted seven years.
The media section was dropped from use after 1975/76,
9.
having been in place for a tot-P.L of two years.
Functional English, another section, using 1&Am1Jlg
~ (MacMillan) or~ (Nelson), was dropped after
use in 1975/76. This section lasted for a total of two years.
In 1977/78, Patterns of Communication was added as a
choice in the Language and Communication study section of
English 9. As well,~ could be used as an alternative to
the sections on poetry, prose and drama. This particular text
was to be used for the lower fifteen to twenty per-cent of
students.
1981/82 - 1990/91
In 1981/82 the program for grade 9 was composed of the
following four sections:
1. communication and Language StUdy
2. Reading
3. Literature
4. Novels
For the C01lll:lUnication and language study section,
Learning Language or~ or iatteh'Ds of co!lMunication
~ could be chosen. As well,~ ....as used on a class set
basis. ~ magazines were also listed.
Learnina Lanauage remained in use until 1986/87, after
.....hich it was dropped, haVing been used for nine years.
Patterns of CoMmunication 9 was used until 1986/87. After
that year, this text was dropped .. having been used for a total
of ten years.
••
~ was dropped after use in 1981/82. This text
was used for nine years in all.
~ mAguines were dropped after 1986/87, having been
in use for thirteen years.
In the reading section, Tactics 1n Reading I was used
until 1986/87. After that year it was dropped, having lasted
sixteen years on the curriculum.
Regarding the literature section, new texts were added in
1981/62. Exits ODd Entrances, introduced that year was used
during the rest of that period, along with Romeo and Juliet
and~.
Another text, ~!i, was used up until 1986/87. This
text was dropp:;d from use after that year, having been used
for a total of ten years.
In the novels section, captains Courageous was used until
1989/90, a total of twenty-six years. ~,~,
Flight into Panger, piary of a Young Girl, and Neyer Cry Wolt
re.ained in use throughout this period. A new noyel,~
Lilies Bloom, was intrOduced in 1981/82. This text continued
to be listed throughout the period as well. Accompanying this,
other ne.... novels were listed that year. storm' pog of
Newfoundland was intrOduced and only Hsted for that year.
First spring on the Grandbanks and Johnny Tremain remained in
use until 1989/90.
In 1982/83, the Front stage Series of Plays ....as added to
the literature section. This package continues to be listed.
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As well, a new novel was added to the supplementary
reading list that year.~ was used until 1989/90.
In 1987/88, a new language text was added.~ was
listed for the remainder of the period.
The last changes made to the curriculum came in 1990/91.
Three new novels were listed: shadow in Hawthorne Bay, Major's
Blood Red Ochre and A Wizard of Earthsea.
Analysis of Research
It is quite obvious that the curriculum for grade 9 has
broadened and expanded. In 1950/51, there were three texts
listed for uss. Throughout the history of the curriCUlum,
there were points where twenty-nine possible texts could be
chosen.
A number of interesting points can be identified when one
considers the curriculum from 1950/51 - 1990/91.
First of all, a program of Collin's Classics was supposed
to be implemented for supplementary reading in 1951/52. This
program never carne into the curriculum.
From ~951/52 - 1960/61, the curriculum was very narrow,
leaving little room for choice. In ~952/53, the first
appearance of women's writing was present in that of Alcott's
Little Women. From that particular year to 1960/61, only four
texts were listed on the curriculum.
In 1962/63, new language texts were introduced. In
1964/65, a new novel was added for stUdy, captains Courageous.
This was followed the next year by the addition of two other
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novels, Where Nests the Water Hen and The Black ~rrow. By
1964/65, nine texts were listed for grade nine.
A major change occurred in the curriculum between 1966/67
and 1972/73. Two distinct groups were formed: an Academic
stream and a General stream. Texts were chosen to meet the
needs of each group. This resulted in the addition of texts
being placed in the curriculum. In 1965/66, nine texts were
used. By 1973/74, twenty-four texts were in place,
In 1971/72, individual texts were placed in the
curriculum to teach different literary genres. This continued
until 1980/81. It was also during this period thi~t the first
group of Canadian writers was represented. This, however
not placed in a text. It could be found in the teach,' .
manual that accompanied Understanding Literature (Ginn).
The period between 1966/67 and 1972/73 was wide~'
characterized by the choice available in the selection of
texts. By 1972/73, the General students had to stUdy one of
eight listed novels.
By 1973/74, the Academic and General programs were
dropped and the curriculum began to be characterized by the
factor of choice. Not many texts were lost. Rather, everything
seemed to be listed as an option. Between 1973/74 and
1980/81, the rallge in the number of texts listed went from
twenty-four titles in 1973/74 to twenty-nine titles in
1977/78. ourinq this time, new novels as well as Whole new
areas of concern were added to the curriculum.
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These included science fiction, media. oral communication
and functional English. Some of these areas lasted a
relatively short time1 science fiction for five years, media
for two years, oral communication for seven years and
functional English for two years.
This period can also be noted for the integration of
language and literature studies. Perhaps this comes from then
current research provided about language learning. This trend
continued until 1990/91.
Between 1981/82 and 1990/91, a major change occurred in
the province with the implementation of a new re-organized
high school program of studies. This required the addition of
another year of school, called Level III. consequently, grade
nine no longer formed a part of the high school program.
In 1980/81, there were twenty-eight texts on the
curriculum list for grade nine. In 1981/82, this number was
reduced to twenty. only Gallico's The Snow Goose was moved to
the new high school program. other texts wore dropped from the
curriculum that year. These included The Adyentures of
Sherlock Holmes, Kon-Tiki Expeillism, The Moonspinne[S, and
~.
Table 2 Text movement from grade nine to other courses.
SELECTION MOVED FROM GRADE
NINE
The Snow Goose, Gallico
MOVED TO
Thematic Literature 1200
Since 1981/82, the curriculum has narrowed somewhat.
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11.1though there is a range of choice, it does not lnvalve the
numbers that it did in the 19705.
New areas have been given attention in the last ten
years. Newfoundland literature is required for study with the
introduction of~. The optional text, ~, is
recommended for use by the lower fifteen to twenty percent of
students. (There is no explanation or description given as to
what this means.) As well, Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet was
added for the above average class. (No description of this
category is given, either.)
In 1990/91, the first new novels to have been placed in
the curriculum in over ten years were added. A Kevin Major
work, Blood Red Ochre, was listed. This is interesting
because Major, a Newfoundlander who is an internationally
renown writer and 'Whose work has caused some controversy in
other provinces, now, for the first time, had one of his
novels listed in the provincial curriculum for grade nine.
In viewing the curriculum over the last forty years, one
notices that certain texts lasted for many years, while others
lasted for a relatively short time. Dating back from
1990/91,~ and Flight into Danger are now the oldest texts
on the curriCUlum, having been there for twenty':'one years. In
contrast, texts like storm' Dog of NewfoundlanQ. lasted for
only one year.
In general, the curriculum has expanded from being rather
rigid in the 19505 to one characterized by choice in the later
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19605 and 19705. This feature of choIce remained throughout
the 19805 and into 1990/91. The literary canon present in thd
curriculum has opened up to wrace many new areas of concern.
The curriculull will be presented in these three periods:
1950/51 - 1965/66; 1966/67 - 1972/73: and, 1973/74 - 1980/81.
1950/51 - 1965/66
Rhatz's Junior English was used as the language text in
1950/51. It saw only one year of use and was replaced by
Tessier's [sic] English in Action B90k 2 in 1951/52. In
1952/53, this researcher found that English in action Book 2
by Tressler was used. This is possibly the salile book except
that the author's naYne has been misspelled in the listing for
1951/52. This required text by Tressler ,..lI.8 used up to
1962/63, a total of eleven years.
From 1963/64, The New using Our Language PArt...l (Dent),
along ....ith Words are Importam; (Dook Soci-aty), IIere the
required language texts for the rest at this period.
The required text for tt. J study ot literature ....as~
~ (Ryerson Press). It was used trom 1950/51 throughout
this period.
For supplementary reading, Masefield's Lost Endeayour and
Eliot's The Mill on the Floss were used during this tbe.
Lost Endeavour wos dropped after this, having lasted a total
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of sixteen years. In 1964/65, Dicken's A Tale of Two cities
was added and in 1965/66 Faulkner's~ and Hilton's
Last HorizoD were added to accompany the previously iPrJltioned
texts used for supplementary reading. All these texts
remained in usc during thls period.
UDdl 1964/65, one supplementary text was required. In
1965/56, two supplementary texts had to be studied.
19U/67 - 1972/73
In 1966/67, two streams were developed in the grade ten
curriculum. One was called university Preparatory and was
designed for students who would go to university upon
completion of high school. The other proqram was called
General and was designed to give students a general high
school diploma. The University Preparatory streb had its
naae changed to Acadeaic in 1969/70.
In terns of the stUdy of languaqe, The New Using Our
Language Part..z. (Dent) and Words arA Important (Book
Society) were used for both programs in 1966/67. ~
Using Our I,aoguag!i! part 2 was discontinued after that year.
having had a total use o~ four years. words ore ImportAnt was
dropped in 1967/68 but returned from 1968/69 to 1969/70 for
both programs. It was then dropped. haVing been used for a
total of six years.
A new language text, Mutering Effective English
(Tressler and Lewis). was introduced as a required text for
botb programs in 1967/68. This text was dropped in 1969/70,
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having had three years of use.
In 1970/71, It new required text In language was
implemented. This text, I,earning English, was used for both
programs during this period. As vell, ~ magazine
(Scholastic) was a required addition tor both programs in
1970/71 but only for the Academic program in 1971/72 and
1972/73. After that, it was dropped, having been used for
three years.
Golden Caravan (Ryerson) was the required text used in
the study of literature in 1966/67 and \967/68 for both
programs. It was then discontinued, having been used tor
eighteen years.
In 1968/69, the required text becaJlle Types of Literatyro
(Ginn) and this was used in both programs to 1970/11. In
1971/72, it was used solely in the AcadellIe program e.nd
continued in this fashion throughout this period..
In 1971/72, the General progra. underwent a major change.
TClxts wero choson to teach the genres of poetry. prose, and
p1ays, along with the topic of reading. QMlli was uRed to
teach poetrt, Strowbtrries and other Secrets was used to teach
prose, and a package of plays called~ (sic] was used
to teach drama. The proper nallle this text should be ~
~. Book 2. All thp.se texts were used during this
period. Instead of using .f~ (sic), another package,
Shgrt plays tor Reading and Acting (Clarke I "trwin), could
be used. This pac)"..~g9 was used only in 19", _. l. Another
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required text for both programs was the novel,~~
~, found in Types of literature (Glnn). This was required
in 1970/71. However, it was only required for the Academic
program during the rest of this period.
In terms of supplementary reading, a number of titles
were listed. Eliot's The Mill on the floss could be used for
the Academic program throughout this time, along with Dickens'
1\ Ta Ie of Two cities and Orwell' s~, both introduced
in 1969/70, and Lee's To Kill I! Mockingbird, implemented in
1970/71. All of these continued in use for the remainder of
the period.
Titles selected solely for the General Program inclUded
Doyle's The Hound of the Baskeryi lIes, introduced in 1966/67,
along with Dickens' Dayid copperfield (abridged) and other
shorter classics from scholastic, along with Haggard's .KJ..ng
Solomon's Mines. Doyle's The HQUnd of tM Baskeryilles was
dropped after use in 1971/72, having had six years of use.
Zindel' s~ was also a choice solely used for the
General program. This waLl introduc~d in 1972/73.
Some supplementary material was used in both programs.
Faulkner's~ and Hilton's r,gst Horizon were listed for
both programs during this period. As well, Mowat's~
Who Wouldn't Float and wyndham's The pay of the Trittids were
introduced in 1972/73 and used in both programs.
1973/74 - 1980/81
In 1973/74, the language and literature courses
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integrated and the General and Academic streams were combined.
The new course was named English 10. The curriculum now
expanded to include many choices and options.
The texts used for language study were Learning Engl ish
and LaPoua'le Lives (Nelson), a new tex.t introduced that year.
Another new text introduced that year was~ (Longman).
This me'.dc up the required component of the language program.
Two choices were made available in the study of
literature, Choice A and Choice B. Choice A listed a variety
of texts to teach genres. 2!.I..e.§..t. or Nobody But XouIBel f or
poetry of Relevance I could be chosen to teach poetry. The
latter two texts were introduced that year. Prose was tllught
by using straWberries and Other Secrets and~ (sic]
was used to teach about plays. "Short Plays for Reading and
Acting" could also be used to teach this. Instead of using
all these texts, Choice B could be used. This choice used one
text, Types of Literature (Ginn).
A creative writing section was also introduced that year.
A new text, Writing Incredibly Short Plays Poe"s and stories
(Longman) , 1,::5 used. Any two of the following novels could be
used: The Mill on the Floss, A Tale of Two Cities,~,
I,Qst Horizon, pavid copperfield, King Solomon's fl1nes, An.1.mitl
I:ll:m, To Kill tl Mockingbird, The Boat Who Wouldn't Float, ~
pay of the Triffids, and~.
Dayid copperfield and King Soloman's Mines were dropped
after this year, each having been used for eight years.
,.,
The reading section used Tactics in Reading II.
A new section called MUlti-Media was also introduced this
year. A teacher kit called The Teat Not the Tree (Gllqe) was
used with this section.
By 1974/75, there vere ten cotlponenta listed in English
10:
1- Communication and Language study
2. Poetry
1. Prose
.. Drama
5. Novels
,. Newfoundland!a (optional)
7. Reading (optional)
s. creative Writing (optional)
.. Media
10. Functional English
For communication and lanquage study, a choice could be
made between Learning English and LAngupge Lin', Both texts
remained in the curriculum throughout this period, having been
used ten years and eight years respectively. As well, !U:lli
2n was used during this period. Accompanying this,~
magazine was used to 1980/81.
For the study of literature. Choice A or Choice B could
be used. Choice A used separate texts to teach genres ot
literature. For the study of poetry,~ or~
YQ.utU.l.f or Pogtry of Releyance Book I could be chosen. All
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these texts were used throughout this period. .Q.ygll was used
for ten years, Nobody But Yourself for eight years, and
Poetry of Releyance Book I, for eight years.
Choice A also listed strawberries and Other Secrets for
the study of prose throughout this period. This text was used
in the grade eleven curriculum for ten years. For the study
of drama, Choice A listed~ (sic] or Short Plays for
&Lading and l\cting during this time. The former package was
used for a total of ten yee-.rs, and the latter a total of
thirteen years.
Choice B could be chosen, instead. This approach used one
text, Types of Literature (Ginn). This text was listed
throughout the period, having a total use of thirteen years.
Two novels also had to be chosen for study. Listed for
stUdy during this time were: The Mill on the floss and .I&rtt.
~. Death on the Ice, In the Heat of tM Night, and A.lM
~ were also listed and newly introduced that year.
other novels were listed for different periods of time.
A Tale of Two cities was used up to 1979/60, a total of
sixteen years spent in t.he grade 10 curriculum.~ was
also listed up to this time, having been used for fifteen
years.~ and To Kill a Mgckingbird were also used
to 1979/60, having a total use of eleven years lind ten years
respectively. The Secret Sharer in Types of LiteratUre was
re-introduced in 1974/75 and remained in use until 1979/60.
The Boat Who Wouldn't Float, The pay of the Triffids, along
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with~, were also used to 1979/80. Each of these was
used for eight years.
A new section in English 10 was developed in 1974/75.
This was called Newfoundlandia. Death on the Ice,~
Wind and Tide, ~r of Quid! yidi alona with othe:r::
Newfoundland Ghost poeM and The Seal Fishery Kit WQre all
used in this section during this period. The reading section
used Tactics in Reading 2. and this continued until 1980/81.
The creative writing section used Writing Incredihly
Short Plays Poems and stories for the r!'Jst of this period.
The media section, with "The Leaf Not the Tree" also
continued to be used throughout this period.
A new section introduced in 1974/75 called functional
English, which used the texts Learning English and~
~, was only in place until 1975/76, a total of two years.
In 1976/77, a mythology section was added for optional
study. This course had two levels. Level A used comparative
MY.tb..2.l.2gy (D.C. Heath) for the text and Man and Myth (Methuen)
for a reference text. Level B used these texts in the
opposite order. As a new section, it continued to be listed
throughout the period. However, there was one change. In
1977/78, Man and Myth (Methuen) was dropped and~
~ (Methuen) was added.
A dictionary section ",:as also added in 1976/77, using
Webster's New World Dictionary (The World Publishing co.). As
well, a copy of The Senior Dictionary: Dictionary of Canadian
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E..n9.li.§h was to be used in each class.
Analysis of Researcb
The curriculum designed for language and literature study
between 1950/51 - 1965/66 was very rigid. Although the
language texts changed three times, the literature texts
remained in constant use and only two supplementary novels
were added, one in 1964/65 and the other in 1965/66. By
1955/66, eight texts were listed.
with the development of two streams of study I university
Preparatory, later called Academic, and General, between
1966/67 and 1972/73, many changes in textbook selection for
language and literature study occurred. Although some texts
were shared by both programs, most often each program used
distinct texts. By 1972/73, nineteen texts were listed on the
curriculum for use in Grade 10. This period saw a change from
a rigid curriculum to one which was characterized by choice in
textbook use in each program.
In 1973/74. a major change occurred in the curriculum
which continued up to 1980/81. The Academic and General
programs were dropped and language and literature programs
were integrated and renamed English 10.
Between 1966/67 and 1972/73, there was a choice in the
textbook selection for each program. In 1973/74, there was
greater choice when the programs were integrated. This
continued throughout the history of Grade 10 up to 1980/81.
At one point, there were thirty-two texts listed in the
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curriculum. This occurred between 1977/78 and 1979/80.
In 198~/82. the number of texts listed was reduced to
twenty-tour. In that year, Grade 10 , as a cour",e of study.
ceased to exist as the province re-organized its high school
program.
Obviously, the curriculum has been expanded greatly
during its thirty year history. New areas of concern were
added to the canon of literary studies in Grade 10.
In 1950/51, a proposed selection of Collin's Classics was
to be implemented. This never occurred. However, in 1966/67,
Dicken's pavid Copperfield and other shorter classics were
introduced.
Canadian writers, found in the teacher's manual for~
of Literature, was fir.st introduced for study as a group in
1968/69.
A multi-media section was added to the list in 1973/74
and remained in use after that.
A Newfoundla.nd section was introduced in 1974/75 and this
too remained in use. A functional English section for
language study entered the curriculum in 1974/75 but only
lasted two years.
In 1976/77, attention was given to mythology. This
section remained in use.
When the re-organized high school program began to be
implemented in 1981/92. many of the titles listed in the
curriculum for Grade 10 did not find their way into new
11.
language and literature coursClS. Ot those that did, 1Q§.t
~ was moved to Thematic Literature 3201, AnimAl...l:A.m lind
Myth and Meaning were moved to Literary Heritage 2201, and ~
Kill a Mockingbird, strawberries and Other Secnts, 1la
~, Death on tb9 Ice, In the Heat of the Night.. an..i
Battles of Wind And Tide all Illoved to Thematic Literature
1200.
Mastering Ettectiye Engl ish, used between 1966/67 and
1969/70 for the ACademic and General fo:::ograms, found its way
ir, .. o Language 1101, Language 2101, and Language 3101. This
text was in its fourth edition by 1981/82.
The text, Writing Incredibly Short Plays Poems ond
~, was moved to the Advanced writing 3103 course.
Eleven texts in all were moved troll the grade 10 program
to courses in the re-organlzad 111gh school program.
Table 3 lists the movement of texts from grade ten to courses
in the re-organlzed high school program.
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Table 3 Text movement from grade ten to other courses.
SELECTION HOVED FROM
GRADE TEN
TO Kill a Mockingbird
Strawberries and Other
~
Death on tbe Ice
In the Heat of the Night
Baffles of Wind and Tide
Myth and Meaning
Lost Horizon
Mastering Effectiye
EI!!llioh
Writing Incrediblv Short
pl ays poems and
Grade eleven
MOVED TO
Thematic Literature 1200
Thematic Literature 1200
Thematic Literature 1200
Thematic Literature 1200
Thematic Literature 1200
Thematic Literature 1200
Literary Heritage 2201
Literary Heritage 2201
Thel.latlc Literature 3201
Language 1101, Language
2101, Language 3101
Advanced Writing 3103
A review of the curriculum for grade 11 will be presented
in the following periods: 1950/51 - 1964/65, 1965/66 -
1972/73, and 1973/74 - 1981/82.
1950/51 - 1964/fiS
In 1950/51, emphasis in language stUdy was to be given to
composition, precis-writing, paraphrasing, and clausal
analysis. This researcher could find no textbook in place for
language study that year.
In 1951/52, Tressler and Lewis' Mastering Effective
.&n9..l..i.§h was introduced and continued in use as a required text
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throughout the rest of this period.
The study of literature used Argosy to AdventUre
(Ryerson) as a required text during this period. Also
required in 1950/51 ....as the study of liiun.Ut. This was the only
year that this play was studied. Throughout the rest of this
period, either Julius Caesar,~ or Twelfth Night was to
be stUdied during particular years. Julius Caesar was to be
stUdied in 19!jl/52, 1953/54, 1954/55, 1957/58, 1960/61 and
1963/64. ~ was listed in 1952/53, 1955/56, 1958/59,
1961/62, and 1964/65. Twelfth Night was listed in 1955/56,
1959/60, 1962/63 and 1965/66.
supplementary reading material was added in 1965/66.
Hemingway's The Old Man and the Sea, Steinbeck's~,
and Austen's Pride and PrejUdice were listed. One of these
novels had to be chosen for study.
19U/67 - 1972/73
As outlined in the review of the curriculum for grades 9
and 10, two streams developed in the high school program
during these years: universlt.y Preparatory (or Academic), and
General. This change affected the grade 11 program as well.
Although some texts were used by both streams, different texts
were often used for Academic and General students.
In terms of the study of language, Mastering Effectiye
English was used throughout this periOd for both streams.
Argosy to Adyenture was used as a required text in the
stUdy of literature for both programs between 1966/67 and
ll7
1969/70. It was required in the General program in 1970/71-
After that year, f.t was removed, having been listed for
twenty-one years.
No listing of any of Shakespeare's plays could be found
for 1956/67.
For supplementary reading, The old Man and the Sea was
used in both programs from 1966/67 to 1972/73.~ was
listed for both programs of study from 1966/67 to 1968/69 but
only for the General program in 1969/70. Pride and Prejudice
was listed solely for the Academic program from 1966/67
throughout this period.
New novels were added to the list for supplementary
reading in 1966/67. Dickens' Great Expect~ was listed
from then to 1971/72 for General stUdents. It was then
dropped, having spent six years on the list. Wells'~
of the Worlds ....as listed for the General program throughout
this period and Boulle' 5 IWLBridge on thli! Riyer Kwoi was
listed for General students up to 1971/72. In 1972/73, it was
listed for both programs.
In 1967/68, t19.£b.~ was listed for required study for
Academic stUdents and continued this way throughout the
period.
1969 saw the addition of a new required literature text,
pramatic Literature (Singer), for the Academic program. In
1971/72, it was listed for both programs. Thi!! occurred only
during that year.
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~.HQ.J:.l..Q., by Huxley, was added to the list of
supplementary novels to be used in the Academic program
between 1969/70 and 1972/73.
In 1970/71, a new required text was listed for the
Academic program, Man's Seargh for Values. This was listed
for the rest of the period. As well, Theme and Imaae (Capp,
Clark) was required for stUdy in both programs during this
year, but only for the Academic program in 1971/72 and
1972/73.
rbsen's An Enemy of the Pegple was also required {or
stUdy in the Academic program in 1970/71 and ";,.he following
year, after which it was dropped, having la~ted two years.
Golding's Lord of the Flies was added to the
supplementary reading list for the Academic program in
1970/71. Along with Knowles'~, it continued
to be listed throughout the rest of this period.
For the Geheral program, Twain's Huckleberry Finn was
added to the curriculum for supplementary reading in 1970/71
and continued being listed in this fashion.
In 1971/72, major changes took place in the study of
literature for General students. Individual texts were chosen
to teach genres. Tribal prums (MCGraW Hill) was used in the
stUdy of poetry. The FullnesS of Noon (Nelson) or~
(Nelson) could be chosen for the stUdy of prose. Searchl ights
(Book Society} was used for the stUdy of plays and~
(Gage) was used to study reading. All texts were listed the
11.
following year.
In 1972/73. I Am a senGatig" became a text choice in the
study of poetry in the Academic program. 1972/73 also saw the
addition of two novels for supplementary reading in the
General program. Clarke's The Ox-Bow Incident and West's
Cress Delahunty were added.
Childhood's End was added to the list of supplementary
novels in the Academic program.
1973/74 - 1981/82
In 1973/74, the General and Academic streams were
combined and renamed English 11. Language and literature
courses were integrated in the coursfI.
In this year, there were s:wen components in the program
for English 11:
1- Poetry
2. Plays
3. Prose
4. Novels
5. Language
6. Reading
7. Multi-Media
In terms of the study of language, Mastering Effectiye
.En.Q.l.i§h and Prose of Releyance II (Methuen) were required
texts. The former was listed throughout this period, having
been used for a total of thirty-one years. The latter was
listed until 1979/80, having been used for seven years.
12"
Regarding the study of poetry, Tribal pru1!lS or LAm.....A
~ or Theme and Image could be chosen. All three texts
were listed throughout this period. Tribal Drums \las used for
eleven years, I Am a Sensation for ten years and~
~ for twelve yQars.
Dramatic Literature or Searchlights could be used to
study plays. Both of these were used throughout this period,
having been used for thirteen years and twelve years
respectively.
The Fullness of Noon or t1Q..QD..ti..§g or Man's Search for
~ could bo used to study prose. Manis Search for Values
was used for twelve years, while the other two texts were used
for eleven years each.
Two novels had to be chosen for supplementary reading.
A number of titles were listed throughout this period. 7M
Old Man aDd the ,<:U and Pride and Prejudice were listed for
a total of seventeen years each. The War of the Worlds and
Thi_1l1:tdge on the River Kwai were also listed, each having
been used sixteen years. Braye New World, Lord of the Flies,
l. separate Peace, and Huckleberry F'nn, were each used twelve
years, while The Ox-Bow Incident, and Cress Delahunty were
used for ten years.
In 1974/75, new titles were also added to this list.
Udis'~, McCuller's The Heart is a Lonely Hynter, and
Wyndham's~, all were listed during this time. Each
was used for eight years.
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As well, in 1974/75, new additions were made to the
language components of English 11. Language Moves (Nelson)
was added as an optional text to be used in the study of
languaqe. writer's Workshop (Book society) was implemented
and used on a class set basis.
In 1975/76, new titles were added to the supplementary
reading material. Horwood's The White Eskimo and Such's
~ were listed and remained throughout this period, each
lasting seven years.
A new section called Newfoundlandia was added to English
11 this year. The required texts for this section included D:l.
Great Waters and B.inn::Yn.
In the language section, Literarv Cavalcade
recommended to be used on a class sUbscription basis. This
was recommended up to 1980/81, a total of five years.
In 1976/77, another section w~s added to the course. It
was the Dictionary section. Webster's New War] d Dictionary
(The World Pub. co.) was required by all students and remained
listed for the remainder of the period. As well,~
Dictionary· Dictionary of Canadian English, was required in
each English classroom in grade 11.
No further changes were made to this program.
Analysis of Researcb
Between 1950/51 and 1965/66, the curriculum for grade
eleven was very rigid regarding the selection of texts.
In terms of the stUdy of language, one text change
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occurred in 1951/52, resulting in Mastering Effectiy@ English
being the only language text used until 1974/75.
'!'he .;tudy of literature used one required text. This wa"
accompanied by the study of either 1IA.I!!.1.!!..t, Julius Caesar,
~ or Twelfth Night, depending on whIch particular play
was selected for study in a given year.
Supplementary novels for reading were introduced in
1965/66. Thrae novels were listed that particular year.
Between 1965/66 and 1972/73, two streams, University
Preparatory (also called Academic) and General developed in
the curriculum.
In 1965/66, six texts or selections were listed for
study. By 1972/73, twenty-one texts or selections were
li,o;ted. Although both streams used some common texts,
various texts were used in each particular stream.
The period between those years saw great change in the
choice of texts available. Between 1973/74 and 1981/82, both
streams were deleted and one course, called English 11, was
developed. The study of both literature and language was
integrated in this course. This period coul1 best be
described as a period of choice. Between 1976/77 and 1979/80,
thirty-five texts were listed fo1:' selection.
The literary canon for grade eleven broadened throughout
its history, encompassing new areas. Besides the addition of
numerous authors and titles, special attention was given to
literary genres between 1969/70 and 1971/72. Individual texts
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were made available to teach poetry, prose, and drama along
with reading. Many ot these texts remained on the curriculu..
list up to 1981/82. A media section was introduced in
1973/74. This section reuained a part of the grade 11 progra.
after that. Newfoundlandia, another new section, waa
introduced in 1975/16 and remained in the curriculum. As
well, the use ot dictionaries was dealt with in a dictionary
section implemented in 1976/77. This section even dealt with
Canadian English.
By 1981/82, the last year of grade 11 in Newfoundland,
thirty-three texts were listed for the curriculum. In the
transition between grade 11 and the re-organized high school
program, many of these texts were dropped froID use. other
texts were placed in ne"" literature courses. InclUded a.ong
these was Mastering Effective English. This text was placed
in Language 1101, Language 2101 and Language 3101, courses in
the new program. Julius Caesar, last used in grade eleven in
1963/64, was placed in Literary Heritage 2201.. Macbeth, found
in pramatic I,i'terature, was moved to Thematic Literature 3201.
'Pielfth Night, last used in 1965/66, was moved to Literary
Heritage 2201. Tha Old Man and the Sea, along with
Searchlights, was moved to Literary Heritage 2201.~
aD the Rjver Kwai and searchlights were moved to Thematic
Literature 1200. Pramatic Literatyre, Man's Search tor
~, Theme and Image, Lord r;( the Flies,~
~,and~ were all moved to Thematic Literature
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3201.~ and Huckleberry Finn moved to Literary
Heritage 3202. Out of thirty-three texts listed for grade 11
in 1981/82, twelve moved to the re-organized high school
program. Table 4 lists the movement of texts from grade
eleven to cour:-es in the ra-organized high school program.
Table 4 Selections moved from grade eleven to other
courses.
SELECTION MOVED FROM
GRADE ELEVEN
Searchl ights
The Bridge on the Riyer
II!<llJ.
Julius Caesar (last
used in 1963/64)
Twelfth Night (last
used in 1965/66)
The Old Man and the Seil
pramatic Literature
Man's Search for Values
Theme and Image
Lord of the Flies
writer's Workshop
A separate Peace
Huckleberry Finn
Mastering Effective
.tn9..l..1.2h
Be-organized high school prograpa
MOVED TO
Thematic Literature 1200
Thematic Literature ::'200
Literary Heritage 2201
Literary Heritage 2201
Literary Heritage 2201
Thematic Literature 3201
Thematic Literature 3201
Thematic Literature 3201
Thematic Literature 3201
Thematic Literature 3201
Thematic LiteraturQ 3201
Thematic Literature 3201
Literary Heritage 3202
Literary Heritage 3202
Language 1101, Language
2101, Language 3101
Commencing in 1963/82, the high school program for
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Newfoundland was reorganized. The Senior High program consists
of Level I. Level II <.Ind Level III.
Significant changes were made to the language and
literature programs of study. Instead of being integrated into
one course, as had been previously the case, language and
literature stUdy received individual attention. Courses were
developed for each group.
Language 1101
In terms of language study, "Language 1101" was
introduced in 1981/82. Between 1981/82 and 1988/89, the
required text used for this course was Mastering Effective
English. It wa~ then dropped, with different editions having
been used in the curriculum since 1950/51. In 198B189,
emphasis was also to be placed on argumentation and
persuasion. No text was named to stUdy this in the course.
This was also the only year that this emphasis was listed. In
1989/90 a new text, Transition: Argumentation and Persuasion,
was listed. This continued the following year as well.
Basic English 1102
Another language course was introduced in 1981/82. This
course was named "Basic English 1102 11 • Until the end of
1989/90, this course used two texts, Writing Sense, and~
and Think Book II. These texts were then dropped and two new
texts were introduced in 1990/91, Reading For Life and .fMt.
~. Either one of these texts could be stUdied, each
having a different focus on language learning.
Vooationa1 English 2102
1981/82 also saw the introduction of another language
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course,"Vocational English 2102". Words on Work was used in
this course up to 1989/90. It was dropped after being used
that year. The Communications Handbook has been ased in the
course since its implementation. A new text, Language at
~, was introduced in 1990/91-
Language 2101
In 1982/83, "Language 2101" was placed on the curriculum.
Mastering Efhlct:!ye English was used up to 1988/89. It was
then dropped. In 1987/88, the focus of this course changed.
Search and Shape was introduced that year and continues in use
today. primarily, this course focuses on the skills of
writing research papers.
Language 3101
In 1983/84, the third year of the implementation of tho
re-organized high school program, a new language course,
"Language 3101", was introduced. Mastering Effective Eng] ish,
and Writing Prose' Techniques and Purposes have been used
since that year.
Business English 3102
In 1983/84, "Business English 3102" was introduce". A
text called People and Communication was used up to 1989/90.
After that year, it was dropped. A new text, Commynlcating
for Business, was introduced in 1990/91.
Advanced Writinq 3103
A course named "Advanced writing 3103" was added in
1983/84. This course has used the text Writing Incredibly
Short Plays Poems and stories with a focus being placed on
creative writing.
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Language Study 3104
In 1985/86, a course called "Language Study 3104" was
i.pIemented tor advanced students. This course focuses on
regional langullge study. Our own Voice and the pictionary ot
Newfoundhlnd Englir.,h have been the texts used since 1985/86.
ADalyst. ot R••••rcb
To date, eight courses have been listed for language.
study.
The canon tor language stUdy has indeed expanded in the
re-organized high school program. New areas of concern are
addressed. The canon embraces areas such as vocational
English and Business English as well as Advanced writing along
....ith focusing on the language used in the province in the
Language study 3104 course.
Besides this, special attention is given to research and
writing research papers. As well, basic English skills are
dealt with in Bo,,·ic Englbh 1102.
Literary Heritage 2201
The first literature course to be listed, -Literary
Heritage 2201" I came on stream 1981/82. In that year, three
sections were listed to be studied: prose, drama, and novels.
A new text, The Open Window' Essays and Stories (Langford
and Daniel Longman Ltd.), was required for stUdy. This text
lasted only that particular year. Replacing it and required
for stUdy from 1982/83 to 1990/91 was Literary Essays and
Short storin (Ryan and Rossiter).
In ten.;; of drama, either Twelft.h Night or Julius Caesar
could be chosen for stUdy throughout the history of this
12.
course. Added to this, "Short Plays: Searchlight Series· has
been required for study since 1982/83. In 1982/83 a poetry
section was added to the course. Used for this since then has
been the required text An Anthology oC Verse (Oxford
University Press).
A mythology section vas added in 1982/83. Th.is section
was optional for study using the text Myth and M9aning. Both
the text and section were deleted from use after 1984/85.
Two groups of novels have been listed in this course.
One novel from each group has to be studied. Group A lists
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Hardy's The Woodlanders, and 8 now
title, Dickens' QJ iyer Twist. All three continued to be
listed. In 1982/83, Sc,-.tt's .I.YA.nb..Q.e. was added to this group
and continued to be listed v1th the others.
Group n listed He_ingway's The Old Man and the Sea,
Orwell's Animal farm and two new titles. Robert's~
~ and Monsarat's The ernel Sea. All these titles
continued to be listed.
AIlalysis of Researcb
Interesting selections have been chosen for this course.
Twelfth Night, last used in 1965/66 in the grade 11 course,
returns here.
Five new novels were placed in the curriculum in this
A mythology section lasted only three years. This
section had been previously listed in the grade 10 curriculu1l'l
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for five years.
The text Tbt Open Window: Essays pnd Stgries was only
used for one year. It was not previously listed elsewhere in
the curriculum.
'!'b•••tic Literature 1200
In 1982/83, a course named "Thematic Literature 1200" was
introduced and has remained on the program of studies. Four
sections are listed for study: poetry, prose, drama, and
novels. For the study of poetry, ~ was required in
1982/83. This text was dropped after that: year but it
returned in use in 1985/86 and 1986/87. After that, it was.
dropped from use. Also required for poetry was the poetry in
Baffles of Wind and Tide. This was distributed on a class-f1et
basis and focused on Newfoundland writing. It was dropped at
the end of the 1984/85 school year.
For the study of prose, strawberries and other secrets
....as a required text up to 1985/86. This text was dropped
after that year. Accompanying this, Baftles of Wind and. Tide
....as used for the same period.
A text called Comparative Mythology ....as used in this
section in 1982/83. It was dropped after that year.
For the stUdy of drama, The Holdin' Ground has always
been a required play. In 1990/91 it ....as appended to include
Ground Swell. Instead of stUdying this play, The Winslow Bpy
could be chosen in 1982/83, 1983/84, 1989/90, 1990/91. The
stUdy of dra:\a also used Short Plays' Searchlight Package.
This has been required since 1982/83.
In 1985/86, The Newfoundland Charar..t..tu=:
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added as
required study in the prose section of the course. This
continues to the present. In 1986/87, In Your own Words 2 was
6180 added as required study in this section. This remains
today.
In terms of supplementary reading, a number of novels
have always been listed. They include: Death on the Ice, .tb§
E.J..9l!lAn, The Snow Goose, In the Heat of the Night,~
OD the Riyer Kwai, ~Gun§ of NByargDe, a new listing, and ~
Kill a Mockingbird.
The Moon is pown. a new listing. and W.O. Mitchell' s tib5l
Has Sgen the Wind were listed until 1989/90. They were then
dropped, each having been used for eight years in this course.
The only other addition to the novel section ca.e in 1990/91,
with the introduction of Death Be Not Proud.
Analysis of Reaeareb
As can be seen, many changes have occurred in the
textbook selection for this course. As of 1987/88, there was
no single section which dealt with the stUdy of poetry. It ie
also striking that the course used a heavy listing of
literature from or about Newfoundland.
The novels changed little up to 1989/90. The only new
addition to this list came in 1990/9l.
Thellatic Literature 3201
In 1982/83, it course titled "Thematic Literature 3201"
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was listed. During the first year of its listing, there were
four sections to be studied: Poetry, Prose, Drama, and Novels.
For the study of poetry. Theme and Image was used from
1982/83 to 1988/89. Accompanying this. poems found in~
Search for Values \.Iere studied for the same period. of time.
Both of these were required for study.
Man's Search for Values and writer's workshop were used
for the stUdy of prose until 1988/89. These texts were
replaced with Themes for All Times in 1989/90. This text,
also listed in 1990/91, was used for the study of both Poetry
and prose. (This text was the one which evoked much concern
from various groups that selections originally contained in it
were censored.)
In 1985/86, a book of Newfoundland literature, titled
I&.mU..n!ui. was required for the stUdy of prose. It was listed
for the following year and was then dropped, only to be listed
again in 1990/91-
The stUdy of drama used pramati c LiteratUre as the
required text since 1982/83. As an option, students could
also study The Merchant of Venice during the same time frame.
Two groups of novels have been listed for stUdy in this
course: fiction and nQn~fiction. One novel from each group
has to be studied. Listed under fiction since 1982/83 are
Lost Horizon, Lord of the Flies,~, and two new titles
to the curriculum, Qn the Beach and The Light in the Forest.
In the non-fiction group, The lyre of the Labrador wild
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and Bartlett The Great canadian t'iiitlore[ have been listed
each year. Both are new titles in the curriculum.
Analysis of Research
TWo items are striking about the selection for this
First of all, a number of new title3 have been
introduced to the curriculum. The MgIrcbant of venice, 2n.....tb.i
~. The Light in the Forest, The Lure of the Labrador Wild,
Bartlett: the Great Canadian Explorer, Themes for All Times
and~ are all new.
secondly, the study of literature about Newfoundland and
Newfoundlanders seems to be of concern with the listing ot
~, The Lure of the 'Labrador Wild, Bartlett· The Great
Canadian Explorer and~.
Literary Heritage 3202
"Literary Heritage 3202" was added as a course in 1983/84
and continues to the present. The required text for this
course has been Literary Modes (Jesperson). Two novels have
to be selected for study. Each mode lists a different novel.
Huckleberry Finn is used to study comedy, Wllthering Heights,
a new text, for romance, The Fellowship of tbe Ring for
fantasy and~~ for th'il contemplative mode.
Two plays have to be studied as well. Each play is
listed under a literaT" mode: oedipus Rex for tragedy, ~
stoops to Conquer fo% ;;omedy,~ for romance, ib.i.
~ for fantasy, and A Man for All Seasons for the
contemplative mode. ~ was the only title listed
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previously in the curriculum.
Analysis of Researcb
There has been no change in text ~election for this
course since its introduction in 1983/84. Most striking is
the fact that ten neW" titleD were introduced in the
curriculum.
can.41an Literature 2204
A literature course devoted to the study of Canadian
Literature was introduced in 1983/64. "Canadian Literature
2Z04" listed the following sections: short story, poetry,
drama, Atlantic anthology and novels.
Heartland has been required for the study of the short
story since 1983/84 along with Poems of a Snow Eyed Country
(Academic Press).
Cues and Entrances' Ten Canadian One Act Plays (Gage) has
been required for the study of Drama since 1983/84.
From 1983/84 to 1986/87, DowDeast· 1m Anthology of
Atlantic Literature (Academic Press) .....as used for the Atlantic
Anthology section. In 1987/88, Easterly: An Anthology of
atlantic LiteratUre was used. This lasted up to 1989/90. In
1990/91, this .....as replaced by Choice Atlantic (an antho],ogy of
Atlantic literature).
Three novels have to be studied. Each novel listed
represents a specific part of the country. Canada's North is
represented by bM1n1, British Columbia by I Heard the OWl
Call My Name, the Prairies by The Betrayal, Ontario by &l£h......i.§.
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~, Quebec by Marie Chapdelaine, and the Atlantic
region by BatODete[ Rising.
In 1990/91, Canada's Native peo;lle vere represented in
this section by the addition oC the novel HUplOur the SUD to
the list.
baIyd. of r •••arcb
Every title listed in this course has been introduced to
the curriculum for the first time. The only new title to be
added came with the addition of HumQur t.he SUD in 1990/9:1..
Polk Literature 3203
1983/84 also saw the liGting of another literature
course, "Folk Literature 3203".
Required for study since 1983/84 have been ~
Literature' Folklorel roUlile Educational Series
(Breakwater) and H2..tl!1 Folktales' A Scribner ResQurce
~ (John Wiley and sons). Five copies of the latter
text were distributed per class.
In 1983/84, students were required to stUdy Saqa, using
The Vinland Sagas· The Norse Discovery of ANerica (Penquin),
and Eplc, usinq~ (penguin). This was the only year
that these were used. Saga and Epic were dropped after that
year.
The teacher resource was used in class as well since
1983/84. This resource included Folktales of Canada
(MCClelland and stewart) and The Viking Book of Folk Ballads
of the English Speaking World (penguin).
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Analysis of R••••roh
All the titles used in this ceUT-sa are new to the
curriculum. It is interesting to note that both "Beowulf" and
The V:inland Saaas' The Norse L'iscoyery of America were stUdied
for only one year.
General analysis
As can be seen, six literature courses have been
introduced in Newfoundland's re-organized H1gh school program:
Thematic Literature 1200, Thematic Literature 3201, Literary
Heritage 2101, Literary Heritage 3202, Canadian Literature
2204. and Folk Literature 3203.
The literary canon has been added to and modified.
Many new texts and selections have been added to the
curriculum since 1981/82, while literature has been grouped
into study of specific types. Both Thematic Literature 1200
and Thematic Literature 3201 iocus primarily on stUdying
"theme" and literary terms. Literary H6~itage 2201 provides
a wide range of selections to be stUdied Which deal with many
SUbjects.
Literary Heritage 3202 focuses on the modes of
literature.
For the most part, as implied by their titles, Litel:ary
Heritage 2201 and Lit.erary Heritage 3202 have been placed in
the curriculum to provide students a char.ce to read the work
of the greatest and best authors that we have in our literary
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history.
A new area of concern has been that of Canadian
literature. The only other place in the curriculum where this
has been treated as a distinct type of literature has been in
the grade 9 and 10 curriculum~ (~968/69 - 1980/81) where it
was placed in the teacher's manuals of tJnder5tand1 nq
~ (Ginn), and Types of Literature (Ginn) for each
respective grade. As of 1983/84, Canadian Literature has been
given a course of study. It has been mainly designed around
studying literature from the several regions of Canada. But
even that has changed. Up to 1990/91, each novel listed in
this course was intended to be representativQ of a region of
the country. The regions ",ere listed as British Columbia,
Prairies, North, ontario, Quebec, and Atlantic. In the
programme of studies for 1990/91, a new novel was added to the
list of approved materials for this course. This novel was
not qualified in this manual as being representative of either
of the regions of the country. Rather, it was qual tfied by
the word Native.
Similar to that of Canadian literature is the treatment
of folk literature. The literature of folklore has been in
the different literature curricula for different grades at
various points in time. 11.5 of 1983/84, it was given a
distinct course of stUdy in the Folk Literature 320.J course.
Folk literature of both Canada and the world have been treatQd
in this course.
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CHAPTER rIVE
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
What should schools teach? What texts should be chosen
to reflect this? As stated at the beginning of this thesis,
these two questions form the very epistemological structure of
any school system. That these questions have certainly
received attention in the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador can be seen in the tempest surrounding the
implementation of the textbook Themes for All Times.
:In 1989, the censorship debate surrounding the deletion
of selections from the textbook Themes for All Times received
much attention from the c1thana of the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador. Some people were totally opposed
to the deletion of material from the text, while others were
in agreement with the decision made by officials in the
Department of Education. The word "censorship" raised its
head during that debate. Many groups claimed that officials
had improperly censored material from this text.
It would be fair to say that perhaps never before had the
issues of how texts are chosen for schools in Newfoundland and
Labrador come under such intense pUblic scrutiny.
This, however, has not been the case in other Canadian
provinces in recent years. Censorship challenges are not
simple to deal with for they entail many complicated issues
which need to be examined in order to appreciate the magn!tude
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of censorship issues and how they apply to Canadian schools
systems. Dick (1982) noted that texts bave been challenged in
other canadian provinces on the grounds that they contain
perceived i1lllloral, profane, seditious, heretical, violent,
racist. sexist, and labour-related aspects, as veIl as for the
way that nationally sensitive issues are addressed. Each
challengB is unique.
Many censorship challenges are never reported in the
media. Bildfell (1984, p. 4) expressed that the issue of
silent censorship is often difficult to quantify and report on
because it rarely surfaces. This type of censorship nlily or
may not be on the increase. Examples of this would deal with
librarians quietly removing texts fro:ll use in libraries it
sOll.ebody complains, the refusal to use titles with provocative
titles or the refusal to use texts which have been the focus
of previous censorship campaigns.
Bildtell (1984, p.8) also noted. that self-censorship on
the part of authors also proves to be difficult to deal with.
An aut~or may censor his/her own art so as to please others.
This is of particular concern, especially ....ith how it relates
to the author's relationship with the marketplace. Many
writers feel that the creative process associated with the
creation of art is, thereby, beinq undermined.
In the debate that surrounded the implementation ot
Themes fpr All Times, there was some indication that some
authors aqreed to changes their work to have it included in
13.
the anthology (The Eyening Telegram, July 14, 1989, p. 2).
Within the educai. lon profession, there are teachers who
actually help censors, often becoming censors themselves, even
though they would be appalled to think of themselves as
censors. As Donnelson (1983, p. 53) claimed, teachers often
censor texts for moral reasons and inflict their own moral
standards on students. There are those teachers who censor
texts based on the poor literary merit of a text and there are
those who censor texts for sociological reasons, basing their
actions on the idea that some books are racist or sexist (p.
53).
Donnelsan (p. 54) found that ther.e also seems to be
confusion within the profession about the very issues of
censorship. SOnle groups do not take the issue seriously,
otherG feel that it is good to have some texts removed from
the curriculum, while others view the issue as being only the
English teacher's concern.
The problems associated with any censorship or text
selection debate are essentially concerns that deal with
fot.:ning a canon for any English program in the school system.
Hyland (1982) claimed that, traditionally, a canon of
literature has been viewed as one that contained the great
books, those which flourished with literary merit and which
have withstood the test of time. Such texts form much of the
content of secondary and post-secondary programs of stUdy in
the Western world. Recently though, this canon has been
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challenged and charged with being antiquated, racist, biased,
as well as presenting a distorted view of history. Many
people feel disenfranchised from this literary canan and
oppose what it contains.
Some call for the canon to be abandoned while other.. r.all
for it to be reformed. Allen (1986, p. 92-94) claimed that
reactions such as "Teach the basics," l1specialization, II and
the call to "include everything" form the basis of arguments
from those who wish to reform the canon. Other people, like
stimpson (1990, pp. 957-972) have offered the notion of a
paracanon, a listing of texts which have been loved or are
presently loved, in 'Nhich the word "love" plays a key role in
determining what texts are included. Those who propagate the
notion of the "paracanon" suggest that a viewing of literary
history in this way helps overcome some of the traditional
problems involved with the notion of a canon of literature.
What must be realized is that whenever texts and
selections are listed for high school English courses,
jUdgments have already been made about them. Not everyone has
been, or will be, satisfied with such judgements.
Having examined the literature selected for grades nine,
ten, eleven and levels I, II, and III, in the Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador, this researcher notes that there
have been a number of selections I isted that have been the
focus of serious censorship campaigns in ~ther Canadian
provinces. These are given in Table 5.
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Table 5 Literature selections used in Newfoundland which
have had censorship campaigns waged against them
in other Canadian provinces.
SELECTION
Animal Farm, Orwell
The Diary of Mne Frank,
Frank
HUckleberry Finn, Twain
~t: of the Night,
Ball
Lord of the Flies,
Golding
Merchant of yenice,
Shakespeare
Strawberries and Other
~ (MacNeill, ed.)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lo.
Who Has Seen the Wind,
Mitchell
COURSE LISTED FOR
Grade ten and Thematic
Literature 1200
Grade nine
Literary Heritage 3202
Grade ten and Thematic
Literature 1200
Grade eleven and Thematic
Literature 3201
Grade eleven and Thematic
Literature 3201
Grade ten and Thematic
Literature 1200
Grade ten and Thematic
Literature 1200
Grade ten and Thematic
Literature 1200
As well, twa particular novels, Laurence's The Diviners
and Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye, which have been the
focus of widespread censorship campaigns in other provinces,
have never been listed in the program of stUdies for the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
The canon of literature chosen for study by students in
grades nine, ten, eleven and levels I, II and II in
Newfoundland and Labrador has changed dramatically over the
past forty years. Between 1950/51 and 1965/66, a fairy rigid
canon was in place for each grade. There was little selection
available among texts. From 1966/67 to 1972/73, two streams
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developed in the curriculum for each grade, University
preparatory (later called Academic) and General. Although
both streams shared some courses. each used selections
specifically chosen for it. Within each stream there was
choice available in the selection of texts.
From 1973/74 to 1980/81, these streams were dropped and
one course of study emerged for each grade level. Literature
and language study \lere integrated. These programs were very
much characterized by the availability of choice between a
number of texts and selections listed by the Department of
Education for each grade level. This characteristic seems to
resemble one particular reaction to reforming the canon noted
by Allen (1986, p. 99), that of reforming the canon by
"including everything". During those particUlar years, many
ne.... areas ....ere introduced to the curricUlum. Included vere
areas such as functional English, aedia, Ne.... foundlandla,
communication, mythology, folk literature, and popular
literature, as veIl as the introduction of llany young-adult
novels.
with the implementation of the re-organized high school
program of studies in 1981, many ne.... selections ....ere offered.
It is striking that individual courses ....ere devised to stUdy
specific types of literature and language. Literature lind
language study were separated. These included courses :'n
"'!'l'\ematic Literature", "Literary Heritage", "Canadian
Literature", "Folk Literature" and "Literary Modes".
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Regarding the study of language, courses included "Business
English", "Vocational English", "Basic English", "Language
study-..cegional Concern". "Creative Writing", "Research" and
"writing". This program can be likened to Allen's (1986, p.
96) "specialization" reaction towards canon-reformation. Most
likely, a student will not be given an opportunity to study
all of these literature and language courses. The
"specialization" reaction to canon reformation involves the
claim that society is in an age of information explosion and
that all we can hope for is to focus on one particular area
and gain some command of that.
Even within these specific fields, the canon of
literature used in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador
has changed. For example, "Canadian Literature 2204", now
listed in the re-organized high school program of studies, has
traditionally been devoted to the study of Canadian literature
by viewing literature from Canada's regions. In 1990/91, a
new category was added to this course, that of "Native ll
literature. This category does not apply to anyone region;
ratklr, it focuses on ethnicity.
What does the future hold for this canon? No doubt many
decisions will have to be made regarding textbook selection in
this province, whether they stem from direct censorship
challenges or the call to reform the canon. This researcher
suggests that no matter how a text or selection is chosen for
any program of study, not everyone will be satisfied with the
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choice. It is unlikely that society will abandon the notion
of a canon altogether. The very existence of a canon then, no
matter how it is defined, requires that choices be made about
texts and selections. That soae people wUl disagree with
choices will Dore than likely always be the case. However,
this should not be taken lightly. Suffice it to say pUblic
policy should state the rationale for textbook selection as
well as provide a Dleans by which groups displeased with a
particular choice of a particular text can voice their views.
with this is mind, this researcher suggests that, first
of all, those who are involved in education should certainly
Dake themselves more aware of the issues surrounding
censorship challenges and canon reformation. There are many
people involved in education who engage in the process of
choosing texts and other materials tor use in the school
curriculum. Department of Education officials. School Boards
personnel, program coordinators, principals, department heads.
learning resource personnel, and teachers all engage in this
process. Such groups should understand the complexity
involved in the process of choosing materials for the school
curriculum. Inservice programs could be one way in which this
may be facilitated. Emphasis could also be given to this
issue in the programs of stUdy for teacher preparation. a need
noted by Rainey (1988, p. 4). An a....areness of how this issue
applies to the philosophy of education. in which the rights of
stUdents, parents, education officials and the pUblic are
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outlined, is needed.
Secondly, it must be kept in mind that there are many
groups today who have valid concerns about the choice of
literature choson for sc~;,ool systems. With this in mind, it
is not enough for a Department of Education to list a number
of titles from which selections can be chosen to teach in any
particular course. Rationales should be provided for~
text or selection chosen.
This researcher recommends that a textbook selection
policy be put in place which states the rationale for using
particular texts and materials in school systems. Both Rainey
(1988, p. 7) and Weil (1988, p. 23) noted the benefits of such
policies for school systems. 11.5 professionals, those involved
in the selection of materials for high school Enqlish courses
need to state, in such a policy, what is important in terms of
content. Such a policy should state how partiCUlar texts
function to help achieve the aims and qoals of education.
It must also be remem.bered that Departm.ents of Education
are not the only bodies involved in the process of selectinq
texts for school syst.ems. Those iuvolved in this process
should also provide rationales for their choice of material.
If provincial rationales were developed, these would help in
the development of rationales by individual schools and School
Boards. Where no rationale exists, School Boards and schools
should develop a rationale for each item contained in
libraries. Many schools and School Boards have library
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committees that can help devise such rationales based on
guidelines developed on a provincial level.
Thirdly. teachers may well be in the forefront of any
textbook challenge. In the province of Newfoundland and
Labrador, teachers choose material from Department approved
lists. Rationales developed by Departments of Education can
assist teachers in defending their choice of materials.
Selection policies need to be implemented respecting the
rights of educators, parents, students, and the pUblic.
challenges toward textbook selection often become emotional
debates without such selection policies in place. Such
policies can provide a forum by which questions and opposition
to certain selection decisions can be dealt with in a logical
effective manner. When such a policy is non-2xistent,
frustration and lack of communication take over and
misrepresentation of ideas can occur. In any democratic
society, the need for such a policy should be self-evident.
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LEGEND
In the following tables 1) the abbreviation LANG denotes
that a text was used in the stUdy of English language, 2) an
asterisk is used to indicate the year when a particular
selection was used, 3) the symbol "U" indicates that a
selection was used in the "University preparatory program"
(this program was later called "Academic", noted by the use of
the symbol "A"). and 4) the symbol "G" indicates that a
selection was used in a "General" program of studies.
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SELECTIONS USED IN GRADE 9 (1950/51 - 1990/91)
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
Prester John, Buchan
Our Heti tage,
(Ryerson)
LANG Junior EngliSh,
Rhatz
LANG English in Action
.D22lL.l, Tessier [sic]
Little Women, Alcott
LANG The New Us i ng Our
Language part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~ (Book
Society)
LANG~
composition Book
(MacMillan)
Captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nests the Water
Hgn, Roy
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the
~, Verne
The Lost World, Doyle
understanding
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
~. steinbeck
LANG~
~, Scholastic
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
The Snow Gopse,
Qll.UJ.oQ
LANG Learnina English
(MacMillan)
The Adventures 9f
sherlogk Hplmes,
Doyle
Flight into Danger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practical English
~, Schaefer
~teel and Summer Rain
(McClelland and
Stewart)
~ (Nelson)
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
(MCClelland)
~ (Gage)
Truth and Fantasy
In and Out of Love
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
piary of a Young Girl,
Frank
Never Cry Wolf, Mowat
Kpn-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG~
(Nelson)
LANG Incentives
(Longman)
158
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
IANG~
(Scholastic)
The MQQnspinners,
stewart
~, Whyndham
Oral Communication
Media
LANG~
Communication 9
LANG Learning Language
Exits and Entrances
RorneQ aM Juliet
stopn- Dog Qf
Newfoundland
First sprina on the
~
Johnny Tremain
Front Stage Series Qf
~
LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
-Blood Red Ochre, Major
A Wizard Qf Earthsea
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
159
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
Prester John, Buchan
Our Hadtage.
(Ryerson)
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG English in Action
B2..QU. Tessier {sic}
Little Women, Alcott
LANG The New using Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~(Book
society)
LANG Engllih
Compos i tion Book 1
(MacMillan)
Captains Courageous,
Kipling
Hl1.§:re Nests the Water
IDm, Roy
The Black Arrow,
stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the
:1!M., Verne
The Lost World, Doyle
Understanding
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
The Pearl, steinbeck
LANG~
En91..i.§h, Scholastic
HO
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
The Snow Goose,
"-"lli=
LANG Learning English
(MacMillan)
The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes,
Doyle
Flight into Danger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practical English
~, Schaefer
Steel and Summer Rain
(MCClelland and
Stewart)
~ (Nelson)
Ventures II (Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
(McClelland)
~(Gage)
Truth and Fantasy
In and Out of Loye
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
Diary of a Young Girl,
Frank
NeYEl[ Cry Wolf, Mowat
Kon-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
lANG~
(Nelson)
lANG~
(Longman)
161
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
LANG ~eme.
(Schola.stic)
The Moonsplnners,
stewart
~, Whyndham
Oral Communication
Media
LANG~
Communic;ati "!D....2.
LANG Learning Language
Exits and Entrances
Romeo and Juliet
Where the Lillies
1UQQm
Storm- Dog of
Newfoundland
lint spring on the
Grand Banks
Johnny Tremain
Front stage Series of
~
LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
-Blood Red Ochre, Major
b Wizard of Earthsp;)
rroMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
162
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
poster John, Buchan
Our Heritagq,
(Ryerson)
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG Engl ish in Actian
§QQ1LJ., Tessier [sic)
Little WaMen, Alcott
LANG The New psj ng Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~ (Book
Society)
LANG IDllti.iJill
composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nesh the Water
Hen, Roy
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leaaues Under the
.su, Verne
The Lost World, Doyle
Understanding
~(G.tnn)
with Canadian
supplement
The PeD.!:l, Steinbeck
LANG~
English, Scholastic
163
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1958/59 - 1961/64)
SELECTION
The Snow Goose,
~
LANG Learning Engl ish
(MacMillan)
The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes,
Doyle
Fliaht into Danger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practical English
~, Schaefer
steel and Summer Rain
(McClelland and
stewart)
~ (Nelson)
ventures II (Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
(McClelland)
1M=..t..i.£.lL.l (Gage)
Truth and Fantasy
In and Out of Love
science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
Diary of a Young Girl,
Frank
Never Cry Wolf, Mowat
Kon-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
Ll\NG~
(Nelson)
UNG~
(Longman)
164
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
LANG =(Scholastic)
The MOQnSpinners,
Stewart
~, Whyndham
Oral COlllJllunication
Media
LANG~
communication 9
LANG Learning Language
RQmeg and Juliet
Where the J,ill jes
IU.o2m
~.J........QQg..Q..f
Newfoundland
First sprina Qn the
Grand Banks
Frgnt Stage Series of
llA:ili
LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
~
B1QQd Red Ochre, Major
A Wizard of~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
1.5
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1962/63 - 1.965/66)
SELECTION
Prester John, Buchan
Our Heritage,
(Ryerson)
lANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG English in Action
Book 1, Tessier [sic]
I,jttlg WoIDgn, Alcott
LANG The New using Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~(Book
society)
LANG ID19.lllh
composiHon Book 1
(MacMillan)
Captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nests the Water
Hgn, Ro
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson
Twenty Tt" ousand
Leagues Under the
~, Verne
The Lost World, Doyle
understanding
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
~, Steinbeck
IANG~
~, Scholastic
166
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
(1962/63 - 1965/66)
SELECTION
The Snow G00st.
Gal.l.i£2
LANG Learning English
(MacMillan)
The Advgntures of
Sherlock Holm".
Doyle
Flight into panaer,
Hailey aod Castle
L1\NG~ formerly
Practical Enolish
.s.h£n.~. Schaefer
St@el and Summer Rain
(."'!cClelland aod
Stewart)
~ (Nelsoo)
Ventures II (Nelson)
Journey (Nelsoo)
.flAY.!t~ (McClelland)
~(Gagel
Truth and Fantasy
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
Diary of a Young Girl,
Frank
Neyer Cry WoU, Mowat
Kon-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG J"aDguoge Is
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
167
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
i
'"(1962-63
-
1965-66)
SELECTION 62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
LANG =(SCholastic)
Tbe Moonspinners •
stewart
£ll2£l<Y. Whyndhall
Oral Communication
Media
LANG Patterns of
Communic.At.J...Qn....i
~
""NG Learning Language
~A!lU:.~
Romeo aDd .Juliet
Passages
Where the J,j]) its
~
storm- pog 9 f
Newfoundland
First spring on the
Grand Banks
iJ;0hnny Tremain
Pront Stage Series of
figyo
~
"""G~
Shadow in Hawthorne
!lOY
Blood Bed Ocbra, Major
A Wizard of Earthsea
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +1 +1 +1 +2
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
PresteT John, Buchan U/G U/G A/G A/G
OUT HeTitl'!ge,
(Ryerson) U/G U/G
LANG Junior English,
_ .. Rhatz
LANG English in Action
Jl2<>ILl.. Tessier [sic]
I,it.tle Women, Alcott
LANG The New Using Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
L1I.NG~
~ (Book
society)
L1I.NG~
composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
Captains Courageous,
A/GKipling U/G U/G A/G
Where Nests the Water
Il!!n. Poy
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson U/G U/G A/G A/G
Twentv Thousand
leagues Under t.he
SQlI., Verne
The 'Qst World, Doyle
UMerst!!nd i ng
~ (Ginn)
with Canadian A/G A/G
supplement
~, Steinbeck A/G A/G
LANG~
~, Scholastic A G A/G
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION
The Snow Goose.
!i.o.lli£2
LANG Learning Engl ish
(MaCMillan)
The Adyentures of
Sherlock Holmes.
Doyle
Flight into panger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practical English
~, Schaefer
Steel and Summer Rain
(McClelland and
Stewart)
~ (Nelson)
Ventures II (Nel&on)
~ (Nelson)
(MCClelland)
~(Gage)
Truth and FantasY
In and Out of Lgye
Science Piction in
eurriculu. Guide
Diary of a Young Girl,
Frank
Never Cry Wolf, Mowat
Kon-Tik1 Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG Language Is
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
170
66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
A/G
171
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-10
LANG~(Scholastic)
The MooDspinners.
stewart
~. Whyndham
Oral cOlll.llunication
Media
LANG~
Communjcatlon ,
Voices
LANG Learning Language
ExIts and Enljrances
Romeo aDd Juliet
~
Where the Lillies
Jll2Q!l
stann" pog of
Newfoundland
First Spring OD the
~
Johnny Trendn
Front Stage Series 9'
~
==LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
]loy
Blood Red Ochre, Maior
A Wizard of Eartbsea
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 11 13
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -2 +1 +3 +2
".
172
(1970/71 - 1973/74)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
Prester John, Buchan A/G A/G A/G
Our Her!tags,
(Ryerson)
LANG l1lJ,nioT English,
Rhatz
LANG English in Act.:ion
JlQgJLl, Tessier [sic]
Little Women, Alcott
LANG The New Using Our
I,angllage part )
(Dent)
LANG~
-
(Book
Society)
LANG~
composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
Capta i os Courageous,
Kipling A/G A/G A/G
~sts the water
iloIl, 00 A
The Black Arrow,
stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leaaues Under the
-, Verne
The fpst World, Doyle
Understand ing
LiJ&nJ;yu (Ginn)
with Canadian A/G A
supplement
TI!~, Steinbeck A/G A
LANG~
~. Scholastic
173
(1970/71 - 1973/74)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
The Sngw Goose,
~ A A A
LANG teaming English
(MacMillan) A/G A/G A/G
The Adventures of
Sberlock Holmes. G
Doyle
Flight into Panger,
Hailey and Castle AlG A/G A/G
LANG Y2.ill formerly
Practical English A/G A
Shane, Schaefer G
~ and SUmmer Rain(McClelland and G
Stewart)
I.m~ (Nelson) G
~ (Nelson) G
~ (Nelson) G ~(MCClelland) G
~ (Gage) G G
Truth and Fantasy
In and Out of Love
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
piary of a Young Girl,
Frank G
Neyer Cry Wolf. Mowat A/G
Kon-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl A/G
LANG Lanauage Is
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
17'
(1970/71 - 1970/74)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72 73 73-14
LANG~(Scholastic)
The MOOD spinners •
Stewart
~, 1'lhyndham
Oral Communication
Media
LANG~
communjcation .
voices
LANG Learning Language
Exits and Entrances
Romeo and Juliet
Passages
When the I,il lies
.!U.Q.Qm
Storm" pog of
Newfoundland
~Il9......Q.ll..
Grand Banks
Johnny Tremain
Front. Stage series of
!'J.sY!i
Sunburst
LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
!lOY
Blood Red Ochro:t., Major
A Wizard of Earthsea
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 13
" "
2'
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +. +5
(1974/75 ~ 1977/78)
SELECTION
~, Buchan
Our H@ritage,
(Ryerson)
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG English in hW.2n
D.2Qk....1, Tessier [sic]
Little Women, Alcott
LANG The New Using Our
r..anguaq§ Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~(Book
Society)
LANI'; .E.n9:l..i.§h
composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nests the Water
Hgn, Roy
The B1 ack Arrow,
Stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the
~, Verne
The Lost~, Dr.o1'!C
Understand i ng
~(Ginn)
""ith Canadian
supplement
~, steinbeck
IANG~
~, Scholastic
115
74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
(1974/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION
The Snow Goose,
~
LANG l&llD..~
(MacMillan)
The Adventures of
Sbarlock Holmes,
Doyle
Flight into panger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practica~
~, Schaefer
Steel and Slimmer Rain
(McClelland and
Stewart)
l..IMai.n.g (Nelson)
Ventures II (Nelso:'\)
~ (Nelson)
(McClelland)
~ (Gagel
Truth and fantasy
!n.....an~ Out of Loye
science Fiction in
curriculum Guide
piary of a Young Girl,
l<rank
Never Cry Wolf, Mowat
.KQn=Tjki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG~
(Nels'>n)
LANG~
(Longman)
116
74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
177
(1974/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
LANG
""-(Scholastic)
The MOQnspinners,
Stewart
QlQ<;ky, Whyndham
Oral Communication
Media
LANG~
communication 9
-LANG Learning Language
Exits and Entrances
Romeo and Juliet
£A~
Where the LUBes
JlJ&Qlll
Storm" pog of
~.nsl
First sprina on the
Grand Banks
Johnny Tremain
Front Stage Series of
~
~
LANG Bridges 3
Shadow in Hawthorne
-Blood Red Ochre, Major
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 2. 2. 27 29
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +. -1 +2
(1978/79 - 1981/82)
SELECTION
Prester .l0hn, Buchan
.our Heritag9,
(Ryerson)
LANG Jynior English,
Rha"
LANG Engl ish io Mtlpo
~, Tessier [sic}
Little Women, AIr-ott
LANG The New Using Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~(Book
Society)
LANG -u.h
compos; tiCD Bopt 1
(MacMillan)
Captains CourageouS,
K~ling
Where Nests the Water
Hgn, Roy
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the
Sea, Verne
The IQst World, Doyle
Understanding
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
~, steinbeck
LANG~
~, Scholastic
17.
78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82
(1978/79 - 1981/82)
SELECTION
LANG Learning English
(MacMillan)
The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes,
Doyle
Flight into Danger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practical English
~, Schaefer
Steel and Summer Rain
(McClelland and
Stewart)
~ (Nelson)
ventures II (Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
(McClelland)
~(Gaqe)
Tr 'th and Fantasy
Tn and Out Qf Lon
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
piary of a Young Girl,
Frank
Neyer Cry WQll, Mowat
Kon-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG Language Is
(Nelson)
1J'.NG~
(Longman)
17'
78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82
180
(1978/79 - 1981/82)
SELECTION 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-112
LANG~(Scholastic)
The Moonspinners ,
Stewart
~.h.Q£kY, Whyndham
oral communication
Media
LANG paUerns of
Communication 9
~
LANG Learning Languaae
Exits and Entrances
Romeg and Juliet
~
Where the Lill.1.§.§.
JllQQm
storm: Dog of
Newfoundland
First spring on the
Grand Banks
Johnny Tremain
Front stage Series of
1'llW>
~
LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
JlOY
Blood Bed Ochre, Major I--
A Wizard of Earthsea
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 28 28 28 20
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -1 -8
(1982/83 - 198!5/86)
SELECTION
Prester John, Buchan
Our Heritage,
(Ryerson)
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG Engl j sh in Act i on
~, Tessier (sic]
Little Women, Alcott
LANG The New using Our
Languyge Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~(Book
Society)
LANG~
composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nests the Water
Hgn, Roy
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson
twEmty Thousand
Leagues Under the
~, Verne
The Lost World, Doyle
Understanding
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
~, steinbeck
LANG.f~
~, Scholastic
181
82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
(1982/83 - 1985-86)
SELECTION
~nQW GQQse,
lii!l..lJ.£Q
LANG Learning English
(MacMillan)
The Adventures Qf
Sherlock HQlmes,
DQyle
F1 ight into Danger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ formerly
Practical EDglf sh
~, Schaefer
Steel and Summer Rain
(MCClelland and
stewart)
~ (Nelson)
ventures II (Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
~(Gage)
Truth and Fantasy
In and Out of Love
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
piary of a Young Girl,
Frank
Neyer Cry Wolf. Mowat
Kon-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG t.anguage Is
(Nelson)
IJ\NG~
(Longman)
182
82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
18J
(1982/83 - 1985/86)
SELECTION 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
LANG
=(Scholastic)
The M99Dspinners ,
Stewart
~, Whyndham
Oral communication
Media
LANG Patterns of
Communication 9
~
LANG Learning La~
Exits and Entrances
Romeo and Juliet
~
Whers tbA Lillies
lll22m
Storm: Dog of
Newfoundland
First spring on the
Grand Banks
Johnny Tremain
Front Staae Series of
~
~
IJ\NG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
!loY
Blood Red Ochre, Major
A Wizard of EarthseaI[NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
"
,. ,. 19
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -1
(1986/87 - 1989/90)
SELECTION
Prester John, Buchan
Our Heritage,
(Ryerson)
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG English in Action
~, Tessier [sic]
Little Women, Alcott
LANG The New using Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~El
~(Book
Society)
LANG~
Composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nests the Water
IDio, Roy
The Black Arrow,
Stevenson
twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the
~, Verne
The r.ost War) d, Doyle
understand' n9
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
~, steinlJeck
LANG~
E..n9.l.i§.h, Scholastic
'84
86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
(1986/87 - 1989-90)
SELECTION
The Snow Goose,
lloJ.l..i..o2
LANG Learning Engl ish
(MacMillan)
;rh§ Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes,
Doyle
F] 1qht into Danger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG Y.2.J&g formerly
Practical English
~, Schaefer
Steel and Summer Rain
(McClelland and
Stewart)
~ (Nelson)
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
(McClelland)
~(Gage)
Truth and Fantasy
In and Out of Love
Science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
Diary of a young Girl,
Frank
Neyer Cry Wolf, Mowat
E2n=1.iki Expediti.Qn,
Hyerdahl
LANG Language Is
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
'.5
86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
18.
(1986/87 - 1989/90)
SELECTION 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
LANG ~9..2n2
(Scholastic)
The Moonspinnen,
Stewart
-=. Whyndharn
Oral Communication
Media
LANG~
Cammun I cat:! on 9
~
LANG Learning Language
Exits and Entrances
Romeo and Juliet
~
Where the Lillies
lU.ol>m
Stonn ' Dog of
Newfoundland
First spring on the
Grand Banks
J.9.hnnY~
Front Stage Series of
fuY§
~
LANG~
~had9w in Hawthorne
-Blood Red Ochre, Major
!Wi1zard of Earthsea
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 19 15 15 15
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -4
(1990/91)
SELECTION
Pnster John, Buchan
OUr Heritage,
(Ryerson)
LANG .Junior Eng) ish.
Rhatz
lANG English in &etion
.D22U, Tessier [sic]
Lill.lJLji~, Alcott
LANG The New Using Our
Language Part 1
(Dent)
LANG~
~(Book
Society)
LANG~
Composition Book 1
(MacMillan)
captains Courageous,
Kipling
Where Nests the water
1I!m, Roy
The Black Arrow.
Stevenson
Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the
.§H. Verne
The Lost World, Doyle
Understanding
~(Ginn)
with Canadian
supplement
~, Steinbeck
LANG~
~. Scholastic
90-91
187
(1990/91)
SELECTION
The SnQw Goose,
...U1l>o
LANG Learning Enalish
(MacMillan)
The Adyentures Qf
Sherlock HQlmes,
Doyle
Flight into panger,
Hailey and Castle
LANG~ fQrmerly
practical English
~, Schaefer
steel and summer Rain
(MCClelland and
stewart)
~ (Nelson)
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
(MCClelland)
~(Gaqe)
Truth and FantMY
In and Out of T,gye
science Fiction in
Curriculum Guide
.a.iA1:Y..Qf a young Gi rJ ,
Frank
Neyer Cry Wolf, Mowat
KQn-Tiki Expedition,
Hyerdahl
LANG Language Is
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
90-91
188
18'
(1990/91)
SELECTION 90-91
LANG~
(Scholastic)
The MooDspinners,
stewart
.c=Y, whyndham
Oral C01Mlunication
Media
LANG Patterns of
Communication •
Voices
LANG Learning Lanauage
Exits and Entrances
Romeo and Juliet
l'.-~
Where the Lill ies
lll.o.om
storm" pog of
Newfoundland
First spring OD the
Grand Banks
Johnny Tremain
Front stage sqries of
~
Sunburst
LANG~
Shadow in Hawthorne
.!lOY
Blood Red Ochre, Major
A Wizard gf Earthsga
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 14
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTI;)NS -1
190
SELECTIONS US.tZ1:J IN GRADE 10 (1950/51 - 1990/91)
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
Sl:LECTION
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
Lost Endeayour,
Masefield
L1\NG Junior Enalish,
Rhatz
IANG~
Action Book 2,
Tessier [sic]
LANG~
Action Book 2,
Tressler
The Mill on the Floss,
Eliot
LANG The New Using our
J..angyag9 Part....2,.
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book 2
(Book Society)
A Tale of T....o Cities,
Dickens
~, Faulkner
lpst Horizon, Hilton
The! Hound of the
Baskeryilles, Doyle
payid copperfield
(Abridged) and other
shorter classics
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard
LANG~
Effectiye English,
Tressler and Lewis
SO-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
Types Of I,iterattl re(Ginn)
~,Orwell
The Secret Sharer
(found in~
~)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
I.J>.NG Learning English
Ll\NG~ magaZine
(Scholastic)
strawberries and Other
~
~[sic]
Short Plays for
Reading and Acting
(Clarke and Irwin)
Nobody But Yourself
Poetry of Releyance I
Writing Incredibly
Short Plays Poems «
The pay of the
~, whyndham
~, Zindel
LANG Language Lives
(Nelson)
LANG Hti..t.L.Qn
(Longman)
191
50-51 51-52 52 53 53 54
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
The Lea f Not the Tree
(Gage) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
~ magazine
(Scholastic)
Death gn the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
lIJ..ghJ;
Mas Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
tl<!!>
The Seal Fishery Kit
"The Terror of Quidi
vidi" and other
Newfoundland Ghost
Poems
~onal English
section
comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Mvth, Methuen
Myth and Meaning,
Methauen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
192
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
Lost Endeavour,
Masefield
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG~
Action Book 2,
Tessier [sic)
LANG~
Act ion Book 2,
Tressler
1be Mill on the Floss,
Eliot
LANG The New using 0Y..l::
Language Part 2
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book 2
(Book Society)
A Tale of Two Citi§!s,
Dickens
Moonfleet, Faulkner
Lost Horizon, Hilton
The Hound of the
Baskervilles, Doyle
Dayid copperfield
(Abridged) and other
shorter classics
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard
LANG~
~E.n.9.li.§.h,
Tressler and Lewis
193
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-56
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
Types of LiteratYre
(Ginn)
Animal FaDl, Orwell
The Secret Sharer
(found in~
~)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
LANG ..n'no .nol sh
LANG~ magAzine
(Scholastic)
Strawberrj es and O+-ber
Secrets
~rsic]
Short Plays for
Readina and Acting
Poetry or Relevance I
Writing Incredibly
Short Plavi ppems
and stories (Lonqman)
The Boat Who Wouldn't
~, Mowat
The pav of the
~, Whyndham
~, Zinda1
LANG l.anguage Lives
(Nelson)
LANG Hd...t..LQn
(Longman)
194
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
The Leaf Not the T~
(Gage) Teacher Kit
for MUlti-Media
~ magazine
(Scholastic)
Death on the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
I!19lU;
Alas Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
:tlQ.o
The Seal Fishery Kit
"The Terror of Quidi
vidi" and other
Newfoundland Ghost
Poems
Tactics in Reading 2
Functional English
section
comparative MythQlogy
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Myth, Methuen
Myth and Meaning,
Methuen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
195
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
[pst Endeavour,
Masefield
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG .Ena.l.i.§h....
Act ion Book 2,
Tessier (sic]
LANG~
l!.ction Book 2,
Tressler
The Mill on the Floss,
Eliot
LANG The New using our
Language Part 2
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book 2
(Book Society)
A Tale of Two Cities,
Dickens
~, Faulkner
Lost Horizon, Hilton
The Hound of the
Baskervilles, Doyle
David Copperfi eld
(Abridged) and other
shorter classics
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard
LANG~
Effective English,
Tressler and Lewis
196
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
Types of Literature
(Ginn)
~. Orwell
The Secret Share..
(foundin~
~)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
LANG I@arning English
LA.NG~ magazine
(SchOlastic)
StraWberries and Other
~
~(sic]
Short Plays for
Reading and Actina
(Clarke and Irwin)
Nobody But Yoursel f
Poetry of Releyance I
Writing Incredibly
Short Plays poems
3nd Stories (Longman)
The Boat Who WO\iJdn1t
.EJ...Q.ll, Mowat
The Day of the
~, Whyndham
~, Zindel
LANG Language Lives
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
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58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
The Lea f Not the Tree
(Gage.) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
~ magazine
(Scholastic)
Death on the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
llJ.!lhl;
Alas Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
til!<>
Thg Seal Fishery Kit
"The Terror of Quidi
vidi" and other
Newfoundland Ghost
Poems
Tactics in Reading 2
Functional English
Section
comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
~n_.aDfL_MY!h, Methuen
Myth and Meaning,
Methuen
ECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
19.
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1962/63 - 1965/66)
SELECTION
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
Lost Endeavour,
Masefield
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG~
Action Book 2,
Tessier {sic)
LANG~
Action Book 2,
Tressler
The Mill on the Flog£,
Eliot
LANG The New Using our
Language Part 2
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book 2
(Book society)
A Tale of Two Ci ties,
Dickens
~, Faulkner
Lost Horizon, Hilton
The Hound of the
~~, Doyle
David Copperfield
(Abridged) and other
shorter classics
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard
LANG~
Effectiye English,
Tressl, ,r and Lewis
199
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
(1962/63 - 1965/66)
SELECTION
Types of LiterAture
(Ginn)
~,orwell
The Secret Shuer
(found in~
~)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
LANG '~.rnlna F.n01 ie.
LANG~ magazine
(Scholastic)
strawberries and other
~
~(sic)
Short Plays tor
Reading and Acting
(Clarke and Irwin)
Nobody But Yourself
Poetry of Bel eyance I
Writing Incredibly
Short Plays poems
~ (Longman)
The Boat Who Wouldn't
.E!2A.t, Mowat
The Day of tbe
~, whyr.dham
~, Zindel
LANG I.anguoge Liyes
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
200
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
201
(1962/63
-
1965/66)
SELECTION 62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
The Leaf Not the Tree
(Gaqe) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
-
magazine
(Scholastic)
Death on the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
l!J.ghl;
Alas Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
~
The Seal Fish~
"The Terror of Quid!
vidl" and other
Newfoundland Ghost
poems
Tactics in Reading
Functional English
Section
Comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Myth, Methuen
Myth and Meaning,
Methuen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +1 +1 +2
202
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 61-68 68-69 69-70
Golden Carayan
(Ryerson) U/G U/G
J,gst Endeavour.
Hasefleld
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG~
Action Book 2,
Tessier [sic]
LANG EIl!lllilIUn
Action Bgok 2,
Tressler
The Mill on the Floss,
Eliot A
LANG The New using our
Language Part 2 U/G
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book 2 U/G A/G A/G
(Book Society)
A Tale of Two Cities,
Dickens U A A
I!22D..tio.tl , Faulkner U/G U/G A/G A/G
Lost Horizon, Hilton U/G U/G A/G A/G
The Hound of the
Baskervilles. Doyle G G
rayid copperfield
(Abridged) and other
shorter classics G G
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard G G
LANG~
Effective English, U/G A/G A/G
Tressler and Lewis
203
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
TYpes of Literature
(Ginn)
Animal Farm. Orwell
The Secret Shanr
(found in~~
Literature)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
A/G A/G
A
Il--"LAN~G~Le!!a!J;rJl;ni!>!!n!1!g:!E!!!ln!l!.gl!!i"!!S!lh-J__--4__-+ _
LANG~ magazine
(Scholastic)
strawberries and Other
~
~[siCl
Short Plays for
Reading and Acting
(Clarke and Irwin)
Nobody But Yourself
Poetry of Releyance I
Writing Incredibly
Short pI ays Poems
~~ (Longman)
The Boat Who Wouldn' t
f'..lQll, Mowat
The pay of the
~, whyndham
~, Zindel
LANG Language Lives
(Nelson)
LANG I!<lli....Qn
(Longman)
20.
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
The Leaf Not the Tree
(Gage) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
~ magazine
(Scholastic)
Death 9D the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
~
Alas Babylon, Frank
Baffl@s gf Wind aDd
tl<l<!
The Seal Fishery Kit
"The Terror of Quid!
Vidi ll and other
Newfoundland Ghost
Poems
Tactics in Readina 2
Functional English
Section
comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Myth, Methuen
Myth and Meanina,
Methuen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 10 11
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +1 +1 +1
205
(1970/11
-
1973/14)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-14
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
Lost Endeavour,
Masefield
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG =.loJL.ln
~tiQn Book
"Tessier [sic]
LANG llDillJiIl...J.
Action Book
"Tressler
The Mill on the Floss,
Eliot A
LANG The New Using our
Language Part ,
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book ,
(Book Society)
A Tale of Two Cities,
Dickens A A
~, FaUlkner A/G A/G A/G
Lost Horizon. Hilton A/G A/G A/G
The Hound of the
Baskervilles, Doyle
payid Copperfield
(Abridged) and other
shorter Classics
(Scholastic)
ISing Solomon's MiMs,
Haggard G
LANG lWW:J.n.g
Effectiye English,
Tressler and Lewis
(1970/71 - 1973/14)
SELECTION
Types of Literature
(Ginn)
Anilllal Fa III , Orwell
Th. Sec[1!t Sharu
(found in~
~)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
LANG r ... sh
LANG YQisa magazine
(Scholastic)
Strawberries and Other
~
~[sic]
Short Plays tor
Reading aDd 1H;Ung
(Clarke and Irvin)
Nobody But Yourself
Poetry ot Bel,vance I
Writing Incredibly
Short plays Poems
and Stories (Longman)
The Boat Who Wouldn't
~, Mo....at
The pay ot the
~, Whyndham
~, Zindel
LANG Langyage I/iyes
(Nelson)
lANG .!iD.1L..2n
(Longtllan)
200
70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
A/G A A
A A
AlG A A
A A A
A/G A/G A/G
A/G A A
G G
G G
G G
G G
G
A/G
A/G
G
207
(1970/71 - 1973/74)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
The Leaf Not the Tree,
(Gage) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
~magazine
(Scholastic)
Death on the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
!!.i9hl;
Al.as Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
~
The Seal FisherY Kit
"The Terror of Quidi
vidl" and other
Newfoundland Ghost
Poems
Tactics in Reading 2
Functional English
Section
comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Myth, Methuen
Myth and Meaning,
Methuen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 13 18 19 2.
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +' +. +1 +5
(1974/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
Lost Endeavour,
Masefi~ld
LANG Junior Eng I ish,
Rhatz
lANG E..ns1..i2lL.in
Action Book 2,
Tessier (sic]
LANG .E.lJ.g,ilihJ.n
Action Book 2,
Tressler
The Mill on the Floss,
Eliot
LANG The New using our
Langyage Part 2
(Dent)
LANG~
Important Book 2
(Book Society)
A Tale of Two Cities,
~ickens
MQQn.O~, Faulkner
Lost Horizon, Hilton
The Hound of the
Baskervilles, Doyle
pavid copperfield
(Abridged) and other
shorter classics
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard
LANG~
~~,
Tressler and Lewis
208
74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
(1974/75 - 1977178)
SELECTION
Types of Literature
(Ginn)
Animal Farm, Orwell
The Secret Sharer
(found in~
~)
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
LANG Learning English
LANG~ magazine
(Scholastic)
StraWberries and Other
Secrets
~[sic]
Short Plays for
Reading and Actina
(Clarke and Irwin)
Nobody But Yourself
Poetry of Relevance I
Rrl..t.ingJ~
Short Plays Poems
and Stories (Longman)
The Boat Who Wouldn't
~, Mowat
The Day of the
~, Whyndham
~, Zindel
LANG Language Liyes
(Nelson)
LANG~
(Longman)
209
74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
210
(1974/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
The Leaf Not the Tree
(Gage) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
~ magazine
(Scholastic)
peath on the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
.!ii..9h.t
Alas Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
:rJ.gg
__l'he Seal Fishery Kit
"The Terror of Quidi
vidi" and other
Newfoundland Ghost
Poems
Tactics in Readina 2
Functional English
Section
Comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Myth, Methuen
Myth and Meaning,
Methuen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 31 31 J2 J2
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +7 +1
(1978/79 - 1980/81)
SELECTION
Golden Caravan
(Ryerson)
I,ost Endeavour,
Masefie1d
LANG Junior English,
Rhatz
LANG .&n.9l.1.§.lL1n
Action Book 2,
Tessier {sic}
LANG~
Action Book 2,
Tressler
The Mil J gn the Flgss,
Eliot
LANG The New Usjng ollr
I,a;nauage Part 2
(Dent)
LANG~
Important B90k 2
(Book Society)
A Ta)e of TwO Cities,
Dickens
~, Faulkner
Lost Horizon, Hilton
The Hound of the
Baskervilles, Doyle
David Copperfield
(AbrIdged) and other
shorter classics
(Scholastic)
King Solomon's Mines,
Haggard
LANG~
Effegtive En9.li.2h,
Tressler and Lewis
78-79 79-80 80-81
211
(1978/79 - 1980/81)
SELECTION
Types of r.iteratun
(Ginn)
Animal Farm, Orwell
The Secret Sharer
(found in~
~I
TO Kill a Mockingbird,
Lee
LANG Learning English
LANG~ magazine
(Scholastic)
strawberri es and Other
~
~[sic)
Short Plays for
Reading and Acting
(Clarke and Irwin)
Nobody But '{ourself
Poetry of Releyance I
writing Incredibly
Short PI ays Poems
and Stories (Longman)
The Boat Who Wouldn't
.f.lQ..at. Mowat
The Day of the
~. Whyndham
~, Zindel
LANG Language x,ives
(Nelson)
LANG Hd..t.!L.Qn
(Longman)
78-79 79-80 80-81
212
213
(1978/79
- USO/a1)
SELECTION 78-79 79-80 80-81
The Lea f Not the Tree
(Gage) Teacher Kit
for Multi-Media
~ magazine
(Scholastic)
Death PO the Ice,
Brown
In the Heat of the
l!Js!lj;
Alas Babylon, Frank
Baffles of Wind and
~
The Seal Fishery Kit
(, tiThe Terror of Quid!vidi" and otherNewfoundland Ghost
Poems
Tactics in Reading 2
f
Functional English
section
Comparative Mythology
(D.C. Heath)
Man and Myth, MethuenI
1
Myth and Meaning,
Methuen
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 32 32 24
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -8
214
SELECTIONS USED IN GRADE 11 (1950/51 - 1990/91)
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
Argosy to Adventure
(Ryerson)
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasis to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
JUI ius Caesar
IANG~
Effective English
(Copp Clark)
Twelfth Night
The Old Man and the
~, Hemingway
~, Steinbeck
Pride and Prejudice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the Worlds,
Wells
The Bridge pn the
~, Boulle
pramatic Literature,
singer
Braye New Wprld,
Huxley
Man's Search for
~ (Gage)
Ihim1.!~_.~.llit_Imalm (Copp
Clark)
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Lord of the Flies,
Golding
A Separate Peace,
KnOWles
Huckleberry Finn,
Twain
Tribal prums (McGrath
Hill)
The Fullness of Noon
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
searchlights (Book
Society)
~(Gage)
I Am a Sensation
The OX-Bow Incident,
Clarke
Cress Delahunty, West
Childhood's End
Prose of Bel evance II,
Methuen
This Book is about
communication
(McGrath Hill)
~, Aldis
The Heart is a Iqoely
IDm..t.e..!;,:, McCullers
~, Whyndham
Language Moves
(Nelson)
writer' 5 Workshop
(Book Society)
215
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
(1950/51 - 1953/54)
SELECTION
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
~. Such
By Great Waters
Literary Calyacade
Websters New World
~ (The world
Pub. Co.)
The Senior pi ctionary'
DictioDarY of
Canadian English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
216
50-51 51-52 52-53 53-54
f
t
t
I
I
I
217
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION 54-55 55-56 56-51 57-58
Argosy to Adyenture
(Ryerson)
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasis to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Julius Caesar
LANG~
Effective English
(Copp Clark)
Twelfth Night
The old Man and the
S§A, Hemingway
~, steinbeck
Pride and Prejudice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the Worlds,
Wells
The Bridge on the
~, Boulle
pramatic Literature,
Singer
Braye New World,
Huxley
Man's Search for
~ (Gage)
Theme and Image (Copp
Clark)
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Lord of the Flies,
Golding
A Separate Peace,
Knowles
Huckleberry Finn,
Twain
Tribal Drums (McGrath
Hill)
The Full ness of Noon
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
searchlights (Book
Society)
Tactics III (Gage)
I Am a Sensation
The Ox-Bow Incident,
Clarke
Cress pelahunty, West
Childhood's End
Prose of Relevance II,
Methuen
Tbis Book is about
Communication
(McGrath Hill)
~, Aldis
The Heart is a Lonely
ID!.Jllll:, McCullers
~, Whyndham
Language Moves
(Nelson)
Writer's workshop
(Book Society)
218
54-55 55-56 56-57 57-58
21.
(1954/55 - 1957/58)
SELECTION 54-55 55-56 56-57 51-58
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
lU.u=.m. Such
By Great Waters
Literary Calvacade
Websten New World
~ (The World
Pub. Co.)
The senior pictionary'
DictionarY of'
Canadian English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +l -2 +l
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
Argosy to Adventure
(Ryerson)
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasis to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Jul ius Caesar
I.J\NG~
Effective EngliSh
(Copp Clark)
Twel fth Night
~, Steinbeck
Pride and prejudice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the WOt) ds,
Wells
The Bridge on the
~,Boulle
Dramatic Uterature,
Singer
Brave New Worl d,
Huxley
Man's Search for
ya1ues (Gage)
Theme and Image (Copp
Clark)
220
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Lord of the Fl i as,
Golding
A separate Peace,
Knowles
Huckleberry Finn,
Twain
Tribal prums (McGrath
Hill)
The Fullness of Noon
(Nelson)
Moonrise (Nelson)
Searchlights (Book
Society)
Tactics III (Gage)
I Am a sensation
The OX-Bow Incident,
Clarke
Cress pelahunty, West
Childhood I.. End
Prose of Relevance IT,
Methuen
This Book is about
Communication
(McGrath Hill)
~,Aldis
The Heart is a Lonely
.~, McCullers
~, Whyndham
Language Moyes
(Nelson)
Writer's Workshop
(Book Society)
221
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1958/59 - 1961/62)
SELECTION
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
By Great Waters
Literary Calyacade
Websters New World
~ (The World
Pub. Co.)
The Senior pictionary'
Dictionary of
Canadian English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
222
58-59 59-60 60-61 61-62
(1962/63 - 1965/66)
SELECTION
Argosy tg Adventure
(Ryerson)
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasis to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Julius Caesar
LANG~
Effectiye English
(Copp Clark)
Twelfth Night
The old Man and the
§,M, HemingwaY
~, Steinbeck
Pride and Prejudice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the Worlds,
Wells
The Bridge gn the
~, Boulle
Dramatic LiteratUre,
Singer
Braye New World,
Huxley
Man's Search foz;:
Values (Gage)
Theme and Image (copp
Clark)
223
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
(1962/63 - 1965/66)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
{,ord of the Flies,
Golding
A Separate Peace,
Knowles
HUckleberry Finn,
Twain
Tribal Drums (MCGrath
Hill)
The Fullness of Noon
(Nelson)
MQ..Q.D.Li..n. (Nelson)
searchlights (Book
society)
~(Gage)
r Am a Sensation
The OX-Bow Ingident,
Clarke
Cress Delahunty, West
Childhood's End
prose of Relevance II,
Methuen
This Boo)( is about
Communication
(McGrath Hill)
~. Aldis
The Heart is a Ipne1Y
liYn!:ll, McCullers
~, whyndham
{,Quguage Moyes
(Nelson)
writer's workshop
(Book Society)
224
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
225
(1962/63 - 1965/66)
SELECTION
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
~, Such
By Great Waters
Literary Calyacade
Habstars New World
~ (The World
Pub. Co.)
62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66
~~""--!-"---r--+-~l
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +3
22.
(1966/67
-
1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
I\xgosy to Adyenture
(Ryerson) U/G U/G A/G A/G
IlAml.n
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasIs to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Julius Caesar
LANG Mu.t.ning
Effective English U/G U/G A/G A/G
(Copp Clark)
_h U A
Il!llll.1..I!.l.!lll
The Old Man and the_.
Hemingway U/G U/G A/G A/G
~, Steinbeck U/G U G A/G A/G
Pride and PrejUdice,
Austen U U A A
Great Expectations I
Dickens G G
Tbe War of the Worlds,
Wells G G G G
The Bridge on the
~. Bou11e G
pramatic I.lterature,
Singer A
Brave New World,
Huxley A
Man's Search for
~ (Gl1ge)
Theme and Image (Copp
Clark)
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Lord of the Flies,
Golding
A Separate Peace,
Knowles
Huckleberry Finn,
TWain
Tribal Drums (McGrath
Hill)
The Fullness of Noon
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
~h"y' (Book
Society)
~(Gage)
I Am a Sensation
The Ox-Bow Incident,
Clarke
Cress Delahunty, West
Childhood's End
Prose of Relevance II,
Methuen
This Book is about
Communication
(MCGrath Hill)
~, Aldis
The Heart is a Lonely
HYD..t..e.I:, McCullers
~, Whyndham
r.anguage Moves
(Nelson)
Writer's workshop
(Book Society)
227
66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
22'
(1966/67 - 1969/70)
SELECTION 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
~, Such
By Great Waters
Literary Calyacade
Websters Ne\of World
.I!i~ (The World
Pub. Co.)
The Senior Dictionary;
pictionary of
Canadian English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 11
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +2 +l +2
22.
(1970/71 - 1973/74)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
Argosy to Adventure
(Ryerson)
-LANG NO TEXT -emphasis to be placed
on composition.
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Julius Caesar
LANG~
Effective Eng] ish A/G A/G A/G
(Copp Clark)
Macbeth A
Twelfth Night
The Old Man and the
li<.o, Hemingway A/G A/G A/G
~, Steinbeck
Pride and Prejudice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the Worlds,
Wells
The Bridge on the
~, Boulle A/G
Dramatic LiteratUre.
Singer A/G
Braye New World,
Huxley A
Man's Search for
Values (Gage)
Theme and Image (copp
Clark)
(1970/71 - 1973/74)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Lord of the Fli!i!S.
Golding
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70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
A
A
A Separate Peace,
Knowles
Hucklebarry Finn,
Twain
Tribal prums (MCGrath
Hill)
The Full ness of Noon
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
Searchlights (Book
Society)
~(Gage)
I Am a Sensation
:l'.h!LQ.2l-Bow Incident,
Clarke
Cress Delahunty, West
Childhood's End
Prose of Relevance II.
Methuen
This Book is about
Communication
(McGrath Hill)
~,Aldis
The Heart is a Lonely
~, McCullers
~, whyndham
Language Moyes
(Nelson)
wri ter' s Workshop
(Book Society)
A A
A
A
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(1970/71 - 1973/74)
SELECTION 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
=. Such
By Great waters
Literary CalVi!!cade
Websters New World
!U.oU= (The World
Pub. Co.)
The senior Dictionary'
pictionary of
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS ,. 20 21 2.
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +5 +. +1 +3
(1974/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION
Argosy to Adventure
(Ryerson)
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasis to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Julius Caesar
LANG~
Effective Enalish
(copp Clark)
Twelfth Night
The Old Man and tha
~, Hemingway
~, Steinbeck
Pride and PrejUdice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the Worlds,
Wells
The Bridge on the
~,Boulle
Dramatic Literature,
Singer
Brave New World,
Huxley
Man's Search for
~ (Gage)
Theme and Image (copp
Clark)
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74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
(1974/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Ierd of the Flies,
Golding
A Separate Peace,
Knowles
Huckleberry Finn,
Twain
Tribal Drums (McGrath
Hill)
The Fu 11 ness of Noon
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
Searchlights (Book
Society)
Tactics III (Gage)
I Am a Sensation
The OX-BOW Incident,
Clarke
Cress Delahunty, west
Ch i Idhood' sEnd
Prose of Relevance II,
Methuen
This Book is about
Communication
(MCGrath Hill)
~,Aldis
The Heart is a Lonely
~, McCullers
~, Whyndham
Language Moves
(Nelson)
Writer's Workshop
(Book Society)
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74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
234
(1914/75 - 1977/78)
SELECTION 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78
The White Eskimo,
Horwood
~, Such
By Great Waters
I.iterary Calyacade
H,ebsters New World
~ (The World
Pub. Co. )
The Senior pictionary-
DictIonary of
Canadian English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 28 32 34 3.
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +. +. +2
(1978/79 - 1981/82)
SELECTION
Argosy to Adyenture
(Ryerson)
LANG NO TEXT -
emphasis to be placed
on composition,
precis writing,
paraphrasing and
causal analysis
Julius Caesar
LANG~
Effective English
(Copp Clark)
Twel fth Night
The Old Man and the
£gg, Hemingway
~, Steinbeck
Pride and Preiudice,
Austen
Great Expectations,
Dickens
The War of the Worlds,
Wells
The Bridge on the
~, Boulle
Dramatic LiteratUre,
Singer
Braye New World,
Huxley
Man's search for
~ (Gage)
Theme aDd Image (Copp
Clark)
2)5
78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82
(1978/79 - 1981/82)
SELECTION
An Enemy of the
~, Ibsen
Lord of the Flies,
Golding
A Separate Peace,
Knowles
Huckleberry Finn,
Twain
Tribal Drums (McGrath
Hill)
The Fullness of Noon
(Nelson)
~ (Nelson)
Searchl ights (Book
Society)
Tactics III (Gage)
I Am a Sensation
The Ox-Bow Incident,
Clarke
Cress Delahunty. West
Childhood's End
Prose of Relevance II,
Methuen
This Book is about
Communication
(McGrath Hill)
Hot House. Aldis
The Heart is a Lonely
IDl.D.tg];:, McCullers
~, Whyndham
Language Moves
(Nelson)
Writer's workshop
(Book Society)
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78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82
237
(1978/79 - 1981/82)
SELECTION 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82
The White ESkimo,
Horwood
~, Such
By Great Waters
Literary Calvacade
webstel'~
~ (The World
Pub. Co.)
~'--a-..
o ish
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 3. 3. 32 32
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -2
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SELECTIONS USED IN LANGUAGE 1101 (1981/82 - 1990/91)
(1981/82 - 1984/85)
SELECTION
Mastering Effe~
English 4th. ed
Emphasis on
argumentation and
persuasion. NO TEXT
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1985/86 - 1988/89)
SELECTION
Mastering Effective
English 4th. ed.
Emphasis on
argumentation and
persuasion. NO TEXT
Transition'
Arqumentation...AIl9.
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
81-82 82-83 93-94 94-85
85-86 86-87 97-88 89-89
(1989/90 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Mastering Effectiye
English 4th. ed.
Emphasis on
argumentation and
persuasion. NO TEXT
~
Argumentation and
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
89-90 90-91
239
240
SELECTIONS USED IN BASIC ENGLISH 1102 (1981/82 - 1990191)
(1981/82 - 1984/85)
SELECTION
Writing Sense
Read and Think BX: II
Read ing for Life
Fast FOrward
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1985/86 - 1988/89)
SELECTION
Writing Sense
Bead and Think ex: II
Reading for Life
Fast Forward
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1989/90 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Writing Sense
Read and Think ex: II
Reading for Life
Fast Forward
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85
85-86 86-87 87-S8 88-89
89-90 90-91
'41
SELECTIONS USED IN VOCATIONAL ENGLISH 2102
(1981/82 - 1990/91)
(1981/82 - 1984/85)
SELECTION
Words On Work
The Communication
~
Language at Work
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1985/86 - 1988/89)
SELECTION
Words On Work
The Communication
-Language at Work
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1989/90 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Words Qn Work
The Communication
~
Languaae at Work
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85
85-86 86-87 87-88 88-69
89-90 90-91
242
SELECTIONS USED IN LANGUAGE 2101 (1982/83 - 1990/91)
(1982/83 - 1985/86)
SELECTION
Mastering Effectiye
English (4th ed.)
Search and Shape
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1985/86 - 1998/89)
SELECTION
l:1Mt..ering Effectiye
English (4th ed.l
Search and Shape
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1990/91)
SELECTION
Mastering Effective
English (4th ad )
Search and Shape
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
90-91
+l -1
243
SELECTIONS USED IN LANGUAGE 3101 (1983/84 - 1990/91)
(1983/84 - 1986/87)
SELECTION
Mastering Effective
~
Writing Prose'
Techn i ques and
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1987/88 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Mastering Effective
l'!!9.!.J,.oh
Writing Prose:
Techniques and
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87
87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91
244
SELECTIONS USED IN BUSINESS ENGLISH 3102
(1993/84 - 1990/91)
(1983/84 - 1986/81)
SELECTION
~
CoIDmunic:ation
communicating for
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIOnS
(1987/88 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
~
communication
Communicating for
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHAnGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87
87-88 88-89 139-90 90-91
245
SELECTIONS USED IN ADVANCED WRITING 3103
(1983/84 - 1990/91)
(1983/84 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Writing Incredibly
Short Plays )?oems
and stories
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1987/88 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Writing Incredibly
Short PlOYS )?oems
and stories
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUN'I' OF
SELECTIONS
83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87
87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91
246
SELECTIONS USED IN LANGUAGE STUDY 3104
(1985/86 - 1990/91)
(1985/86 - 1988/89)
SELECTION
Our Own Voice
pictionary of
Newfoundland English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
(1989/90 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Our Own Voice
Dictionary of
Newfoundland English
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89
89-90 90-91
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SELECTIONS USED I. LITERARY HERITAGE 2201
(1981/82 - 1990/91)
(1981/82
-
1984/85)
SELECTION 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85
The Open Window·
Essays aDd stories
Twelfth Night
Julius Caesar
Robinson Crusoe, Defoe
Oliver Twist, Dickens
The WQod.1anders, Hardy
The Old Man and the
Sl!l!, Hemingway
Ani~, Orwell
The Red Feathers,
Roberts
The Cruel Sea,
Honsarat
An lmthology of Verse
Literary Essays and
Short stories, Ryan
and Rossiter
Searchl ight series
of plays
=nhl>o, Scott
Myth and Meaning (Head
and McClean)
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 10 14 14 14
CHANGE I. AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +4
24.
(1985/86 - 1988/89)
SELECTION 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89
The Open Window'
Essays and Stories
Twelfth Night
Julius Caesar
Robinson Crusoe, Defoe
oliver Twist, Dickens
The WQodlanders, Hardy
The Old Man and the
liU. Hemingway
~, orwell
The Red Feathers,
Roberts
The Cruel Sea,
Monsarat
An MthQ)Qgy~
Literary Essavs and
Short stories, Ryan
and Rossiter
~ series
of plays
~, Scott
Mvth and Meaning (Head
and McClean)
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 13 13 13 13
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -1
24.
(1989/90
-
1990/91)
SELECTION 89-90 90-91
The Open Window·
Essays and stories
Twelfth Night
Julius Caesar
Robinson crusoe, Defoe
oliver Twist, Dickens
The Woocllanders, Hardy
The Old Man and the
Sea, Hemingway
lulimilLllim, Orwell
The Red Feathen,
Roberts
~~,
Monsarat
An Anthology of Verse
Literary Essays and
Short Stories, Ryan
and Rossiter
searchlight series
of plays
~, Scott
Myth and Meaning (Head
and McClean)
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 13 13
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
'50
SELECTIONS - THEMATIC LITERATURE 1200 (1982/83 - 1990/91)
(1982/83 - 1985/86)
SELECTION
Poetryin~
H.in.L~
Strawberries and Other
~
Baffles of Wind and
Lillo
comparative Mythology
The Holdin Ground
The Winslow Boy
~earchlights (plays)
peath on the Ice
82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
~ -----+----+----+---+---11
The Snow Goose
In The Heat of the
1llqhj;
Bridge on the River
!S!tll
The Moon is Down
Who Has Seen the Wind
Guns of Navarone
1-2TO!!0~K!>1i"I!o,l~a!=M!:!lo~c~.!.!inJllqgbi!!r>l!d'__!I_....:..'__!-....:.._1---:.._+-~
The Newfoundland
~
In Your Own \-lords 2
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
17 15
-,
14
-1
1.
251
(1986/87
-
1989/90)
SELECTION 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
=
Poetry in
.IlllllJ&.o....
Wind and Tide
strawberries an~
Secrets
Baffles of Wind and
UJlg
£.QmP.aratiye Mythology
The Holdin Ground
The Winslow Boy
Search] ights (plays)
Death on the Ice
~
The Snow Goose
In The Heat of the
/!j,g]1!
Bridge on the River
lIl<o.i.
The Moon is Down
Who Has Seen the Wind
Guns of Navarone
To Kill .Mockingbird
~~
In '{our Own Words 2
Death Be Not Proud
Ground Swell
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS ,. 13 13 14
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -1 +1
(1990/91)
SELECTION
Poetry in~
Wind and Tide
strawberries and Other
~
Baffles of Wind and
~
comparative Mythology
The Holdin Ground
The Winslow Boy
searchlights (plays)
peath on the Ice
The Snow Goose
In The Heat or the
I!.i.!lhJo
Bridge go the River
~
The Moon is pawn
Who Has Seen the wind
Guns of Nayarone
To Kill a Mockingbird
The Newfoundland
Character
In your Own Words 2
Death Be Not Proud
Ground Swell
90-91
252
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 14
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
253
SELECTIONS USED IN THEMATIC LITERATURE 3201
(1982/83 - 1990/91)
(1982/83 - 1985/86)
SELECTION
Theme and Image
Poetry in Man's Search
~
Man's search for
~
Writer's workshop
Dramatic I,iterature
The Merchant of
~
Lord of the Flies
On the Beach
The Light in the
112llll
The Lure of the
Labrador wild
Bartlett· the Great
Canadian Explorer
~ (Newfoundland
Literature)
Themes for All Times
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86
13
+1
254
(1986/87 - 1969/90)
SELECTION 86~87 87-88 88-89 89~90
Theme and Image
Poetry in Man's Search
~
Man's Search for
~
Writer's Workshop
pramatic Literature
The Merchant of
l1<nJ&<>
Lord of the rlies
On the Beach
B.llill:.Yn
The Light in the
~
The Lure of the
Labrador wild
Bartlett- the Great
canadian Explorer
~ (Newfoundland
Literature)
Themes for All Times
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 14 13 13 10
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS -1 -3
255
(1990/91)
SELECTION 90-91
Tbli!mf! aDd Image
Poetry in Man's Seprch
~
Man's Search for
Values
Writer's Workshop
Dramatic Literature
The Merchant 9 f
~
Lord of the flies
Qn~
~
IM.J:.ight in the
~
The I,ure of the
Labrador Wild
Bartlett- the Great
Canadian Explorer
~ (Newfoundland
Literature)
Themes for All Times
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 11
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS +1
25.
S&LECTIONS USED IN CANADIAN LITERATURE 2204
(1983/84 - 1990/91)
(1983/84 - 1986-87)
SELECTION
Poems ot , Snow tyed
~
Cues and Entrances'
Ten Canadian QnA Act
flu<
POwneast· An anthology
~
r Heard the Owl Call
~
The Betrayal
Such is My Beloyed
Marie Chapdelaine
Barometer Rising
Easterly' AD Anthology
<>.LM.l.ioIlili
~[sic)
Choice At.lantic (an
anthology of Atlantic
Literature)
Humour the Sun
83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87
NUMBER OF SELECrIONS
CHANGE 1:N AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
10 1. 10
o
10
257
(1987/88 - 1990-91)
SELECTION 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91
~
Poells of a Snow Eyed
~
Cu,? and Entrances'
Ten Canadian Qne Act
~
powneast o An anthology
~
A§.hinJ.
I Heard the Owl Call
!1Y..l!<Jllg
The Betrayal
Such is My Beloyed
Marie Chapdela ine
Barometer Rising
Easterly' lID Anthology
~
[sic]
Choice Atlantic (.n
anthology of Atlantic
Literature)
Humour the Sun
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 10 10 10 11
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS 0 +1
25.
SELECTIONS USED IN FOLK LITERATURE 3203
(1983/84 - 1990/91)
(1983/84 - 1986/87)
SELECTION
Folk Literature: A
Folklon/FOlklife
Educational Series
(Breakwater)
SAGA The Vinland
Sogos' The Norse
piscoyery of America
EPIC~
(Penguin)
World Folktales· 1\
S£r.iP.:ner Resource
~
TEACHER RESOURCE
Folktalf!s of Canada
(McClelland and
stewart)
TEACHER RESOURCE :rhg
viking Book of Folk
8a)) ads of the
English Speaking
HQI.1g (PengUin)
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87
-2
(1987/88 - 1990/91)
SELECTION
Folk Literature: A
EoJ kl pre/Folklife
Educational series
(Break....ater)
SAGA~
Sagas: The Norse
piscovery Qf America
EPIC~
(penguin)
World Folktales: A
Scribner Resource
~
TE~CHER RESOURCE
Folktales of Canada
(McClelland and
stewart)
TEACHER RESOURCE :rM
Vikina Book of Folk
Ballads of the
English Speaking
H.Q!:1.g (Penguin)
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
259
87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91
26.
SELECTIONS USED IN LITERARY HERITAGE 3203
(1983/84 - 1990/91)
(1983/84
-
1986/87)
SELECTION 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87
Literary Modes
(Jesperson)
The stone Mgel
Huckleberry FinD
Wutbering Heights
The FellQWship of the
Bing
A Separate peace
Oedipus Rex
She Stoops to
~
The Tempest
A Man for All
~
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 11 11 11 11
CHANGE IN AMOUNT OF
SELECTIONS
261
(1987/88 - 1990/91)
SELECTION 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91
Literary Modes
(Jesperson)
The stone Angel
Huckleberry Finn
Wuthering Heights
The Fellowship of the
Bin«
A Separate Peace
Oedipus Rex
She Stoops to
~
The Tempflst
A Man for All
ll.Oi02IlS.
NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 11 11 11 11
CHANGE IN AMOUN'l' OF
SELECTIONS




